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CHAPTER 1 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

The children now love luxury; they have bad manners, contempt for authority; they 
show disrespect for elders and love chatter in place of exercise. Children are now ty-
rants, not the servants of their households. They no longer rise when elders enter the 
room. They contradict their parents, chatter before company, gobble up dainties at 
the table, cross their legs, and tyrannize their teachers.  
– Plato (in Quintelier, 2007, p. 2) 

 
It seems that complaining and being worried about young people are millennium-
old habits of adults. In modern times, complaints and worries among political 
leaders, policy makers, media professionals and scholars have been increasingly 
focused on young people’s democratic citizenship. Compared to adults and pre-
vious generations, young people vote less, trust politicians less, and consume less 
news about public affairs; these and other trends exhibit young people’s ‘apathy’, 
some argue, and testify to a ‘crisis of democracy’.  

Many of the concerns about young people’s democratic citizenship have been 
related to the use of (new) media. Among scholars, the questions as to whether, 
how and why the use of the internet in particular might deteriorate or reinvigorate 
young people’s civic engagement and participation have received much attention 
in a rapidly growing number of studies. 

This PhD dissertation includes several new studies aimed at further reflecting 
on these questions about the internet’s role in young people’s civic life. These stu-
dies, which are presented in chapters 2 to 7, address four major research issues: 
how governmental agencies or NGOs produce civic content online, the civic nature 
and potential of content online, whether and how young people do or might ex-
ploit the web’s civic potential, and the attitudes that underlie young people’s civic 
internet use.  

The backgrounds and focal points of these studies are discussed in this intro-
ductory chapter. The first section below outlines the contours of the scholarly de-
bate about democratic citizenship in general and that of youth in particular. This 
debate forms the general background of the literature about the internet’s role in 
youth’s civic life, which will be delineated in the second section. The third section 
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discusses the socio-political context – the Netherlands, from 2007 to 2009 – in 
which the empirical studies of this dissertation were conducted. The last section 
provides an overview of the contents, goals and methods of the chapters to come. 
 
Democratic citizenship: duties and rights 
The scholarly debate about democracy and citizenship is very old, very extensive, 
and very complex, and it is not my intention here to discuss this debate in a com-
prehensive and detailed way. Instead, I will outline some of its main features. 
 To begin with, the notions of democracy and citizenship have been devel-
oped within three main intellectual traditions. First, classic liberalism is focused on 
citizens’ individual rights and freedoms, which they should pursue through ra-
tional decisions and should be guaranteed and protected by a minimal state. 
Second, communitarianism – a response to libaralism’s extreme individualism – 
emphasizes the importance of social cohesion and shared cultural values for the 
functioning of any political community. The third tradition, republicanism, might 
be seen as a mixture of the first two traditions, with emphasis on both individual 
rights and socio-cultural connectivity, and insistence on citizens’ active self-
governance (cf. Dahlgren, 2007a; Delanty, 2000; Held, 2006; Van Gunsteren, 1998).  
 Theories within these traditions, especially the latter two, often expect from 
citizens to accomplish certain ‘duties’ (‘virtues’; ‘obligations’; ‘responsibilities’). 
Without detailing how these duties might differ between the three traditions, it is 
safe to say that, in the practice of current research about democratic citizenship, 
duties often concern engagement with issues, such as the environment, war and 
peace, and discrimination, and participation in activities, such as joining demonstra-
tions, discussing current affairs with friends and family, and voting. Such engage-
ments and activities are generally theorized as duties that ‘good’ citizens should 
voluntarily embrace in order to achieve morally superior socio-political ideals in 
terms of equality, freedom and/or solidarity (Delanty, 2000; Held, 2006; Van Guns-
teren, 1998).1 
 ‘Parliamentary’ or ‘electoral’ duties (such as voting, party membership and 
party activism) have often been called ‘political’, and such duties have often 
formed the focus of studies that question whether, how and why citizens fulfill 
their democratic duties. In more recent research, however, a wider range of ‘extra-
parliamentary’ (‘non-electoral’; ‘informal’; ‘unconventional’) activities have been 
taken into account as well (varying from blogging to ‘political consumerism’), and 
scholars have called these extra-parliamentary activities either ‘civic’ or ‘political’ 
(cf. Dalton, 2007, 2008; Norris, 2003a; Van Deth, 2008). A terminologically relevant 
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point to make at this point is that, in this dissertation, I will use the term ‘civic’ as a 
collective noun in regard to both electoral and non-electoral duties, and the term 
‘political’ in regard to electoral duties only. The conceptually relevant point here is 
that the ‘civic’ and the ‘political’ are contested and changing notions, which is ma-
nifested in an ongoing debate about what counts as ‘political’ and ‘civic’, what the 
boundaries are between the ‘political’ and the ‘un-political’, and the ‘civic’ and the 
‘un-civic’, and from whose perspective these boundaries ought be drawn (Banaji, 
2008; Coleman & Rowe, 2005; Henn, Weinstein & Wring, 2002; Skelton & Valen-
tine, 2003). For instance, ‘is signing an online petition, or responding to someone 
on a messageboard, civic participation? Is smashing the windscreen of an SUV or 
the window of a Starbucks coffee shop, or setting fire to a vivisection lab, civic par-
ticipation?’ (Banaji, Buckingham, Van Zoonen, Hirzalla, 2009, p. 70) 
  While the discussion about such questions is likely to continue for a while, it 
should be noted that certainly not all theories of democracy and citizenship have 
been based on the assumption that citizens must be very engaged and active. Some 
theories favor a relatively passive citizenry and/or an elitist political authority 
(e.g., Dahl, 1956; Schumpeter, 1943; Weber, 1921-22/1978; cf. Held, 2006), but the 
more ‘participatory’ or ‘deliberative’ theories across the different traditions men-
tioned above depict citizens’ participation and engagement as necessary conditions 
of ‘strong’ democracy: one with a government that adheres to the will of its citi-
zens, and with citizens who consistently express their will to their government, 
through non-governmental organizations and individual initiatives, and to each 
other through conversation (e.g., Barber, 1984; Habermas, 1962/1989; cf. Held, 
2006). These theories, therefore, impose a certain ‘democratic burden’ on citizens; 
citizens must invest energy, time and dedication in their democratic duties, it is 
thought, if they desire to reap the benefits of a genuine democratic order. 
 The flipside of this burden, however, is that it is anchored in legal and moral 
rights that enable citizens to voice their will, and that protect their integrity and 
wealth in other ways as well. Citizenship is, therefore, a construct that often refers 
to civic engagements and activities as democratic duties, and to citizenship rights 
that lay the foundation for a society crowded with democratically dutiful citizens. 
‘Good citizens’, then, are people who are ‘aware of their rights, but also their obli-
gations to other people and the wider society. In addition, good citizens participate 
in voluntary activities of various kinds as well as politics more generally’ (Pattie, 
Seyd & Whiteley, 2004, p. 129; in Loader, 2007, p. 9). 
 One of the most influential theories about citizenship rights in contemporary 
literature was set out by Marshall (1950). His theory concerns three kinds of rights: 
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‘civil’ rights, which are guaranteed through the legal system and protect citizens 
and their properties; ‘political’ rights, which enable citizens to participate in activi-
ties that concern political power, such as voting; and, ‘social’ rights, which concern 
citizens’ living standard regarding education, health, employment and other socio-
economic fields. In the context of modern globalization and migration processes, a 
fourth ‘cultural’ dimension was added later by authors who stressed that socio-
political recognition is crucial for citizens’ autonomy in culturally diverse societies 
(Stevenson, 2003). 
 The rights and duties of democratic citizenship have formed the parameters 
of a body of literature that has burgeoned about young people (or ‘youth’) in par-
ticular, defined as the group of persons between 15 and 25 years old. Due to ‘life-
cycle’ factors, members of this group (especially teenagers) might be less equipped 
with the possibilities and motivations to be active and engaged than adults, de-
fined as the group of people older than 25 years old. Young people might, for in-
stance, still be in the process of developing a cognitive ability to form an opinion 
about complex civic issues, and their opportunities to join public events (like dem-
onstrations) can be restrained by teachers, politicians and parents (Bessant, 2004; 
Phelps, 2004; Zukin, Keeter, Andolina, Jenkins & Delli Carpini, 2006).2  
 Nevertheless, perhaps the most ubiquitous normative assumption in current 
literature is that young people’s civic engagement and participation are democrati-
cally important and desirable. In fact, it seems that this assumption is the single 
most important raison d’être of the literature about the democratic citizenship of 
young people. This literature is, in this sense, not ‘politically neutral’, but 
grounded in democratic ideals and narratives, and often aimed at solving prob-
lems in democracy. Therefore, when scholars find that young people (or others) 
are democratically ‘apathetic’, they sound an alarm bell; and it is mainly because 
some scholars have sounded this alarm bell that the literature about young 
people’s democratic citizenship is booming. As Sherrod, Flanagan and Youniss 
(2002, p. 173, in Aydemir, 2007, p. 65) say, ‘research on the development of citizen-
ship is enjoying a renaissance, fuelled in part by the writings of Robert Putnam 
(2000), who has argued that we face a civic crisis today in terms of young people’s 
civic disengagement.’ 
 While anchored within general theories about democratic citizenship, the as-
sumption that young people should be engaged and active in regard to civic mat-
ters is legitimized with youth-specific reasons. Galston (1995; in Coleman, 2007a), 
for instance, provides three of such reasons. First, young people’s participation 
enables ‘legitimate generational interests’ to be articulated. Second, young people 
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have a duty ‘to uphold reasonably just institutions’ and a ‘communitarian’ obliga-
tion to match responsibilities to rights. Third, ‘political engagement helps develop 
capacities that are intrinsically (…) important.’ The latter two advantages of civic 
participation and engagement among young people are considered to be more 
generally rooted in the ‘formative nature’ of childhood and adolescence (Dahlgren, 
2007b; Henn et al., 2002). During youth years, people are taught adult attitudes and 
dispositions, it is asserted, and they develop a lasting political point of view (Liv-
ingstone, 2002; Miller & Shanks, 1996; Niemi & Hepburn, 1995). 
 Against this background, the big question is whether youth are good democ-
ratic citizens; are they engaged and active? The answers are mixed, and depend 
fundamentally on how scholars (or political leaders and other public figures) con-
ceptualize what democratic citizenship is (see discussion above). In regard to these 
conceptualizations, Buckingham (2000b) distinguishes between two opposing 
trends in research and theory about young people’s citizenship in particular: a 
trend of the ‘conservative lament’ and a trend of the ‘postmodern celebration’. 
 The first camp is mostly concerned about young people’s possible indiffer-
ence in regard to electoral politics. Survey-based studies have often yielded pessi-
mistic conclusions about young people’s engagement with and traditional forms of 
participation within the formal political arena. For example, compared to adults, 
young people in many Western democracies seem to be less interested in electoral 
politics, less knowledgeable about electoral politics, less trusting of and more cyni-
cal or sceptical about political leaders, less likely to read newspapers or watch 
news and current affairs programs on television, less likely to be a member of a po-
litical party, and less enthusiastic about voting (Delli Carpini, 2000; Mindich, 2005; 
Niemi & Weisberg, 2001; Putnam, 2000; Quintelier, 2007; Wring, Henn & 
Weinstein, 1999).  
 The second camp, waving the flag of the postmodern celebration, is not 
deeply troubled with young people’s (lack of) engagement with and participation 
within the formal political arena, because young people have assertedly embraced 
newer forms of participation to express their ideals in regard to particular issues. 
Norris (2002) calls this process a ‘democratic phoenix rising from the ashes’ of ‘old’ 
politics. She shows that young people in 14 European countries (among which the 
Netherlands) and Israel are more inclined to participate in new and non-electoral 
activities (such as signing a petition, ‘buycotting’ and joining demonstrations) than 
they are in traditional and electoral activities (such as voting, being a member of a 
political party, and working for a political party). Her analyses also indicate that 
young people are more inclined than their parents to participate in non-electoral 
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activities (Norris, 2003a; see also: Henn et al., 2002; O’Toole, Marsh & Jones, 2003; 
Quintelier, 2007; White, Bruce & Ritchie, 2000). 
 It remains unclear, however, why young people might prefer non-electoral 
variants of participation, and why they feel more engaged with the issues pertain-
ing to such activities. Current literature discusses a number of (partly related) ex-
planations. A first possible explanation is that young people might find extra-
parliamentarian activities more effective than electoral activities (Sloam, 2007). 
Another explanation is that the language and style of politicians might have failed 
to address the values, interests and experiences of young people, and that young 
people, due to exclusion qua discourse or policy, turn to alternative modes of citi-
zenship (Buckingham, 2000b; Coleman, 2007b; Coleman & Rowe, 2005; Edwards, 
2001). A related explanation is that, in young people’s everyday life, ‘micro-
politics’ (regarding ‘single-issue’ campaigns and lifestyle issues) is more relevant 
than ‘macro-politics’ (conventional politics in the formal political arena; Bucking-
ham, 2000a, 2000b). More comprehensive theories assert that the importance of the 
nation-state and nation-state-based politics is disappearing due to a number of so-
cial, cultural or political processes, such as globalization, deinstitutionalization, se-
cularization and individualization (Loader, 2007).  
 
The role of the internet 
Research about young people’s civic engagement and participation has been con-
nected to additional research about whether, how and why the internet might 
reinvigorate young people’s civic life.3 This internet-related research has been gen-
erally based on two premises. 
 The first premise is that the web is increasingly accessible to young people in 
developed Western countries. Internet penetration (i.e., the percentage of people 
that have access to and use the internet) among young people has, in many in-
stances, risen above 80%, which is generally much higher than internet penetration 
among older groups (e.g., Quintelier & Vissers, 2008). The internet’s popularity 
among young people might be explained by the fact that it enables many social 
and entertainment activities that can complement young people’s everyday life, 
and young people in particular might like the ‘very architecture of the internet – its 
flexible, hypertextual, networked structure, its dialogic, interactive mode of ad-
dress, its alternative, even anarchic feel’ (Livingstone, 2007, p. 166; Ito et al., 2009; 
Buckingham, 2002, 2006).  
 The second premise is that the internet can be accessed to participate in new, 
more creative and networked forms of civic action and communication that require 
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less investments and adjustments than most civic activities offline. Internet-based 
civic participation can be done at preferred places and times, without a formal 
membership of an organization. Forwarding an anti-racism e-mail, for instance, 
does not cost as much time and energy as joining an anti-racism demonstration or 
an anti-racism NGO. Especially young people might benefit from opportunities 
online, because they in particular might lack the resources (ranging from financial 
resources to feelings of efficacy) needed to participate in more demanding civic ac-
tivities offline (Calenda & Meijer, 2009; Kann, Berry, Grant & Zager, 2007). 
 A multitude of questions about whether, how and why the internet’s accessi-
bility and widespread use might lead to increased levels of civic engagement and 
participation among young people have been studied in divergent ways (Bennett, 
2008; CivicWeb, 2007; Dahlgren, 2007b; Loader, 2007; Olsson & Dahlgren, 2010). 
Methodologically, studies have mainly relied on either survey, interview or con-
tent analyses (and sometimes on a combination of these techniques). Analytically 
and theoretically, studies have focused on how websites are produced by govern-
ments and NGOs; on the nature of civic content online; on whether and how 
people exploit the civic potential of the web; and on the attitudes that may influ-
ence how people use the internet (and, in some instances, studies have focused on 
a combination of these issues). Based on both the methodological basis and the 
analytic and theoretic focus of studies, it is possible to distinguish between four 
general strands of empirical research. 
 First, there are some qualitative, interview-based case studies that have fo-
cused on how websites with a civic potential are produced. These studies have 
yielded reflections about several production-related processes, such as how web-
sites’ effectiveness is affected by discrepancies between ‘encoded’ and ‘decoded’ 
meanings of content online, how content online depends on producers’ resources 
in terms of, among other things, finances and personnel, and how websites’ goals 
are intertwined with the broader institutional goals of the organization ‘behind the 
website’. For instance, based on a study of web producer-user relations in regard to 
a British website, Livingstone (2007) discusses challenges in regard to subject mat-
ter, formal composition, mode of address, action consequences of online participa-
tion, interface design, and issues of power. In another study, Olsson (2008, p. 510) 
finds that the producers of three Swedish websites have different access to produc-
tion resources: 

 
The website www.reklamsabotage.org is produced by a single individual who vo-
lunteers in his spare time and who has very limited access to economic resources for 
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the website. On the other hand, www.ungtval.se is supported by two large media 
companies. The website is produced professionally or at least semi-professionally by 
a staff of approximately 20 persons. Finally, www.muf.se can be placed somewhere 
between these extremes. The website production team lacks access to resources, but 
the production activities serve as part of the assigned duties for specific people in the 
organization. 

  
Second, there are qualitative case studies of content online that generally attempt 
to illustrate how websites have a civic potential. While generally not based on sys-
tematic analysis of who uses the internet, one part of this research does focus on 
the civic characteristics of youth websites specifically (e.g., Bennett & Xenos, 2007; 
Montgomery, Gottlieb-Robles & Larson, 2004). Another (much larger) part focuses 
on websites not specifically aimed at young people, but produces general claims 
about the potential civicness of the internet. Especially the self-presentations and 
discussions on web forums, some argue, resemble an online public sphere where 
participants exchange rational, critical and reasoned arguments (Albrecht, 2006; 
Jankowski & Van Os, 2004; Winkler, 2005). Like others, Graham (2009, p. 143) ar-
gues that such discussion is not ‘exclusively reserved for political discussion fo-
rums (…). People talk politics just about anywhere online from reality TV forums 
to numerous other forum genres.’ His analysis of discussions on the forum website 
of the British reality TV series Wife Swap revealed that this forum was a: 
 

(…) communicative space where participants not only engaged in political talk, they 
also engaged in deliberative political talk. It was a space where the use of expressives 
played a key role in enhancing and facilitating such talk. It was a space where the 
mixing of the private and public was the norm, a space where participants took per-
sonal experiences and life lessons and bridged them to society at large, fostering a 
more personal and lifestyle-based form of politics. All of this seemed to foster a 
communicative environment that was about learning rather than winning or con-
vincing. It was an environment that seemed to promote solidarity rather than polari-
zation among participants (Graham, 2009, p. 168). 

 
Third, there are qualitative, interview-based studies about how young people use 
and understand ICTs in relation to their citizenship and everyday life. These stu-
dies often conclude that the internet may be considered, in certain contexts, as a 
civic resource by young people, but most studies also conclude that young people 
exploit this resource only partially. There are also studies that focus on the more 
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specific group of young people who are active in civic life. These studies generally 
attempt to make clear how the internet can be a valuable civic tool for this group in 
particular (Bakardjieva, 2005, 2010). More generally, this strand of research might 
be considered as a critical ‘cultural’ response to studies that use surveys to measure 
young people’s participation in more ‘conventional’ activities, leading to rather 
negative conclusions about young people’s civicness (see also discussion above). 
Some consider these statistics as too ‘abstract’ and ‘cold’, yielded with techniques 
that superimpose unduly narrow and essentialist definitions of what ‘good’ citi-
zenship means on young people’s lived experience (Bakardjieva, 2010; Coleman & 
Rowe, 2005).  
 The survey-based studies – which form a fourth research branch – mainly 
aim to investigate how the internet is used, which factors influence internet use, 
and how civic internet use is related to civic participation offline. Some of these 
studies indicate that the internet is mainly used for recreation, and much less for 
civic action. There are also studies that indicate that civic internet use is ‘digitally 
divided’, with groups with less material, social or political resources using the in-
ternet less for civic action than groups with more resources (e.g., Livingstone & 
Bober, 2005; Van Dijk, 2005). The international variant of this digital divide (also 
known as the ‘global divide’) is reflected or induced by differences between coun-
tries’ telecommunications infrastructure, information transmission capacity, and 
aggregate number of computers with an internet connection. Research has demon-
strated how OECD countries are far ahead of other countries in these respects due 
to economic factors (e.g., workforce proportion in the service sector), policy factors 
(e.g., competition level in telecommunication markets) and human capital factors 
(e.g., English-language proficiency) (cf. Chadwick, 2006; Norris, 2001). 
 Survey-based studies, however, do not have a monopoly on negative conclu-
sions about civic internet use. The digital divide problem, for instance, is widely 
acknowledged. However, across the four strands of research discussed above, 
there are differences between studies that focus on the civic potential of the inter-
net and on questions about how the internet might contribute to democracy on the 
one hand, and studies that focus on the actual realization of the internet’s civic po-
tential and how the internet might undermine the health of democracy or jeopard-
ize people’s well-being in other ways on the other hand; compared to the former 
group of studies, the latter group yields less often conclusions that the web can 
widely and substantially better the lives of young people or adults.4 
 The research about the internet’s role in young people’s civic life has been 
expanding at a rapid pace; it has become so extensive that it cannot be discussed in 
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detail in a piece of text that has the length of the introductory overview provided 
above. The important point here is that this research cannot be regarded as a com-
pleted project. Below, I will briefly discuss which of the issues that have remained 
unquestioned in the literature will be questioned in the various studies in chapters 
2 to 7 of this dissertation. In the next section, however, I will first sketch the socio-
political context in which these studies were carried out. 
 
The Dutch context 
Western politicians and practitioners have increasingly embraced the idea that 
young people’s civic engagement and participation are in deficient condition, and 
this idea can be partly legitimized by the results of academic studies (see above). 
They have, therefore, developed a range of policies aimed at promoting young 
people’s civic engagement and participation. British authorities, for example, have 
sought to encourage young people’s civic engagement and participation with 
youth councils and educational projects (Sloam, 2007). In Scandinavian countries, 
young people’s civic participation forms a major policy field, leading to experi-
ments with ‘e-democracy’ and youth parliaments (IARD, 2001). The EU Council 
conducts a range of policies within the framework of the White Paper on Youth 
(WPY) – ‘a response to the apparent disaffection of young people with traditional 
forms of participation in public life’ (COMM206, 2005). 
 The Netherlands is another country in which young people’s civic engage-
ment and participation enjoy a significant position on policy agendas. Young 
people are approached as a distinct target group by Dutch politicians and practi-
tioners, who have traditionally conducted and advocated specific policies aimed at 
young people’s health, safety, education, and labor. Young people’s civic engage-
ment and participation form a newer policy field, sometimes addressed under the 
wider umbrella of ‘citizenship’ (‘burgerschap’) or ‘active citizenship’ (‘actief bur-
gerschap’) (cf. Bürmann, De Groot, Van Dijk & Hilhorst, 2003; Penninx, 2003; Ton-
kens, Koffijberg & Enthoven, 2006; Van Lieshout, Van der Meij & De Pree, 2007).  
 Aside from current youth-specific citizenship policies, the Dutch meaning 
and practice of citizenship have varied substantially in the last century. Since the 
end of the 19th century until the 1960s, civic duties were mainly organized along 
so-called ‘pillars’ (‘zuilen’) – a term used in regard to a denominational segregation 
of Dutch society (on an individual and institutional level) between Protestant, 
Catholic, social-democratic and liberal segments. Until then, Dutch citizens were 
mostly active within the pillar they were member of, either by supporting leaders 
of a political party or trade union, or by participating in grass root level associa-
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tions (such as sport clubs and community centers). Since the 1960s, however, these 
pillars disappeared gradually due to improved socio-economic and educational 
conditions and secularization processes, leading to a change from the ‘pacification 
democracy’ of the pillar era to a ‘participation democracy’ in which more people 
(especially those with high education) became active in professionalized issue-
based (rather than pillar-based) initiatives outside the formal, institutional political 
arena, such as the women’s movement, the Third World movement, and the envi-
ronmental movement (Hartman, 2008).  
 Current youth-specific policies carried out by government (partly through 
formal education programs) and NGOs aimed at promoting young people’s duti-
fulness in regard to either conventional forms of participation or forms of issue-
based activities appear to be rooted at least partly in a public debate in which 
young people are regularly depicted as a group that is increasingly dominated by 
civicly sub-optimal and/or self-destructive individuals. To a certain extent, this 
debate appears to be informed by bombastic contributions of journalists, public 
philosophers, and other opinion makers. A book by Meuleman and Van der Veen 
(2008), for instance, asserted that the ‘truth of Auschwitz’ is falling to pieces in the 
minds of Dutch youth, with which the authors mean that Dutch young people’s 
ideas about what is Good and Evil are no longer based on what happened in Hit-
ler’s destruction camps. Still more vexing, according to the authors, is that young 
people might not have embraced new moral ideas – young people ‘travel light, 
and all baggage is temporary’ (p. 14). Another book by Wijnberg (2007) speculated 
that apathy is young people’s response to an overload of media exposure; as a con-
sequence of the enormous amount of competing truths available on the web (and 
elsewhere), the author maintains, young people no longer know what to think of 
social and political issues. 
 There have also been a number of academic studies about the civic health of 
Dutch young people. A recently conducted study based on a representative survey 
draws an obscure picture. Young people, this study concluded, think that other 
young people they know are, among other things, preoccupied with their physical 
appearance (according to 88% of the respondents), new technologies (93%), en-
joyments (81%), experiencing ‘kicks’ (66%), and sex (66%); and that they are spoilt 
(64%), uninterested in politics (59%), impatient (55%), disrespectful towards au-
thority (49%), and unengaged with their neighborhood (51%) (Lampert & Span-
genberg, 2009). Other studies have indicated that Dutch young people score as low 
on political attitudes (political interest, knowledge, trust, efficacy, et cetera) as do 
young people in other Western countries (Aalberts, 2006; Nuus, 2002; Qrius, 2005).  
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 Further, surveys of the Dutch central statistics agency – Statistics Nether-
lands; CBS – indicate that Dutch young people (especially young women and 
young people with low education) are not very active in various forms of civic par-
ticipation. For instance, in 2006, 2% of young people was active in or a member of a 
political party; 6% visited a public meeting organized by the government; 2% con-
tacted a politician or a government official; 8% participated in a demonstration; 
and 65% did not participate in any of these activities. Further, 29% did not vote 
during the last Dutch 2006 Parliamentary elections; 12% was member of an envi-
ronmental organization; 8% was member of a trade union; and 20% was active for 
a neighborhood organization (CBS, 2009).  
 Also, earlier studies indicated that most Dutch young people do not consume 
news via traditional offline channels (television and newspapers). Less than 4% 
watches the news on the high-quality news program NOS Journaal (MiraMedia, 
2005); other news platforms, Costera Meijer (2006) argues, are most often used 
when they present news as a ‘snack’, that is, a short, simple, informal and enter-
taining unit of information, or when they present news in ‘slow’ forms, that is, 
conveyed through the lens of an eye-witness. 
 Has all this ‘bad news’ about youth’s civic engagement and participation in-
duced current youth-specific citizenship policies? There is no way to know with 
certainty, but such news seems to have sustained and shaped ‘common wisdom’ 
that youth are not the best citizens a democracy can have; and it seems that it is 
such a wisdom that has at least partly engendered or legitimized the many current 
local and national initiatives aimed at promoting the citizenship of Dutch youth. 
 The Dutch youth sections of political parties, for instance, attempt to promote 
youth’s participation in campaigns and ‘debate evenings’, and a special ministry of 
the incumbent Dutch government (Ministry for Youth and Family) tries to encour-
age youth’s participation in ‘social traineeships’, voluntary work, and decision 
making processes (Alle kansen voor alle kinderen, 2007). Dutch NGOs such as The 
National Youth Council (Nationale Jeugdraad) and United Smile also try to pro-
mote young people’s participation in volunteering, youth representation, and ac-
tivities aimed at social bonding. NGOs also organize ‘informal’ debates and festiv-
als to engage young people with issues like the environment, war and peace, and 
discrimination. They often aim to organize such activities in a style that supposed-
ly fits young people’s customs and wishes. The NGO called Coolpolitics, for ex-
ample, organizes ‘courses’ during the music festival Lowlands and ‘political de-
bates’ during the Awards ceremony of the Dutch music broadcasting channel 
called TMF (see for more examples: CivicWeb, 2008a). 
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 In order to promote and facilitate the civic engagement and participation of 
young people (and other age groups as well), Dutch government and NGOs have 
exploited a variety of internet tools, such as informational websites, newsletters, 
online petitions, discussion forums, profile networks, forward e-mails, et cetera. In 
fact, the government has established a special institute – called ‘Burgerlink’, ‘Citi-
zenlink’ in English – that implements websites and grants awards to promote what 
it calls ‘eParticipation’. This institution aims, more specifically, to:  

 
[use] information and communication-technology (ICT) as a utility to get citizens 
more involved in improving the public service, public administration and social co-
hesion. More and more links are made between governments and citizen communi-
ties. Citizenlink differentiates three forms of eParticipation (…): (1) political partici-
pation: how to involve citizens in the decision-making process?; (2) policy participa-
tion: citizens and governments cooperate together at the implementation and main-
tenance of policy; (3) social participation: how to reinforce the mutual involvement 
of citizens? (Burgerlink, 2009) 

 
The internet is deemed especially appropriate to mobilize young people, because 
Dutch young people are heavy internet users. In 2007, for example, more than 97% 
of Dutch young people had internet access at home (mostly through a broadband 
connection); on average, they used the internet about 11 hours per week (Van Rooij 
& Van den Eijnden, 2007; Duimel & De Haan, 2007). A more recent poll taken in 
2009 indicates that 99% of Dutch young people use the internet more than 10 hours 
per week on average (which is much more than older people) (STIR, 2009). They 
mostly do so at home, but also from a range of other places. In 2009, 49% of Dutch 
young people had accessed the internet through their mobile phones (CBS, 2009). 
Surveys also indicate that young people mostly use the internet for entertainment, 
simple communicative and social reasons, such as chatting on MSN Messenger 
and sending e-mails, downloading music, and working on an own webpage (CBS, 
2009; Newrulez, 2007). A minority of young people (33% or less) reads news on-
line, visits governmental websites, or downloads official documents (CBS, 2009). 
 Although it seems that most Dutch young people do not often use the inter-
net in civic ways, the Dutch government has invested in the websites of different 
civic organizations run by youth for youth, such as The National Youth Council. 
The Dutch government also creates its own websites, such as En.nl (an anti-
discrimination website) and Watvooreikelbenjij.nl (a website aimed at promoting 
‘socially acceptable’ attitudes), in an attempt to influence the behavior and values 
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of young people. Governmental bodies also introduced and subsidize a series of 
online information portals for youth. The municipality of Amsterdam, for example, 
funds Youramsterdam.nl. Further, politicians like Balkenende (the current Dutch 
Prime Minister), Bos (Minister of Finance and leader of the Labor Party), Verhagen 
(Minister of Foreign Affairs), Wilders (MP), and many others have created person-
al accounts on Hyves.nl (an immensely popular Dutch social networking site), they 
campaign with short movies on YouTube.com, they have weblogs to profile them-
selves vis-à-vis the electorate, and they Twitter to keep interested people updated 
about their daily activities and thoughts. 
 NGOs that do not directly operate within the formal political arena also tar-
get civic issues at young people via the internet. Websites as Jeugdkabinet.nl, 
Coolpolitics.nl and Ikbengeweldig.nl are used to enthuse youth about all kinds of 
social and political activities (CivicWeb, 2007, 2008a). The Dutch departments of 
social movements like Amnesty International and Greenpeace also use websites, 
newsletters and other internet applications specifically aimed at youth as a distinct 
target group. There are also online discussion forums that have distinct social 
and/or political goals. Islamwijzer.nl, for instance, aims to function as an ideologi-
cal anchor for young Muslims who are ‘searching for their identity’. 
 Some of these efforts online might testify to a certain optimism among politi-
cians and practitioners about the concept of ‘citizenship via the internet’. In the 
previous section, I discussed how several aspects of this concept have been inves-
tigated in a range of academic studies; in the next section, I will discusses which 
aspects will be investigated in the following chapters.5  
 
This dissertation’s contents 
The following 6 chapters – chapters 2 to 7 – present a series of studies about the in-
ternet’s role in the civic life of Dutch youth. Below, I discuss how these chapters in-
terrelate and differ in regard to their focal points, goals and research methods.  
 Chapter 2 – The internet’s civic potential – includes a narrative review essay 
(Bryman, 2008) about 5 recent books about the internet’s civic potential in general 
and in young people’s life in particular. This study was finished in the very begin-
ning of my PhD research period (mid-2007) with the aim of identifying some of the 
main issues that need more investigation and reflection in order to further the 
state-of-the-art literature. A selection of these issues was subsequently addressed 
in 6 empirical studies, which were finished in the course of 2009. These studies are 
presented in chapters 3 to 7. 
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 The issues addressed in chapters 3 to 7 are, as mentioned, related to the four 
different thematic focal points in the literature (see above): the production of civic 
websites; civic content online; the usage of civic web applications; and attitudes 
that underlie youth’s participation online. Although most chapters touch upon all 
of these themes, the research goals pursued in the chapters are mostly oriented at 1 
or 2 themes only. As shown in table 1.1 below, chapters 3 and 4 are content-
oriented, while chapter 3 is also production-oriented; chapters 6 is both usage- and 
attitude-oriented, while chapter 5 focuses on usage and chapter 7 on attitudes.  
 
Table 1.1: Thematic focal points of empirical studies 
 

Production Contents Use Attitudes 
Chapter 3: 
When ideals  

meet practices 

  

 Chapter 4: 
Affective political 
marketing online 

  

  Chapter 5: 
Beyond the 

online/offline divide 

 

  Chapter 6: 
Reflections on the  

mobilization/normalization controversy 
   Chapter 7: 

Views from outside 
the democratic box 

 
Thus, this dissertation does not aim to ‘cumulate knowledge’ about one specific re-
search question. Instead, it includes studies that address a range of issues within 
the different focal points of the literature. Further, as discussed below in more de-
tail, these studies rely on the different methods – survey, interview, and content 
analyses – that are predominantly used in the literature. 
 Chapter 3 – When ideals meet practices – presents a qualitative content analysis 
of the characteristics of 50 Dutch sites that – at face value – exhibit civic potentials. 
This study demonstrates how the selected sites addressed the importance of their 
issues, how the sites addressed online and offline activities, and the forms and 
structures in which the sites’ contents were embedded. This study is combined 
with a second, interview-based study of how the producers of 15 sites reflect on 
their target group (young people), goals, and institutional context. The goal of 
these two studies combined is twofold: generating an empirically grounded un-
derstanding of the internet’s civic potential for young people in the Dutch context; 
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and generating insights into how producers’ perspectives and circumstances may 
and may not translate into content online with an apparent civic potential. 
 Chapter 4 – Affective political marketing online – comprises a qualitative content 
analysis aimed at demonstrating how emotional appeals engendering anxiety and 
enthusiasm were constructed on the Dutch youth sites of Greenpeace and World 
Wildlife Fund.6 The goal of this study is to illustrate how emotionality can consti-
tute a salient trait of online attempts to engage young people with civic issues, and 
to discuss how this saliency poses a host of new research questions.  
 Chapter 5 – Beyond the online/offline divide – investigates whether and how 
young people combine a range of online and offline civic activities in ‘modes’ of 
participation. Using confirmatory factor analysis (N=808), I examine a model with 
four participation modes in which online and offline activities might converge: 
Politics, Activism, Consumption, and Sharing. The main goal of this study is to re-
flect on ‘online participation’ as a theoretical and analytic construct. 
 Chapter 6 – Reflections on the mobilization/normalization controversy – discusses 
one of the major controversies characterizing the literature about the web’s civic 
potential: does the internet ‘mobilize’ participation among not-already-active and -
engaged young people and people more generally (mainly claimed in web-based, 
prescriptive or speculative studies), or does it ‘normalize’ patterns in civic partici-
pation (often concluded by survey-based studies)? I argue that some mobilization 
claims focus on manifestations online in specific cases and on specific moments, 
while normalization theses are normally built on assessments of general patterns 
in internet use. Consequently, case- and moment-specific surveys can be employed 
to further evaluate the mobilizing or normalizing nature of internet use. Based on 
such a survey (N=819), and using structural equation modeling, I investigate the 
role of political interest and political knowledge in the use of Kieskompas.nl and 
Stemwijzer.nl – two Dutch vote advice applications – among young people and 
older people during the Dutch parliamentary elections of November 2006.7 
 Chapter 7 – Views from outside the democratic box – presents an investigation of 
youth’s internal and external efficacy feelings in regard to the four participation 
modes distinguished in chapter 5: Politics, Activism, Consumption, and Sharing. I 
demonstrate how interviewees in 10 focus group sessions conceptualized the pres-
ence and absence of efficacy, and how they articulated the significance of efficacy 
in relation to their activities in the four modes. This study’s goal is to reflect on po-
litical efficacy as a theoretical and analytic construct often used in survey-based 
studies. As such, this study does not address ‘online participation’ per se, but effi-
cacy as an attitude that might underlie youth’s participation online and offline. 
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Table 1.2: Goals and methods 
 
Chapter Main research goals Main methods 
2 The internet’s 

civic potential 
 

In study:  Investigating focal points in 5 books  Narrative  
literature review Of study: Reflecting on an agenda aimed at fur-

thering extant research 
3 When ideals 

meet practices  
 

In studies:  Investigating the characteristics (study 
1) and production (study 2) of Dutch 
sites  

Study 1: Qualita-
tive content  
analysis  
Study 2: In-depth 
interviews  

Of studies: Reflecting on the civic potential of the 
Dutch youth web, and the production 
processes that influence this potential 

4 Affective politi-
cal marketing 
online 

In study:  Investigating the construction of emo-
tional appeals on the Dutch youth sites 
of Greenpeace and WWF  

Qualitative  
content analysis 

Of study: Reflecting on a research agenda fo-
cused on emotionality in online at-
tempts to engage youth 

5 Beyond the  
online/offline  
divide 

In study:  Investigating how online and offline 
forms of civic participation converge 

Confirmatory  
factor analysis 
 Of study: Reflecting on ‘online participation’ as 

an analytic and theoretical construct. 
6 Reflections on 

the mobilization/ 
normalization  
controversy 

In study:  Investigating the role of political inter-
est and knowledge in VAA use  

Structural equa-
tion modeling 
(path analysis) 
 

Of study: Reflecting on the mobilization/ 
normalization controversy 

7 Views from  
outside the  
democratic box 

In study:  Investigating how youth discuss effica-
cy in relation to their civic participation 

Focus groups 

Of study: Reflecting on efficacy as an  
analytic and theoretical construct 

 
The different research goals pursued and methods used in chapters 2 to 7 are 
summarized in table 1.2 above. In an eighth and final chapter, I summarize the key 
empirical and theoretical conclusions of chapters 2 to 7, and I discuss the more 
general, overall picture drawn by the different chapters, and some of the limita-
tions of this dissertation in relation to persisting reflection and knowledge gaps in 
the state-of-the-art literature in general. 
 It might be considered a strength of this dissertation that it combines differ-
ent quantitative and qualitative methods to pursue divergent research goals. As 
such, it is aimed at providing a broad range of explorations and reflections that are 
relevant to the state-of-the-art literature about the role of the internet in the civic 
life of young people. Terms like ‘triangulation’, ‘facilitation’ and ‘complementa-
tion’ are often easily used to refer to and, indeed, rejoice in a multi-method and 
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multi-angle approach such as the one applied in this dissertation (Hammersley, 
1996).  
 It should be noted, however, that mixed-method approaches are not uncon-
troversial. Critics argue that any method is connected to a distinct epistemology 
and ontology; consequently, critics maintain, epistemological and ontological 
commitments differ incommensurably between studies that use qualitative and 
quantitative methods (e.g., Hughes, 1990). 
 The ‘paradigm war’ between proponents and opponent of mixed-methods is 
longstanding, ongoing, and most probably never-ending (Oakley, 1999). Instead of 
trying to resolve it here, I propose to read the chapters to come through a ‘prag-
matic’ lens, viewing ‘research methods as techniques of data collection or analysis 
that are not as encumbered by epistemological an ontological baggage as is some-
times supposed’ (Bryman, 2008, p. 624). Although I would argue that such a prag-
matic perspective entails, in itself, conscious epistemological and ontological choic-
es, it does provide a provisional way of reading the following chapters in a manner 
that is epistemologically and ontologically relaxed. 
 Before doing that, however, it ought be noted that there is some overlap be-
tween the literature reviews provided in some of the next chapters, and between 
the next chapters and this chapter. This overlap naturally results from the fact that 
chapters 2 to 7 were initially written as separate journal papers – with their own 
beginning, body and ending – in reference to the same literature framework intro-
duced here. Further, chapters 3, 5 and 7 are partly based on data acquired for the 
EU-funded, 3-year international research project CivicWeb (www.civicweb.eu). 
While the 13 reports I authored or co-authored for CivicWeb are not part of this 
dissertation, they may be consulted as additional reading about the role of the in-
ternet in the civic life of Dutch young people. 
 
Notes 
                                                           
1   Although essentially two different pillars of democratic citizenship, engagement and 

participation are not necessarily two disconnected duties. One of the conditions that vo-
luntary participation logically requires is engagement; voluntarily doing an activity is 
based on a feeling or conviction that the activity ought be done. Conversely, engage-
ment does not necessarily require participation. One can have feelings or convictions 
about an issue without being willing or able to do something in regard to that issue 
(Ward, 2008). Further, in this dissertation, the terms ‘participation’ and ‘engagement’ 
will be used as defined above, thus the former term in relation to behavioral virtues, 
and the latter term in regard to emotional or mental virtues. In the literature more gen-
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erally, however, scholars have regularly used the term ‘engagement’ in regard to ac-
tions as well. 

2  Competing or interrelated processes are called ‘generational effects’ and ‘period effects’. 
Generational effects refer to ‘habitual patterns of political behavior [that] are generally 
acquired during an individual’s formative years - in the family, school, workplace, and 
local community - and these habits gradually rigidify over time, creating persistent dif-
ferences among successive generations.’ Period effects ‘can be attributed to a particular 
major historical event which had a decisive impact upon all citizens in a society at one 
point in time, exemplified by experience of the Great Depression during the 1920s and 
1930s, the end of the World War II, the 1960s student protests, or the dramatic transition 
to democracy in post-Communist Europe’ (Norris, 2003a, p. 9). 

3  See for general discussions about and reflections on the historical development of this 
research field and internet-related social studies more generally, see, for instance, Gib-
son, Lusoli and Ward (2005, Livingstone (2005), Miller and Slater (2000), and Wellman 
(2004). 

4  Studies that are not about the internet’s civic potential have produced some worrisome 
conclusions about possible negative psychological and social effects of internet use. 
Wellman, Quan Haase, Witte and Hampton (2001, p. 439-40), for instance, mention the 
following negative effects: (1) Newbies often experience stress and time pressures after 
getting computerized; (2) More complex uses of the internet create problems because 
programs often function badly and much time is required to cope with computer fail-
ures; (3) Contact with less enjoyable people, perhaps bringing unwanted information, 
may depress and alienate; (4) Not all uses of the internet are social. Much activity is 
web-oriented, seeking information or engaging in solitary recreations. Moreover, many 
social activities online (such as e-mail) are asynchronous, delaying gratifying feedback; 
(5) Computerization and the internet can blur the home-work boundary. People bring 
work home and attend to it rather than to their families, friends, and other activities.  

Some other (partly related) web hazards discussed in the literature concern exposure 
to pornography; promotion of unhealthy forms of sexual intercourse; facilitation of dat-
ing between strangers, leading to an increase of STDs; risks of spam, hacking, financial 
fraud, and other forms of online criminality; increase of anti-social behavior due to on-
line peer-pressure; facilitation of online forms of bullying and harassment; development 
of exploitative social relationships; recruitment activities by criminal or terrorist organi-
zations; and a narrowing down of information consumption when people tend to con-
sume news that aligns with their own beliefs (e.g., Bugeja, 2005; Genuis, 2005; Hospers, 
Hartering, Van den Hoek & Veenstra, 2002; Klausner, Wolf, Fischer-Ponce, Zolt & Katz, 
2000; Lamb, 1998; McFarlane, Bull & Rietmeijer, 2002; O’Connell & Bryce, 2006; Quayle 
& Taylor, 2001). 

5  More detailed discussions of how the studies of this dissertation relate to extant re-
search and theory are provided in chapters 2 to 7. 
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6  These websites were not aimed at the full age group of my dissertation (that is, young 

people between 15 to 25 years old). Rather, considering the websites’ contents and the 
activities promoted on these websites, they appeared to be mainly aimed at teenagers. 

7  VAAs are about electoral politics, and this is why I have preferred to use the term ‘polit-
ical’ (and not ‘civic’) internet use in this chapter.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 

THE INTERNET’S CIVIC POTENTIAL:  
PARTICIPATION, CITIZENS AND POLITICS 

 
 

A slightly shorter journal version of this chapter was published in Javnost / the 
Public, 2007, 14(2), 83-96. 
 
Review essay about: 
 Andrew Chadwick (2006). Internet politics: States, citizens and new communica-

tion technologies. New York: Oxford University Press, 384 pp. 
 Lincoln Dahlberg & Eugenia Siapera (eds.) (2007). Radical democracy and the 

internet. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 272 pp.  
 Peter Dahlgren (ed.) (2007). Young citizens and new media: Learning for democ-

ratic participation. New York: Routledge, 320 pp. 
 Michael Keren (2006). Blogosphere: The new political arena. Lanham: Lexington 

Books, 165 pp. 
 Brian Loader (ed.) (2007). Young citizens in the digital age: Political engagement, 

young people and new media. London: Routledge, 216 pp. 
 
Introduction  
‘Democracy’ is in ‘crisis’, many commentators argue (cf. Kellner, 2005; Coleman, 
2004; Gibson, Nixon & Ward, 2003; Pharr & Putnam, 2000; Scheufele & Nisbet, 
2002). Whether the internet can bring salvation is currently under discussion in an 
industry of academic research. This research focuses in particular on the internet’s 
potential to promote or facilitate public debate, social networks, civic engagement 
and participation, social activism, correspondence with political representatives, 
and scrutiny of the legitimacy of governmental authorities (e.g., Bennett, 2003; 
Coleman & Rowe, 2005; Dahlgren, 2005; Gibson et al., 2003; Kann, Berry, Gant & 
Zager, 2007; Lenhart, Fallows & Horrigan, 2004; Lusoli, Ward & Gibson, 2006; 
Montgomery, Gottlieb-Robles & Larson, 2004; Norris, 2001, 2003a; Oates, Owen & 
Gibson, 2006; Papacharissi, 2002; Smith, Kearns & Fine, 2005; Stern & Dillman, 
2006; Tsaliki, 2002; Van Dijk, 2006; Wright & Street, 2007). 
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Five recent books that aim to further explore the internet’s civic (or political) 
potential in modern Western democracy are reviewed in this chapter.8 First, Inter-
net politics: States, citizens and new communication technologies, written by Andrew 
Chadwick (2006), discusses and aims to bridge differences between ‘optimistic’ 
and ‘pessimistic’ conclusions about the internet’s civic potential. Second, Radical 
democracy and the internet, edited by Lincoln Dahlberg and Eugenia Siapera (2007), 
includes theoretical speculations about how the internet can bring us back to the 
origins of the ‘democratic revolution’. Third, Young citizens and new media: Learning 
for democratic participation, edited by Peter Dahlgren (2007b), is about how the 
internet might contribute to youth’s ability to participate in ‘the life of democracy’. 
Fourth, Blogosphere: The new political arena, written by Michael Keren (2006), brings 
forth a number of critical comments about the nature of weblogs. Lastly, Young 
citizens in the digital age: Political engagement, young people and new media, edited by 
Brian Loader (2007), ‘has the primary aim of critically exploring the role of new 
media in influencing the democratic acumen of young citizens in late modern so-
cieties’ (p. 3). 
 The goal of this chapter is to discuss some of the main arguments in these five 
books, and to consider the further research questions that the books call attention 
to. My discussion focuses on three themes that have a central position in the books 
(either implicitly or explicitly): civic participation, citizenship, and formal political 
context. Participation is in most of the books understood as a prerequisite of a 
flourishing, citizen-based democracy and, as such, the nucleus of (‘good’) citizen-
ship. Ideas about what participation is, therefore, also entail ideas about citizens. 
Lastly, participation and citizenship are articulated within an assumed or expli-
cated political context.  
 I discuss these three themes in three separate sections. Yet the themes are 
strongly intertwined, and so are the sections below. The sections assess different 
thematic focal points, but they support and merge naturally into one another. 
 
Participation 
I will first discuss how the five reviewed books focus on different aspects of (the 
internet’s role in) civic participation, and I reflect upon the normative tendencies in 
the conclusions drawn by the respective authors. 
 Keren argues that blogs have become influential due to a growing amount of 
attention they receive in the mainstream (news) media. On some occasions, the au-
thor notes, blogs seem to have had substantial political impact. Former US Senate 
majority leader Trent Lott’s resignation in late 2002 after bloggers emphasized the 
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story that he had made racist comments at a birthday party, Keren argues, is just 
one example that illustrates the potential power of blogs (p. 6). Keren’s aim is to as-
sess whether the blogosphere – ‘the aggregation of millions of online diaries 
known as “blogs”’ (p. 1) – is represented by such anecdotes of (mediated) political 
influence. Is the blogosphere a ‘new political arena in which serious concerns 
about “the real suffering of real people in the real world” are communicated and 
acted upon, or [is it] a gathering place for the “low and pathetic”?’ (p. 5) To explore 
this question, Keren looks into nine ‘twenty-first century identities’ in the blo-
gosphere. He argues that the bloggers whom he investigated are not exceptionally 
politically active, and that their blogs are not necessarily politically activating. 
Rather, he contends, the ‘new arena can be characterized by a unique combination 
of the fresh voice of emancipation and a deep sense of withdrawal and rejection’ 
(pp. 11-12). For example, Jason Kottke (‘Cyberspace Celebrity’) wrote on his blog 
that he is ‘not exactly sure what [to] do (…), but I do know that as time passes, I get 
more and more uneasy about mass media, advertising and marketing in general’ 
(p. 28). Based on such postings, Keren indicates how Kottke’s blog displays a ‘ten-
dency toward political passivity’ (p. 22). The blogger ‘Not a Fish’ (‘Imshin’) wrote 
that her ‘blog is not a discussion; you don’t like what you read, you go read some-
thing else… I need to be around people who see things as I do’ (p. 75). Based on 
such postings, Keren arrives at the conclusion that ‘blogging (…) is more a means 
of self-expression and self-exploration than of dialogue’ (p. 75). All in all, Keren 
depicts blogging as an individualistic endeavour – done by people who are in-
clined to perform as social aliens in cyberspace.9 Qua intention and goal, entrepre-
neurism in the blogosphere is, the author suggests, a form of auto-satisfaction, and 
not a distinct civic exercise. ‘The test of a conversation’, he concludes, ‘lies in the 
participant’s attentiveness, something that the blogging medium does not encour-
age. Blogging, like other forms of autobiography, is done in solitude’ (p. 148).  
 Chadwick’s observations about blogs are quite different from these rather 
gloomy propositions. He notes that ‘particularly blogs [create] a different sort of 
environment, which appears to have lowered levels of apathy and increased citi-
zen participation’ (p. 26). Chadwick also nuances this position, however, in relation 
to the deliberative attributes of the existing ‘virtual sphere’. ‘Online talk’, he notes, 
‘mirrors talk in our everyday lives; it is often banal, sometimes gossipy, periodi-
cally awkward and conflictual, and only sporadically political in the formal sense’ 
(p. 108). This is reminiscent of Keren, who also highlights this particular property 
of communication in the blogosphere. ‘Blogs are often voyeuristic, gossipy, and 
creepy’, Keren says. ‘They appear authentic while they are not, and they portray 
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lives we may not necessarily approve of’ (p. 11). Blogging is, however, not the 
main subject of Chadwick’s study. He provides a concise yet comprehensive ac-
count of contemporary literature on the subject of ‘the politics of the internet’. 
Chadwick’s overriding question is whether ‘the internet, by reconfiguring the rela-
tions between states and between citizens and states, [is] causing fundamental 
shifts in patterns of governance’ (p. 1). He sets his exploration of this question 
within a theoretical framework located somewhere between ‘technological deter-
minism’ (generally associated with ‘optimistic’ conclusions about the internet’s po-
litical potential) and ‘social determinism’ (associated with ‘pessimistic’ conclu-
sions) (pp. 18-20), and a further articulation of that framework in terms of eight key 
themes: decentralization, participation, community, globalization, postindustriali-
zation, rationalization, governance, and libertarianism (pp. 22-36). Chadwick’s in-
quiry based on these themes reveals much of the academic debate about the inter-
net’s civic potential. In chapter five of his book, for example, Chadwick discusses 
‘e-democracy’: the potential of the internet to enhance ‘community cohesion, po-
litical deliberation, and participation’ (p. 83) by providing ‘horizontal linkages be-
tween citizens in civil society as well as the vertical linkages between civil society 
and policy makers’ (p. 84).10 ‘Optimistic’ and ‘pessimistic’ conclusions about e-
democracy in the academic literature are both merited by Chadwick. On the one 
hand, he recognizes that the main accomplishment of e-democracy is settled in the 
vast amount of theoretical speculation it provoked (ibid.). On the other hand, he 
asserts that the idea of e-democracy has now exceeded the domain of ‘utopian 
dreams’ and that ‘its main themes are increasingly embedded in political practise’ 
(ibid.). Referring to a number of experiments around the globe – from Santa 
Monica to Estonia – Chadwick suggests that e-democracy is slowly but surely be-
coming purposeful in political life. 
 Chadwick’s account of e-democracy exudes a sense of hope that the internet 
could provoke an appetite for participation, and that it should. The same hope is 
also present in Loader’s edited compilation. Several of the analyses in Loader’s 
volume relate the notable lack of (online) civic participation among young people 
to factors that seem to lean towards what Chadwick labels ‘social determinism’. 
That is, the degree of e-participation is seen not so much as a function of the tech-
nological conditions of the internet as it is considered a reflection of political inter-
est (Livingstone, Couldry & Markham, in Loader, pp. 21-34), socioeconomic differ-
ences (Mesch & Coleman, in Loader, pp. 35-47), and offline initiatives by political 
representatives and authorities (Xenos & Bennett, in Loader, pp. 48-67). Further-
more, several contributors in Loader’s book propose to adjust and define the con-
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cept of participation in accordance to what matters to young citizens. Selwyn (in 
Loader, pp. 129-42), for example, suggests that civic education through ICTs would 
be more efficient if it were more personalized and focused on lifestyle. 
 The issue of education serves as a central theme in Dahlgren’s book. In his in-
troduction, Dahlgren stipulates the concept of participation in nearly similar terms 
to Loader’s (pp. 8-11; see also: Vromen, in Loader, pp. 97-113), namely, as a wide 
range of activities including formal and ‘alternative’ (‘extra-parliamentarian’) poli-
tics (Dahlgren, pp. 5-7). However, the contributions in Dahlgren’s volume do not 
only focus on participation itself, but, as the subtitle of the book suggests, primarily 
on ‘learning for democratic participation’. The young are assumed to be unpre-
pared for participation, and in need of civic education. In the various contributions 
it is, then, assessed whether and how the use of new media (itself a form of partici-
pation) socializes young people. 
 While most authors discussed here employ a rather loose and inclusive no-
tion of civic participation (whether or not via the internet), in their volume Dahl-
berg and Siapera focus on ‘radical’ participation. The authors claim to have com-
piled an exploration of radical demands of ‘progressive’ civic actors in regard to 
(online) public deliberation and decision-making. They aspire ‘to advance thinking 
and practices on what can be done to develop radical democratic cultures through 
networked systems. (…) The aim of the book [is] to be a significant contribution to 
moving the field in a “progressive” direction, not just through the particular theo-
rizations of contributors, but by provocation’ (p. 13). The civic actors Dahlberg and 
Siapera refer to – in particular, bloggers, hacktivists, NGOs, and community 
movements – ‘are fighting for both democratic practice and for a strong or radical 
definition of what this practice means, (…) [which] requires that the concept [of 
democracy] become not only a powerful signifier of legitimacy but that its mean-
ing becomes (re-)articulated with liberty, equality, and solidarity’ (p. 2). Dahlberg, 
Siapera, and their contributors then rearticulate the concept of (radical) democracy 
and study its relationship with the internet along four interrelated themes: radical 
democratic theory, online community, the communicative contestation of power 
relations, and the systemic structuring of the internet (pp. 11-13). For example – as 
opposed to what Keren posits – Kahn and Kellner (in Dahlberg & Siapera, p. 26) 
present bloggers as the avant garde of radical democracy, that is, ‘technoactivists’ 
who favour democratic self-expression, networking and media critique; Jordan (in 
Dahlberg & Siapera, pp. 73-88) examines the internet actions (varying from e-
petitions to e-vandalism) of hacktivists against online communications of ‘anti-
democratic’ forces and for an internet infrastructure that allows more ‘online 
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communicative freedom’; and Dahlberg (in Dahlberg & Siapera, pp. 128-47) dis-
cusses an ‘agonistic’ theory of public sphere participation, as opposed to the ‘con-
sensual’ public sphere of Habermassian (1962/1989) doxies. 
 Thus, in examining the five books, it is possible to see clear differences in 
how the respective authors assess (the internet’s role in) participation. Most nota-
bly, there are differences in regard to kinds of participation (ranging from blogging 
to e-democracy), its intentionality (selfish or civic), and its goals (ranging from 
auto-satisfaction to bringing about radical democracy). 
 
Citizens 
What are citizens like? What can we expect from citizens in regard to their online 
and offline civic participation in democratic society? In this section, I discuss how 
and which aspects of such questions are assumed or highlighted in the reviewed 
books. 
 In Dahlberg and Siapera’s book, the primary concept of civic participation 
revolves around online actions that can challenge ‘paradigms and policies of the 
capitalist-political order’. The significance of this participation is mainly articulated 
as part of an academic imperative, namely, the must of ‘ongoing reflection on the 
conceptualization and realization of equality, liberty and democratic community’ 
(p. 7). As the authors argue, it is this reflexivity (i.e., ‘uncertainty’ and ‘question-
ing’; p. 7) what can make democracy actually ‘radical’. This comes down to a no-
tion of emancipated citizenship displayed in terms of sound readiness and compe-
tence to convey the vox populi vis-à-vis the powers that be, and to insist on a just al-
location of ‘equality, liberty and solidarity’. It is a pity, however, that the authors 
do not specify what ‘equality, liberty and solidarity’ means. In fact, the use of 
undefined notions is a more general problem in Dahlberg and Siapera’s book. One 
gets the impression that the book is aimed at a rather special academic community 
in which dense language use, philosophy and wild speculation – mostly integrated 
in the work of Habermas (e.g., 1962/1989; 1996), Laclau and Mouffe (e.g., 1985), 
and Mouffe (e.g., 2000) – prevail above defining the issues at stake in plain English. 
Nonetheless, anyone who reads the book will know for sure that the authors draw 
on rather ambitious expectations of citizens and their use of the internet. These ex-
pectations amount to what Dahlberg and Siapera themselves describe as ‘excite-
ment about the possibility of the internet supporting, advancing, and enhancing 
autonomous and democratic public spaces, (…) providing space for the free flow 
of information, open debate of problems, and the formation of rational-critical pub-
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lic opinion, all of which enable citizen scrutiny of power and input into decision 
making’ (p. 3). 
 Dahlberg and Siapera’s approach presupposes, then, a vocal citizen who is 
able and willing to debate, scrutinize and decide. Such assumptions are questioned 
in Keren’s case studies. On the one hand, Keren portrays bloggers as ‘newly eman-
cipated individuals’ (p. 9) and cultural eccentrics. They are the ‘colourful’, in the 
words of Smith (1993, in Keren, p. 8), who have taken up the challenge to ‘sing out-
side the shower’ and articulate their idiosyncrasies ‘vis-à-vis an ancien régime con-
sisting of traditional politics and the mainstream media’ (p. 9). On the other hand, 
those who read Keren’s book might find it difficult not to pity the very same, ut-
terly ‘melancholic’ bloggers. Keren contrasts them with ‘Underground Man’, a 
figment of Dostoevsky, in reincarnation, perhaps, the archetypical blogger, ‘ab-
sorbed in cold, malignant, and, above all, everlasting spite’ (Dostoevsky, 1960: 10). 
It is not, however, Keren’s intention to equate any bloggers – be they journalists, 
university professors, politicians, teenagers, or ordinary citizens (p. 14) – with the 
‘low and pathetic’. On the contrary, in what seems an attempt to excuse the blog-
ger for his or her alleged inclination to melancholy online, Keren combines his re-
marks on the blogosphere with several reminders to the reader that bloggers can 
just as well be cheerful and enlightened in the offline sphere. ‘Withdrawal and re-
jection’, he notes, ‘identified with melancholy (…) is not a personal quality of blog-
gers but a systemic attribute of blogosphere. Bloggers do not live in mouse holes 
[as Underground Man does] (…), but the energy released from their keyboards at 
any given moment creates the hyper-conscious existence described by Dostoevsky’ 
(p. 15). Keren never clearly explains why and how he reduces melancholy to a ‘sys-
temic’ quality of the blogosphere, but, apparently, in Keren’s view, the art of blog-
ging does not reflect the blogger’s life offline. ‘The politics of blogosphere’, Keren 
notes, ‘is melancholic not because it lacks joy, triumph and exultation but because 
when these emotions (…) are present, their relation to real life is incidental. Blo-
gosphere involves journalism without journalists, affections without substance, 
community without social base, politics without commitment. It replaces action by 
talk, truth by chatter, obligation by gesture, and reality by illusion’ (p. 14). 
 The rather blazing language style employed in Keren’s study is absent in 
Chadwick’s book. Compared to Keren, Chadwick articulates his view on citizens 
in far less explicit terms, but his discussion of the ‘digital divide’ debate (chapter 4) 
– ‘a useful shorthand term of the persistent inequalities that exist between the info-
rich and the info-poor’ (p. 49) – is directly relevant to citizens’ ability to exploit the 
internet’s civic potential. Contemplating the work of various academics, Chadwick 
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explains how access is the basic prerequisite of internet participation, and why not 
all citizens have equality in this regard. He gives an excellent overview of differ-
ences in regard to social and physical access, and laments that there are too few 
studies that relate such differences to ‘what people are actually able to do when 
they are online’ (p. 51). In other chapters too, Chadwick addresses citizens’ abilities 
and motivations as prerequisites for online citizenship. Yet Chadwick also regu-
larly bypasses the citizen. Most notably, in part II of his book, he does not take citi-
zenship as a point of departure, but employs an ‘institutional’ approach. He there-
fore pays significant attention to, for example, the ‘supply side’ of e-democracy 
(i.e., content, rationale and functions of e-democracy websites), but less to its ‘de-
mand side’ (i.e., the abilities and motivations of citizens). 
 Understanding the (young) citizen’s perspective seems, on the other hand, 
the main goal in the volumes of Dahlgren and Loader. The latter understands civic 
participation, or the lack thereof, as a function of the abilities, needs and wants of 
young people. This function is, therefore, not fixed in a ‘disaffected citizen’ per-
spective – the postulation that young people do not participate due to disaffection 
with liberal democratic politics – but in a ‘citizen displacement’ standpoint. ‘Young 
people are not necessarily any less interested in politics than previous generations, 
but (…) traditional political activity no longer appears appropriate to address the 
concerns associated with contemporary youth cultures’, as Loader (p. 1) writes. By 
framing within this approach the ‘socio-cultural transitions’ of globalization, social 
fragmentation and individualization that citizens are facing (pp. 5-8), young peo-
ple are depicted as not necessarily debilitated and depoliticized by new media 
(Loader, p. 10); as replicating their differences in offline socialization and demo-
graphical background in the use of the internet (Livingstone et al., in Loader, pp. 
21-34; Mesch & Coleman, in Loader, pp. 35-47; Vromen, in Loader, pp. 97-113); 
and, as being enthusiastic about (left-leaning) politics and civic participation, but 
not about the communication style of politicians (Calenda & Mosca, in Loader, pp. 
82-96; Selwyn, in Loader, pp. 129-42; Coleman, in Loader, pp. 166-85). Further-
more, in these contributions and in Dahlgren’s book, the assertion that young peo-
ple are apathetic and depoliticized – whether or not because of their uses of new 
media – is contested by extending the notion of politics itself beyond its tradition-
ally narrow meaning in Western democracies. As Dahlgren notes, ‘[w]hile it is dif-
ficult to get any solid numbers of those involved in alternative politics, impression-
istically it seems that alternative forms of engagement are on the rise. (…) Various 
social and cultural movements, single issue activists, networks, transnational link-
ages, NGO’s, etc., are emerging outside the boundaries of conventional party poli-
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tics. Analytically, the various modes of alternative politics seem to address certain 
needs for young people that conventional politics does not fill’ (p. 6). 
 How Dahlgren and Loader extend the definition of the political sphere indi-
cates that what counts as politics is entangled with how citizens are assessed and 
conceptualized – whether it is youth who are not inherently apathetic due to age, 
culture, or new media usage (Dahlgren; Loader); the blogger who is melancholic 
online but not necessarily so offline (Keren); or the netizens and technoactivists 
who are capable and interested in interacting with or scrutinizing political author-
ity (Dahlberg & Siapera). 
 
Politics 
In this section, I discuss how the five books pay attention to ‘formal’ politics. 
Which claims are made about democracy? More specifically, what is asserted or 
assumed about political representatives and governmental office holders? 
 In Loader’s volume, analyses of formal politics often include a critique of the 
communicative modus operandi of politicians. In the ‘citizen displacement’ scenario, 
‘it is not young people who have become disaffected with politics but rather that 
our political representatives appear distant and self-absorbed and unable to empa-
thise with young people’s experiences’ (p. 2). This problem is amplified in various 
contributions in Loader’s book (e.g., Calenda & Mosca, in Loader, pp. 82-96; Sel-
wyn, in Loader, pp. 129-42; Coleman, in Loader, pp. 166-85). Specific attention is 
paid to the interrelatedness of online and offline political communication and so-
cialization. For example, Livingstone et al. (in Loader, pp. 21-34) confirm that 
young people are less interested in formal politics than older people, but reject the 
thesis that this lack of interest is caused by political distrust or inefficacy. Instead, 
the authors argue, political disinterest among youth is caused by a certain insus-
ceptibility to current ‘political offerings’, i.e., the way how politicians communi-
cate. Further, in their study of the 2004 presidential elections in the United States, 
Xenos and Bennett (in Loader, pp. 48-67) suggest that young people were more 
committed to casting votes than they were in previous elections, but not due to 
some online ‘technological fix’, that is, the use of websites by political representa-
tives. Rather, the authors maintain, it was offline political communication (through 
canvassing, for example) that proved to be effective in attracting young people’s 
attention. 
 Political socialization and communication are also recurring themes in Dahl-
gren’s volume. ‘Young citizens feel remote from the formal political system; that 
which is discussed does not seem relevant to them personally. (…) There is a gen-
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eral sense among many that politics consists of too much unproductive bickering, 
at times cast in a mode of speech that is difficult to follow’ (Dahlgren, p. 5). Various 
aspects of this alleged problem are related to (learning for) democratic participa-
tion and, as such, assessed in a range of contributions. For example, Coleman (in 
Dahlgren, pp. 21-40) argues that there are important lessons to be learned for po-
litical authorities from the multimedia interactivity that characterizes the reality TV 
show Big Brother, which proved capable of mobilizing popular engagement and 
participation. He also notes that ‘too often “engagement” is discussed and pro-
moted in an uncritically normative fashion, as if to engage is an inherently good 
thing. Non-participation and disengagement are over-simplistically explained in 
terms of irresponsibility (the need to conquer “apathy”) and cognitive incapacity 
(the need to teach “citizenship”)’ (in Dahlgren, p. 21). 
 Keren has his own way of contextualizing the blogs within his scope. More 
directly than the other authors, he views the attitudes, activities, and abilities of 
citizens as being subject to the socio-political contexts in which citizens live. Keren 
sketches a darkish picture of the world of citizens, them being susceptible to ‘a 
general feeling of helplessness and disenchantment (…); apathy and disgust to-
ward politics (…); widespread resort to escapist and delusional substitutes for 
problem solving (…); greater tolerance for idiosyncratic, extremist, or simply void 
political rhetoric (…); and withdrawal of some to urban and global terrorism’ (p. 
17). All these ‘symptoms of melancholy’ are, Keren suggests, related to the melan-
cholic features of blogosphere. In so viewing, he seems to contradict his viewpoint 
that melancholy is a systemic phenomenon of blogosphere, and that melancholy is 
not necessarily an attribute of the citizens behind the blogs (p. 15). If it is not the 
blogger that is melancholic, but only his or her blog, how, then, does the offline 
context matter for the alleged melancholy in blogs? Keren does not clarify. Fur-
thermore, he sustains the ambiguous relationship between the political (and social) 
context and blogger not so much with elaborate political analyses, but with general 
and vague commentary. Referring to the public sphere theory of Habermas (1962), 
for example, Keren invites the reader to ‘imagine what the bourgeois actor (…) 
went through in the last 200 years – being mobilized by grand ideologies, crushed 
under the wheels of overwhelming technologies, and subdued by huge bureau-
cratic structures’ (p. 10). Not only are times changing, Keren knows, but also cir-
cumstances differ between the countries of the nine bloggers within his scope. 
Keren is quite right to differentiate between the countries, but the evocations he 
employs to characterize the various political contexts sound too often like arbitrary 
clichés: packed in general terms, romanticized from a ‘Western’ point of view, or 
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too politically contentious to put forward as academic fact. This is most clearly ex-
emplified in his chapters about the ‘Iranian Girl’ and the ‘Israeli Woman’, who 
both reside in politically controversial states. ‘A free voice is coming out of the to-
talitarian country’ (p. 53), Keren observes in the blog of the Iranian Girl with a 
sense for tragedy. He also notes that the Israeli Woman ‘is neither a “peacenik” nor 
a warmonger. She is observing the violence in the Middle East with a sense of 
moderation that diverts from the rigid categories adopted by both right and left 
wingers to the situation’ (p. 68). Yet it remains totally unclear how Keren sustains 
such a characterization with the quotes of the Israeli Woman that he provides as il-
lustrations, such as: ‘[The Palestinians] don’t want to be fenced in, they say. Well, 
what the hell DO they want?’ (p. 74) When reading Keren’s book, one can thus 
only be surprised, or shocked, by the apparent nonchalance with which he flings 
stereotypical one-liners or subtle insinuations about different political contexts. 
 By contrast, at least stylistically, Chadwick’s heavily annotated work leaves 
hardly any statement unsupported with a selection of academic references. The 
greater part of his assessment of the formal political context concerns how office 
holders and representatives could use websites for communication and democrati-
zation purposes. For example, in chapter seven, on ‘e-campaigning’ (pp. 144-76), 
he reviews a great deal of research on how parties and candidates have used and 
could use the internet for self-publicity purposes. In his chapter on ‘e-government’ 
(pp. 177-204), Chadwick discusses academic viewpoints on online self-publicity by 
office holders, and notes that websites could aid them in knowing what people 
think and want. However, the formal political context is not given a central posi-
tion in his analyses of the effects of internet use on formal politics. More than for-
mal power structures, it is the notion of ‘governance’ that Chadwick uses through-
out his book to assess the internet as an ‘inherently political platform’. ‘The gov-
ernance approach in political science, which first emerged in the 1990s, insists that 
power struggles can no longer be understood by a narrow focus on the core execu-
tive and the traditional institutions of central government. (…) State and nonstate 
political actors are enmeshed in a multiplicity of different ways and at a variety of 
different levels (…). [Emphasizing] the multiplicity of policy levels and arenas and 
the centrality of networks is especially useful for examining internet politics and 
policy’ (p. 31). Against this background, Chadwick hardly contextualizes his as-
sessment via a critical view on the formal aspects of political processes. In fact, his 
analyses elaborate, however implicitly, on a too idealized notion of democracy. A 
crucial assumption expressed in Chadwick’s section on e-government, for exam-
ple, is that office holders are indeed genuinely interested in what people think and 
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want. That is, of course, a contested assumption, as comes to the fore in the volume 
by Dahlberg and Siapera. 
 Dahlberg, Siapera, and the contributors to their book discuss civil action 
aimed at examining, among other things, ‘the way in which the internet directly 
strengthens the voice of alternative, marginalised, or otherwise oppressed groups, 
by supporting the contestation of dominant discourses and power structures’ (p. 
12). The ‘powerful’ must be controlled, held accountable and interrogated (e.g., 
Hands, in Dahlberg & Siapera, pp. 89-107); they must be attacked on their commu-
nication limiting activities (Jordan, in Dahlberg & Siapera, pp. 73-88); and the 
internet should serve as a basis for organizing civil offline actions against world-
wide forms of domination (Dahlgren, in Dahlberg & Siapera, pp. 55-72). Thus, the 
acknowledgement that there are or could be ‘undemocratic’ forces within the for-
mal political world is amplified more strikingly in the book of Dahlberg and Sia-
pera than it is in the other books discussed here.  
 Unfortunately, however, most of the contributions in Dahlberg and Siapera’s 
book do not exemplify their critiques of formal political processes and agents with 
up-to-date and context-specific data or argumentation. In fact, it seems that in none 
of the books reviewed here is it considered imperative to critically contextualize 
participation and citizenship in their exact (formal) political locales. Keren does 
pay attention to formal political processes in divergent contexts, but his commen-
tary is general, brief, and ideologically self-indulgent, and hence cannot be consid-
ered serious contextualization. Chadwick provides some contextualized examples 
of e-democracy, e-governance and e-campaigning, but unfortunately a too ideal-
ized version of formal politics seems to be accepted as the norm in his study. Some 
of the case studies in the collections edited by Dahlgren and Loader, which take a 
more specific situated approach, appear to form the most notable exceptions. 
 
Discussion  
The research goals set in the five books reviewed here are generally congruent 
with the research agenda that is pursued in academic literature about the internet’s 
civic potential. More work needs to be done, however, if we are to further our un-
derstanding of the socio-political complexities that these research goals entail. 
Based on my discussion of the books above and the state-of-the-art literature in 
general, I will now elaborate on a number of issues that can be addressed in future 
research. 
 First of all, how offline and online civic participation may be connected is ad-
dressed in the contributions in Dahlgren’s and Loader’s volumes in particular, but 
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mostly not on the basis of systematic empirical analyses. It remains unclear, for ex-
ample, how online and offline civic participation is organized. Does offline partici-
pation lead to online participation, or vice versa? A third alternative builds on the 
idea that online and offline activities do not necessarily cause each other, but are 
both more fundamentally rooted in socialization processes, as acknowledged in 
the books edited by Dahlberg and Loader. Whether and how such processes in-
deed subsequently culminate in civic participation online and offline, and how this 
civic participation is more specifically organized, remain empirical questions hith-
erto. These questions are particularly relevant when the internet is not taken as the 
the analytical focal point to assess ‘online participation’ as a distinct group of ac-
tivities (which is often done in the literature), but when it is seen as a means that is 
used to express interests and pursue goals that are not specifically ‘online’ (neither 
‘offline’) by nature (cf. Calenda & Mosca, 2007; Lenhart, Madden & Hitlin, 2005; 
Madden & Rainie, 2003; Nip, 2004; Wellman, Quan Haase, Witte & Hampton, 
2001). 
 Another issue for future research emerges from Chadwick’s book. One of his 
overarching aspirations is, as noted earlier, to bridge differences between ‘optimis-
tic’ and ‘pessimistic’ conclusions about the civic potential of the internet. The au-
thor is certainly right in asserting that such differences strongly characterize the 
body of literature about the internet’s civic potential, and his overview of this lit-
erature is near to exhaustive. Yet his discussion is also limited in that Chadwick fo-
cuses his discussion on general differences in conclusions, while paying less ex-
plicit attention to the role of underlying differences in theory, methodology, and 
empirical focus. These underlying differences, however, appear to be the more 
fundamental causes of any optimism/pessimism controversy. Pessimistic theories 
are built mainly on survey-based research and often regard what citizens can and 
aspire to do (Margolis & Resnick, 2000; Norris, 2001; Rosenstone & Hansen, 1993; 
Van Dijk, 2006), while optimistic studies are generally built on theoretical specula-
tion and (web-based) case studies, and focus on the possibilities of and manifesta-
tions on the internet that supposedly exhibit the internet’s civic potential (Calenda 
& Meijer, 2009; Kann et al., 2007; Mossberger, Tolbert & McNeal, 2007; Oates et al., 
2006; Van Zoonen, Müller, Alinead, Dekker, Duits et al., 2007). The implications of 
such fundamental differences (for future research) are, regrettably, hardly expli-
cated in Chadwick’s contribution.  
 Furthermore, the reliance on anecdotal data (i.e., usage of particular websites) 
of most conclusions about the civicness of the web (or lack thereof) is a problem in 
and by itself. Take, for instance, Keren’s contribution; his sweeping conclusions 
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about ‘what the blogosphere is like’ are based on a self-selected mini-sample of 9 
blogs. The general problem here, evidently, is that big conclusions and ‘small Ns’ 
make strange bedfellows. Gerodimos and Ward (in Loader, pp. 114-26) raise the 
more specific point that there is still much to learn about how the ‘civic web’ (for 
young people) is generally characterized, produced and interpreted. How, for ex-
ample, websites generally address civic activities, and which production processes 
influence the appearance and content of the eventual product online, are indeed 
some of the questions that need further examination if a broader and more empiri-
cally grounded understanding of the internet’s civic potential is to be achieved.  
 A further issue arises from the reviewed books’ reliance on two theoretical 
constructs (or offshoots thereof) that are fundamentally sanguine about civic par-
ticipation, as something possible, beneficial, desirable and even necessary: ‘social 
capital’ – as influentially theorized and employed by Putnam (1993, 1995, 2000) – 
and Habermas’s (1962/1989) ‘public sphere’. Chadwick (pp. 87-90, 103-12) gives an 
excellent overview of the ‘resilience’ of both concepts in the academic literature. In 
the other four books it is primarily Habermas’s notion of the public sphere that is 
used or mentioned as an idea to accept or adjust (e.g., Dahlberg & Siapera, pp. 8-
10; Barney, in Dahlberg & Siapera, pp. 37-54; Hands, in Dahlberg & Siapera, pp. 89-
107; Keren, pp. 9-10; Loader, pp. 9-11). Most authors, however, still under-theorize 
the very basic assumptions about democracy on which these ideas are (implicitly) 
based. That is, they do not elaborate or only briefly on the democratic (or constitu-
tional) frameworks that they assume. These frameworks, however, are actually of 
crucial importance, because different kinds of democratic models yield different 
normative criteria in regard to, for example, which citizens should participate, how 
they should participate, and the sorts of political processes that they should par-
ticipate in (Ferree, Gamson, Gerhards & Rucht, 2002).11 
 A related issue concerns how notions of participation and citizenship are in-
tertwined. As noted above, the main themes of the books reviewed concern par-
ticipation; ideas about citizenship and democracy mainly follow by implication. It 
might be worthwhile, however, to ask what ensues if one uses notions of citizen-
ship, rather than of participation, as a primary point of departure for analysis. That 
might prevent assumptions about citizens from becoming functions of participa-
tion enunciated in terms of democratic ideals. For example, in Dahlberg and Sia-
pera’s volume, the various contributors succeed in theorizing quite original ideas 
about participation by fanatic democrats, but, counting heads, how many citizens 
are there who want to ‘do’ technoactivism, who are ready to embark upon ‘an on-
going adventure that must restore the creative force belonging to all of us’ (p. 10)? 
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If only a few citizens have that ability and motivation, is it possible to increase their 
number? Why should we expect such ability and motivation to spread equally 
among citizens? Thus, in further research, it will be valuable to relate analyses of 
abilities and motivations among citizens (cf. Norris, 2001; Van Dijk, 2006) more ex-
plicitly and consistently to the theoretical or institutional aspects of technoactivism, 
blogging, e-democracy participation, or other online activities.12  
 The need to assess abilities and motivations among citizens is most explicitly 
signalled in some of the contributions in the volumes of Dahlgren and Loader, 
which rightfully indicate that thinking about online participation (by young peo-
ple) should be accompanied by thinking about socialization and civic education. 
Likewise, Keren’s main accomplishment lies in refraining from faithfully assuming 
notions of participation and citizenship that are ‘ideal’ for democracy. Keren’s 
study is, as noted earlier, limited both in scope (9 blogs) and depth (it is fully web-
based); in fact, extant literature on blogging (or ‘citizen journalism’) more generally 
is also based on small case studies, or it is speculative or normative by nature 
(Neuberger, Neurnbergk & Rischke, 2007).13 Yet Keren’s contribution does include 
a reminder that certain activities might be too often and too easily granted the 
grandeur of ‘civic’, ‘political’ or other labels of democratic niceness. Blogging is one 
such activity online; ‘ethical consumption’ is another one offline, which is now 
heavily theorized as the upcoming protest activity, but with little empirical sub-
stantiation. A more critical approach must not only take into account the eventual 
impact that such activities generally have (and what it exactly is that these activi-
ties do and do not influence) (Banaji & Buckingham, 2009), but must also be based 
on assessments of why citizens do blogging and ethical consumption, and what 
such activities mean to them. For the ‘civicness’ (or ‘politicalness’) of activities does 
not need to solely depend on what academics (or politicians) determine to count as 
‘civic’ (or ‘political’) in their venture to redeem democracy from the crisis it sup-
posedly suffers; it can also be attuned to the goals and meanings that citizens as-
cribe to their activities (cf. Haste, 2004; Henn, Weinstein & Wring, 2002; Sloam, 
2007). 
 Keren’s book – like Chadwick’s – signifies another issue appealing to the 
need to ‘de-idealize’ theoretical frameworks more explicitly: the necessity to incor-
porate locally contextualized assessments of not only the ‘extra-parliamentarian’ 
aspects of politics, but also the formal side thereof. Political decisions are, for a sig-
nificant part, made by political leaders. Corruption, opportunism, disengagement 
from the public, or lack of skills otherwise will obviously be reflected in the deci-
sions politicians take. In short, formal politics really matters in thinking about the 
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internet’s role in democratic society. Here appears the academic legitimacy of 
Dahlberg and Siapera’s volume and Coleman’s contributions in Dahlgren (pp. 21-
40) and Loader (166-85). In these contributions, it is suggested that (young) citi-
zens’ distrust of or disengagement from political leaders are too often considered 
problems per se, and, therefore, too often dismissed too easily or blamed on citi-
zens. ‘Democratic power is legitimised’, Coleman notes (in Dahlgren, p. 21), 
‘through mass participation, but when voluntary engagement takes the form of 
collusion with manipulative authority, power ceases to be accountable and the 
autonomous citizen begins to look more like a slavish subject.’ It is, indeed, im-
perative to think of ways to question, contest and criticize the existing political or-
der. Disengagement and non-participation could be even considered desirable 
when citizens find no legitimate reason to extend trust to or cooperate with politi-
cians. Civic participation and the internet’s role therein, therefore, must be consid-
ered hand in hand with critical analyses of the formal political context. Absent seri-
ous challenges to ‘ideal’ narratives about formal politics (and participation, citi-
zens, and democracy at large), new media researchers may continue to carry the 
label of an ‘optimistic bunch’ (Zube, 2007) in other academic disciplines, particu-
larly among political scientists.  
 Again, overseeing the academic field in general and the books reviewed here, 
it is clear that more work needs to be done. As indicated in most of the reviewed 
books (Chadwick; Dahlgren; Keren; Loader), young people appear to be the group 
for which most of the issues and questions discussed above are most pressing and 
relevant. For this group includes the most active internet users (Livingstone & Bo-
ber, 2005; Van Eimeren & Frees, 2006; Van Rooij & Van den Eijnden, 2007); accord-
ing to many vexed academics and political leaders, youth are the least active and 
engaged citizens in Western democracies (Dalton, 2004; Delli Carpini, 2000; Henn 
et al., 2002); and, with a slight sense for drama, one can say that youth hold the fu-
ture of the viability and survival of democracy. Whether these ingredients form a 
toxic mix or a fruitful shake (or, a tasteless blend) is a question that can only be 
answered with new theoretical reflections and empirical investigations. 
 
Notes 
                                                           
8  The term ‘civic’ is often used interchangeable with the term ‘political’ to refer to a wide 

range of activities and engagements. I will preferably use the term ‘civic’ in this chapter, 
but I will use the term ‘political’ to refer to the formal (or ‘electoral’) political context, 
and when the authors of the reviewed books use it themselves in regard to a particular 
issue.  
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9  See also the cover of Keren’s book, which shows a classic image of an alien (white head, 

no hair, flat nose, big forehead, narrow chin, large black eyes) that is typing in a pur-
plish environment. 

10  Chadwick refers to a definition of the UK Hansard Society (2003). In the academic lit-
erature, there is not one uniform definition of e-democracy, but the term generally re-
fers, indeed, to ‘horizontal’ and, in particular, ‘vertical’ linkages. In regard to the vertical 
linkages, e-democracy refers to dissemination of online party programs, publication of 
policy results, consultation of citizens by juries, opinion polls, and online voting (Cole-
man, Taylor & Van de Donk, 1999; Coleman & Gøtze, 2001; Macintosh, Robson, Smith 
& White, 2003; Wilhelm, 2000). 

11  Various models of democracy can be distinguished. Ferree et al. (2002) mention four 
theoretical traditions. The ‘representative liberal’ model, the ‘participatory liberal’ 
model, the ‘discursive’ model, and the ‘constructionist’ model. These models have vary-
ing implications for theorizing democracy. For example, the representative liberal 
model does not involve popular engagement and participation, while the other models 
do. 

12  Again, citizens’ abilities and motivations are addressed in the books of Chadwick (pp. 
49-80) and Dahlberg and Siapera (e.g., pp. 128-47). Yet the point here is that these issues 
are not considered consistently in the books reviewed here. That is, speculations about 
techno-activism, e-democracy and other topics are too often discussed too uncritically 
in relation to ‘digital divide’ problems. 

13  It should be noted that theoretical and empirical research on online public or political 
discussion in web forums is generally more developed (cf. Dahlberg, 2001a; Dahlgren, 
2001, 2005; Jankowski & Van Os, 2004; Papacharissi, 2004; Tsaliki, 2002; Van Zoonen et 
al., 2007; Witschge, 2007; Wright & Street, 2007). Most of the empirical research, howev-
er, is web-based and does not take into account patterns and differences in the profile 
and motivations among citizens that participate in online discussions in web forums.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 

WHEN IDEALS MEET PRACTICES: HOW DUTCH WEBSITES  
TARGET CIVIC ISSUES AND ACTIVITIES AT YOUTH 

 
 

A less extensive journal version of this chapter was published in Dutch in: Jaarboek 
kennissamenleving 2008 (pp. 222-49). Amsterdam: Aksant. 
 
Introduction 
Can the internet promote young people’s civic engagement and participation? Op-
timistic discussions of this question are often speculative by nature or based on 
case studies that claim to display how particular sites are exploited in civic ways 
(e.g., Graham, 2009). These discussions, however, are hardly based on an empirical 
understanding of specific and divergent ways in which sites generally target civic 
issues and activities at youth (cf. Bennett & Xenos, 2007; Gerodimos & Ward, 2007; 
Hirzalla, 2007; Montgomery, Gottlieb-Robles & Larson, 2004). This chapter aims to 
further such an understanding in the Dutch context by two explorative studies. 
 First, a qualitative study of the characteristics of 50 websites demonstrates 
how the selected sites addressed the importance of their issues, how the sites ad-
dressed online and offline activities, and the forms and structures in which the 
sites’ contents were embedded. A second study of in-depth interviews with the 
producers of 15 websites demonstrates how the selected producers reflected on 
their target group (youth), goals and institutional context. These interviews pro-
vide potential explanations of how sites target civic issues and activities at youth. 
The specific combination of the two studies is designed to generate new insights 
into how producers’ perspectives and working routines (investigated in study 2) 
may and may not translate into content online with an apparent civic potential (in-
vestigated in study 1). 

The results of the two studies will first be presented in two separate sections. 
A number of cross-cutting findings and overall implications will subsequently be 
discussed in the final section of this chapter. In the next two sections, however, I 
begin with a brief review of the literature about the internet’s civic potential in 
young people’s life and a detailed discussion of my methodology. 
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The internet’s civic potential 
The dimensions of democratic citizenship in general and among youth in particu-
lar are specified and evaluated in an ever-growing body of literature (CivicWeb, 
2007). Two theoretical constructs are particularly salient in current literature: ‘social 
capital’ (Putnam, 2000) and ‘public sphere’ (Habermas, 1962/1989) (cf. Chadwick, 
2006). Based on these notions, studies about democratic citizenship have relied on 
a wide variety of normative definitions of what ‘civic’ (or ‘political’) means, rang-
ing from voting and demonstrating to ‘political consumerism’ and engaging in 
public discussions (cf. Norris, 2003a; Putnam, 1992; Van Deth, 2008). 

Young people appear especially disengaged from the ‘formal’ (‘electoral’; 
‘traditional’) political dimension of citizenship. Inquiries have indicated, for in-
stance, that youth vote less than older people, that their trust in politicians is mi-
nimal, and that their knowledge of political facts is inadequate (e.g., Delli Carpini, 
2000; Nuus, 2002). A growing number of researchers, however, claim that un-
institutionalized and ‘extra-parliamentarian’ civic activities – such as helping 
neighbors and wearing a campaign badge – must be taken into account to achieve 
a full scale evaluation of youth’s alleged ‘apathy’. Studies that use such wider defi-
nitions of the civic sphere generally arrive at less sombre conclusions about youth’s 
civic engagement and participation (Coleman & Rowe, 2005; Dahlgren, 2003; Whit-
ing & Harper, 2003). 
 Divergent conclusions are also drawn about the internet’s role in youth’s civ-
ic life (cf. Chadwick, 2006; Norris, 2001). Some scholars maintain that the internet is 
mainly exploited for lifestyle and entertainment purposes (gaming, chatting, mu-
sic, movies), or that internet use can produce social isolation and depression (e.g., 
Putnam, 2000). Other scholars stress that the internet can be used for ‘e-democracy’ 
(Wilhelm, 2000), civic education (Dahlgren, 2007), spreading information and 
news, activism (Dahlberg & Siapera, 2007), public debate (Brants, 2005; Graham, 
2009; Witschge, 2007), and social networks (Horrigan, 2001). The more optimistic 
accounts are more generally based on young people’s experience with and appeal 
to using the internet, and the characteristics of the internet itself as a quick, flexible, 
accessible, heterogeneous, anonymous (or pseudonymous) and interactive infor-
mation sharing platform (e.g., Coleman & Gøtze, 2001; Dahlberg, 2001a, 2001b; 
Eriksen & Weigård, 2003). 
 Much optimism about the internet’s civic potential to date, however, is spe-
culative or based on anecdotal data or case studies about the usage and characteris-
tics (and, to a lesser extent, reception and production) of some specific sites (e.g., 
Graham, 2009; Livingstone, 2007; Van Summeren, 2007; Witschge, 2007; Van Zoo-
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nen, Müller, Alinejad, Dekker, Duits et al., 2007). There are hardly any broad ex-
plorations available of how sites target civic issues and activities at youth. Such ex-
plorations are particularly useful for a more empirically grounded and context-
specific evaluation of the internet’s civic potential (Hirzalla, 2007). Furthermore, 
variations in how issues and activities are targeted at youth pose potential chal-
lenges to any enthusiasm about the web’s civic potential that is based on the pre-
sumption that the internet is loaded with information and online activities, and 
that it ‘therefore’ can solve the ‘crisis’ in youth’s civic life. For it is not only relevant 
whether information and online activities are available, but also how they are pre-
sented (e.g., Livingstone, 2007; Loader, 2007; Montgomery et al., 2004). For exam-
ple, how do sites address issues?; are topics mentioned or are they also explained?; 
are users encouraged to participate, and, if so, how? Such questions are particular-
ly relevant in regard to young people’s ‘civic dispositions’. The web may provide a 
multitude of widely accessible civic possibilities to youth, but whether youth (par-
ticularly not-already-engaged youth) are able and willing to take up these possibil-
ities is likely to depend at least partly on how issues and activities are addressed 
on sites (ibid.). 
 Montgomery et al. (2004) were, therefore, one of the first who developed an 
‘online civic geography’. Based on ‘thick descriptions’ of American sites, they pro-
duced some critical notes (‘“brochureware” sites are relatively common, [but] do 
not expand “opportunity” beyond real-world limitations’; p. 106) and many opti-
mistic conclusions, such as:  

 
No longer do the media dictate the ‘truth’ to us (…); we now have the opportunity to 
talk back, to inform others, to share our stories and offer our own interpretations of 
the news and events that affect all of us. (…) Online polls and questionnaires invite 
youth to register their opinions, and websites use them as one way to increase youth 
involvement and youth-generated content. (…) Almost a third of the websites we 
surveyed provide opportunities for visitors to submit essays, articles, reviews, op-
eds, poetry or art work to the site (p. 125). 

 
In this chapter, I follow the lead of Montgomery et al. (ibid.), but I analyze more 
specific issues in two consecutive studies. First, by an investigation of the characte-
ristics of 50 sites, I explore variations in the apparent potentials of the sites’ contents 
to convince youth of the importance of the issues addressed (i.e., ‘engaging’ 
youth), and to mobilize youth into online and offline activities (i.e., ‘activating’ 
youth). Second, based on in-depth interviews with producers of 15 sites, I explore 
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possible production influences (i.e., producers’ understandings of their target group, 
goals and institutional circumstances) on how sites target civic issues and activities 
at youth.14  
 Both studies are designed to produce new knowledge about the web’s civic 
potential in the Dutch context specifically. To date, explorations of sites’ contents 
and production have focused on mapping the American and British civic webs 
(e.g., Bennett & Xenos, 2007; Montgomery et al., 2004). Furthermore, extant re-
search has especially neglected possible production processes behind eventual 
products online (cf. Olsson, 2008). Hence, the specific combination of my two stu-
dies potentially generates unique insights into how producers’ perspectives and 
working routines (investigated in my second study) may and may not translate in-
to content online with an apparent potential to engage and activate Dutch youth 
(investigated in my first study). The more specific goals and design of both studies 
are clarified in the next section. 
 
Method 
 
Samples 
Table 3.1 below provides an overview of the samples for study 1 and 2. The sample 
for study 1 (about sites’ characteristics) consists of 50 Dutch sites subdivided in 8 
categories, each one including sites that shared a purpose or a background.15 The 
sample for study 2 (about sites’ producers) consists of interviews with the produc-
ers of 15 sites. A full and more specific overview of the 50 sites and 15 interviews 
can be found in appendix 3.1. 

Study 1 is not based on a ‘representative’ sample of randomly selected sites; 
such a sample is neither possible in nor the goal of qualitative analyses of web con-
tents (Montgomery et al., 2004). Instead, I used two main criteria to compose a 
broad and diverse sample of sites. The first criterion is youthfulness. The selected 
sites were almost all aimed specifically at youth. Only 2 sites also had other age 
groups as their target group.16 The second criterion is civicness. Study 1 is aimed at 
evaluating civicness online, and it does so on sites with content (in regard to what 
a site is about, and what it enables) that shows a crude civic potential. The 8 web-
site categories distinguished cover much of online content with what can be consi-
dered a crude civic potential (cf. Chadwick, 2006; Loader, 2007; Montgomery et al., 
2004). 
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Table 3.1: Sample of websites and producers 
 
Category Description  Number  
1. Political party  
activism 

Sites of Dutch youth departments of major political 
parties. 

6 (1)* 

2. Political activities Sites of non-party NGOs that organize or facilitate 
activities about political issues, varying from public 
debates to a vote advice application.  

8 (3) 

3. Online  
self-expression 

Sites that contain forums for discussion, self-
profiling pages for social networking, and/or arti-
cles sent in by users. The content of these sites is 
mainly generated by users. 

7 (2) 

4. Social activism Sites of NGOs that aim to promote popular en-
gagement with a particular socio-political issue, 
such as the environment or human rights. 

6 (2) 

5. Specific  
communities 

Sites aimed at addressing the interests of people 
who share a certain background, such as an ethnic-
ity, religion, city of residence, or occupation. 

6 

6. Norms and values Sites made by NGOs or the Dutch government 
about ‘good’ norms and values, such as tolerating 
people of a different ethnic background, and being 
willing to help others. 

6 (3) 

7. News  Sites with news articles about social issues, politics 
and entertainment. 

4 (2) 

8. Portals Sites that function as information gateways, mostly 
by providing categorized hyperlinks to other sites. 

7 (2) 

*First figure represents the number of sites analyzed for study 1. Second figure (between 
parentheses) represents the number of sites’ producers interviewed for study 2. 
 
Study 2 draws from the sample of study 1, and is thus based on the same selection 
criteria. In order to collect a broad and diverse set of interview data, I attempted to 
interview producers of sites from the different website categories. There were also 
additional differences between the organizations of the interviewed producers: 
some organizations had their site as their core business (e.g., Spunk.nl), while oth-
ers also pursued goals offline (e.g., Jeugdraad.nl); some organizations were subsi-
dized (e.g., Islamwijzer.nl), while others (also) had an income of their own (e.g., 
Maroc.nl); and, the workforce of some organizations consisted of volunteers (e.g., 
Deadline.nl), while other organizations (also) had paid co-workers (e.g., Stemwijz-
er.nl). The selected interviewees were mostly 25 years old or older, most of them 
are women, and they were all highly educated (mostly in marketing studies, jour-
nalism or social studies). Most of them had been working for one year or longer at 
the organization of their website. 
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Study 1: Characteristics 
The first study addresses the characteristics of the selected 50 sites in terms of 
(written) content, form and structure. In regard to content, I first analyzed how the 
sites might promote civic engagement. As ‘a subjective state of interest, investment 
or commitment’ (CivicWeb, 2005, p. 10), civic engagement is, among other things, 
rooted in and reflected by convictions that issues are important. I therefore ex-
plored how the sites addressed the importance of their issues. I specifically focused 
on how and whether the sites explained the meaning of terms used to discuss an 
issue (i.e., what an issue is), and whether the sites contained arguments about the 
context in which the importance of an issue can become apparent (i.e., why an is-
sue is important). Second, I analyzed how the websites might induce participation 
– i.e., ‘objective actions of various kinds (including “speech”)’ (ibid.). I investigated, 
more specifically, whether and how the content of the sites enabled or promoted 
forms of online participation, and promoted or announced offline activities.  
 I additionally explored the form and structure characteristics of the selected 
sites. These analyses provide descriptions of the visual and structural frameworks 
in which the contents were embedded. First, the form characteristics include mode 
of address and layout. Mode of address, as defined here, refers to the style in 
which the addresser communicates with the addressee, particularly whether this 
style addresses youth directly (e.g., ‘you are’) or refers to youth indirectly (e.g., 
‘youth are’), and whether this style is colloquial (spoken language with terms pop-
ular under youth; cf. Appel, 1999) or formal (based on official grammar and spel-
ling). Layout, as defined here, refers to how the sites were visually constructed in 
terms of colors use, color contrasts, the number and quality of images, and the 
amount of visual signification in relation to the amount of written text. Second, 
structure characteristics represent the organization of a site in terms of layers and 
hyperlinks. Layers form the hierarchical composition of a site’s content. A website 
typically includes a home page on a first layer, with other content on other layers. 
Hyperlinks within a site connect the different parts of content to each other, and 
thereby determine the layer on which a part of content is formally located. Layers 
and hyperlinks together thus form the structure that users can navigate to view or 
use content on different parts of a site. 
 The selected sites’ content, form and structure were analyzed in March and 
April 2007. The analyses were aided by an online template with which the content, 
form and structure of each website in the sample were qualitatively described (see 
full version of the template in appendix 3.2).17 This procedure enabled a focused 
comparison between the selected 50 sites, and identification of trends, variations 
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and exceptions in regard to content, form and structure. I will discuss the results of 
these analyses for the sample as a whole, and for each category of sites separately. 
 
Study 2: Production 
I conducted semi-structured in-depth interviews with the people most involved 
with administering 15 sites. These interviews were used to investigate discursive 
variations in how the producers conceptualized their target group (specifically 
youth), goals and institutional context.18 Said more specifically, this investigation 
was aimed at generating data about how the producers construed the characteris-
tics of the target group at which their policies were aimed (conceptualizations of 
target group); what the producers tried to achieve with the policies they devised in 
general and their website in particular (conceptualizations of goals); and how the 
producers experienced the possibilities and limitations they had in their daily 
working routines in regard to managing their website (conceptualizations of insti-
tutional context). This data combined can potentially provide valuable insights into 
the main concern of study 2, namely, possible production influences on how sites 
target youth.  

An open interview schedule was used to produce a broad and situated un-
derstanding of producers’ views on their target group, goals and institutional con-
text. The interviews were conducted in the period between April 2007 and April 
2008, and lasted between 45 minutes and two hours. All interviews were audio 
taped and transcribed. The transcriptions were subsequently analyzed through an 
open coding method. Diversities and similarities within and between interviews 
were identified and categorized thematically through the constant comparison me-
thod (CCM) (Boeije, 2002). I discuss the findings about these diversities and simi-
larities in regard to the three issues under my attention - respectively: youth, goals 
and institutional context – while differentiating between producers whenever 
possible and relevant. 
 
Results of study 1: Characteristics 
 
Engagement 
Only some sites in the sample contained written text about the importance of is-
sues. Such text mostly construed issue importance, as I will illustrate below, in the 
form of socio-political ideals, varying from setting up a youth council to improving 
the image of one’s neighborhood. Why and in what context such ideals are desira-
ble in the first place was hardly discussed on most of the sites in the sample. 
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 Text about issue importance was mainly communicated on sites of youth de-
partments of political parties (these are sites in category 1; see table 3.1 above and 
appendix 3.1), sites of NGOs that organize activities about political issues (c219), 
sites about social activism (c4), and sites about norms and values (c6).  
 Youth departments of political parties (c1) discussed the importance of their 
organization, successes, activities, and viewpoints. They consistently did so while 
emphasizing their ‘independence’ from their parent party, as illustrated in the ex-
cerpt below that was taken from the site of the Young Socialists.  
 

The Young Socialists (YS) are the independent youth organization of the Labor Par-
ty. With 1300 members, the YS are an important club in the Labor Party that defends 
the interests of youth, and we are also successful in doing so on a regular basis. For 
example, we arranged that BNN is still out there on the television and that a lot of 
youth are elected in the municipality councils. 

 
Most youth departments of political parties had a section or downloadable bro-
chures on their site about their general ‘principles’ (such as ‘freedom’ and ‘solidari-
ty’). Besides these principles, the youth departments communicated that certain is-
sues are important, but not why (for example, why it is important that ‘BNN’, a 
broadcasting television station for youth, ‘is still out there’; see excerpt above).  

NGOs that organize activities about political issues (c2) discussed issue im-
portance in a similar way. Their sites mainly contained information about their of-
fline agenda and themselves (who they are, what the history is of their organiza-
tion, what their goals are, etcetera). Upcoming events (mainly debates) were most-
ly introduced with a couple of playful or provocative one-liners or questions. Con-
sider, for instance, the next excerpt that was taken from the site of Coolpolitics: 
 

Would you fight for your mother country, like Michiel de Ruijter [a sailor in the 17th 
century who is generally considered an important figure in Dutch history – Author]? 
Or are you a bigger hero if you sing a song or if you invest in the society? On 13 Sep-
tember at 20:00, during the HELD exhibition, Coolpolitics organizes a debate in the 
Nieuwe Kerk. 

 
The analyses of sites about norms and values (c6) yielded a similar picture. The or-
ganizations behind these sites also mainly informed the public about who they are 
and what they do (and, in some instances, they stressed that they are successful or 
important), and much less about why and how their issues are important. When-
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ever these sites (and other sites in the sample) discussed issue importance, they 
almost always discussed the importance of an issue as an ideal, and they did so in 
a fashion that is ‘uncritical’ in the sense that the context in which issues become re-
levant and important remained ignored. In the fragment below, for instance, Unit-
ed Smile (c6) explained that it wants to improve the ‘image of the neighborhood’ 
and the ‘engagement of residents’. Why these issues are relevant is not explained 
anywhere on the site, except for a remark that ‘people desire more positivity’ made 
in the site’s ‘about us’ section.  
 

United Smile cooperates with neighborhood youth, other neighborhood residents 
and happy community art projects. With these projects we improve the image of the 
neighborhood, and we improve the engagement of residents.  

 

The content of websites about social activism (c4) was somewhat different. One 
might expect that these sites convey urgent stories about the status-quo in relation 
to human rights, the environment, peace and war, anti-discrimination, or other is-
sues. Yet the stories on almost all sites in the sample most often lacked a ‘sense of 
urgency’: they did not discuss issues in terms of ‘problems’ that need to be solved 
as soon as possible, but as ideals to pursue (see above). However, Cijo.nl, Green-
peacekids.nl and Youngamnesty.nl (all social activism sites, c4) still discussed their 
issues in a more extensive and critical fashion than most of the other websites in 
the sample. Cijo.nl (the site of the youth department of a pro-Israeli lobby club), for 
example, contained a ‘chronology’ and a ‘fact sheet’ of the (Israeli version of the) 
conflict between Israel and the Palestinians, the founding charter of Hamas, and a 
critical book review. The site also contained a ‘library’, but that was not operational 
on the date of analysis. Greenpeacekids.nl discussed, among other things, the con-
sequences of the policies of ‘companies’ for animals and common citizens. These 
consequences were often explicitly called ‘threats’ and ‘problems’. Messages about 
these consequences often ended with calls for ‘help action’, such as ‘Get in action 
now, join Greenpeace’. Such messages that describe situations and developments 
in terms of social or political ‘problems’, and/or explicitly ask people to give im-
mediate help or to get in action otherwise were quite unique in the sample. 
 Other websites contained information that was not introduced or explained 
by any written text at all. Portal websites (c8) provided hyperlinks to other sites 
about a variety of issues – ranging from the EU and political parties to health and 
dating. Attempts to engage users were, at best, made in short slogans, such as ‘Li-
mitlessly curious?! Get informed!’ (shown in the header of Go-Europe.nl). Fur-
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thermore, the portal sites generally contained no or very brief information about 
the websites to which they referred.  
 The sites for specific communities (c5) generally also appeared to be designed 
for the communication of unadorned information. Studentsonly.nl, for example, 
provided links to summaries of textbooks, and the site of the El-Tawheed mosque 
provided schedules with prayer times. This information might obviously be valu-
able to certain groups, but the sites did not explain what their issues mean, and 
how and why their issues are important. 
 News sites (c7) principally have the potential to inform and engage. It should 
be noted, however, that the news provided by the sites focused on entertainment 
and leisure (particularly in the field of music and movies) or personal experiences 
of everyday life. The number one news issue on Extrafris.nl, for example, was 
about the new babies of the American singer Jennifer Lopez. 

 
It happened, JLo gave birth to twins. The manager of Jennifer Lopez confirmed to 
the American magazine People that the diva gave birth to a daughter and a son. The 
singer / actress got her babies in the Long Island Hospital (New York). 

 
Lastly, sites with platforms for self-expression (c3) contained writing that might 
induce engagement with issues, but this was produced by users, and not by pro-
ducers. The forums on these sites were used to discuss a variety of issues, ranging 
from the war in Iraq to everyday life trivia (such as ‘bad hair days’). However, one 
website in this category, Islamwijzer.nl, was different than the others. This site, 
which was in fact created for educational and informational purposes, had a rela-
tively substantial section (more than 100 words) about why the issues discussed on 
the site are important, and it always explained terms in users’ contributions that 
were possibly not self-evident to visitors by hyperlinks and text boxes (see figure 
3.1). 
 
Participation 
Offline activities were announced on some sites of initiatives with an offline focus, 
particularly among sites of youth departments of political parties (c1), sites of 
NGOs that organize activities about political issues (c2), sites about social activism 
(c4), and sites for specific communities (c5). 
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Figure 3.1: Islamwijzer.nl 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Youth departments of political parties (c1) generally announced offline activities 
with a brief introduction in which the topic, date and place of the activities were 
mentioned. These introductions are shown on separate pages, but also consistently 
on the homepage of the sites, as illustrated in the capture below (figure 3.2; show-
ing the homepage of the youth department of the Christian Democratic Appeal 
party). On this homepage, upcoming offline activities were mentioned in the left 
frame under the heading of ‘Activiteiten’ (Dutch for ‘activities’) and in the centre 
main frame under the heading of ‘Actueel’ (Dutch for ‘topical’). 
 

Figure 3.2: Cdja.nl 
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The offline activities announced on the sites of the youth departments of political 
parties were only sometimes open to the wider public. Most of the time, their activ-
ities (meetings, debates, congresses, work groups) were aimed at members specifi-
cally. Furthermore, these sites hardly promoted or enabled online activities besides 
an online membership form.  
 Sites of NGOs that organize activities about political issues (c2), sites about 
social activism (c4), and sites for specific communities (c5) also announced offline 
activities (mainly debates, excursions, and ‘street actions’) prominently on their 
home page with brief introductions. Among these sites, Stemwijzer.nl (c2), a vote 
advice application (VAA), was the only one that was centered around an online ac-
tivity (i.e., filling in a survey). Only some of the other sites had participatory or in-
teractive features, such as donation forms, downloadable banners, membership 
forms, or e-cards. These options were generally announced or promoted in two or 
less sentences (for example: ‘Do you want to receive our newsletter? Sign in for the 
Young Amnesty news letter!’; retrieved from the website of Young Amnesty).  

The remainder of the selected sites (sites for self-expression, c3; sites about 
norms and values, c6; news sites, c7; portal sites, c8) focused to a lesser extent on 
promoting offline activities. The sites for self-expression (c3) enabled online activi-
ties in the form of online discussion in forums, putting short articles online, or pub-
lishing self-profiling pages. One of these sites also promoted offline activities (In-
spe.org); another one had a general news section (Maroc.nl); the remaining sites 
only facilitated online profiling (Cu2.nl, Hyves.nl and Funkybabes.nl) or discus-
sion (Debatteer.nl). 

Fok.nl also had a forum. This site began in 1999 as a forum, but, at present, it 
is also known as a news site for youth (c7). Users of the Fok forum discussed a va-
riety of issues. Considering the number of responses in the threads belonging to 
posted items, most discussions appeared not to be about ‘serious’ social or political 
issues. Consider, for instance, the two top threads in the Fok forum on the date of 
analysis: ‘Jokes tin, part 4’ and ‘18+ gives blowjob to stranger in public’ (the lead of 
the latter thread is partly shown in the fragment below). The other news sites did 
not have a forum, but users were enabled to respond to posted news items there. 
 

Last Thursday, things went completely wrong in the local pub. A girl had broken up 
with her boyfriend. She met her ex boyfriend in the pub yesterday. This caused a 
slight problem. Out of revenge, she grabbed the first guy she saw. She began kissing 
him wildly. After that, they went outside. The others in the pub joined them, and 
then she just went wild.  
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Self-profiling is a less active form of online participation than forum discussion. 
The profiles on Cu2.nl, Hyves.nl and Funkybabes.nl were generally very limited, 
and contained summaries of physical characteristics (age, gender, hair color) and 
personal preferences (favorite movie, book, game, clothing). Users could also leave 
messages on other users’ pages. There appeared to be little variation in the form of 
these messages. Most of the messages were short (5 sentences or less), and con-
tained general greetings or notes about events that occurred in personal life. 

The selected sites about norms and values (c6) and the portal sites (c8) exhi-
bited a less clear potential for promoting participation. Neither offline nor online 
activities were promoted or enabled on most of the portal sites. Youramsterdam.nl 
was an exception: this site had an offline agenda and enabled youth to publish 
their poetry and raps online. Furthermore, none of the sites about norms and val-
ues had an online forum or enabled other activities online, and most of these sites 
had a very brief offline agenda or no agenda at all. The agenda of En.nl, for exam-
ple, contained only one activity. This site was aimed at improving intercultural in-
teractions in Dutch society by providing ‘good examples’ of such interactions, but 
it did not invite users to join meetings offline, nor did it invite or enable them to 
engage with online discussion about intercultural issues. However, there were two 
exceptions in regard to the offline agendas of the sites about norms and values: 
Limburgtegengeweld.nl (a website against ‘senseless violence’) had a quite exten-
sive offline agenda, and Ikbengeweldig.nl (aimed at promoting social labor and 
volunteering among youth) effectively directed youth to job openings. 
 
Forms and structures 
Almost all sites used a colloquial mode of address. Dutch informal variants of the 
second person pronoun ‘you’ (in Dutch: ‘jij’, ‘je’ and ‘jullie’) were almost always 
used. Youth language was scarcely used on a minority of the sites. See, for in-
stance, the excerpt below (showing a message at Watvooreikelbenjij.nl; c6) in 
which the English term ‘check out’ is used instead of a proper Dutch synonym. 
  

Play the games and do the dickhead test. Watch all the web raps, especially the rap 
of the winner of the web rap contest. And don’t forget to check out the comments of 
our visitors at ‘Did you know that?’ 

 
The use of an informal mode of address was less apparent on the two sites in the 
sample that were not specifically aimed at youth. One of these sites is Overheid.nl 
(c8; the other site is Stemwijzer.nl, c2), a portal site that directed the public to in-
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formation about government-related issues. On this site, the Dutch formal personal 
pronoun for ‘you’ (‘u’) was consistently used. Further, only this site and the sites of 
youth departments of political parties (c1) referred to youth instead of addressing 
youth directly with ‘you’, as shown in the excerpt below (from Sgpj.nl). 
 

The SGP youth think that the government should take care of the opportunities for 
youth. In school, and also at work. Also, there must be enough facilities for young 
people in view of their leisure time. If youth lose their way, then Justice, youth care 
agencies, parents and others must come into action in a careful and direct way. 

  
The layout was less homogenous among the websites than the language style. The 
quality of images and other visuals (in terms of resolution) was generally high, al-
though some sites hardly used any visuals at all. Further, the sites had very differ-
ent appearances in regard to ‘busyness’ (varying from very busy, with many con-
trasting colors and frames, to sober) and ‘textuality’ (regarding the amount of writ-
ten text in relation to the amount of visuals). Particularly portals, which mostly 
contained a list of categorized hyperlinks to other sites, are good examples of text-
heavy sites that were based on sober templates. Most sites, however, had more 
elaborate designs, with visuals used as signposts. The news site Deadline.nl (c7; see 
figure 3.3 below), for instance, had its own, unique layout style built on a yellow-
black-white color schema and artistic figures. 
 

Figure 3.3: Deadline.nl 
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The sites also showed clear differences in their links and layers structures. These 
differences generally cohered with layout differences. Sites with a simple or sober 
design were primarily functional, that is, guiding users as directly and simply as 
possible to the information they want. The pages on these sites were mostly con-
nected to each other on two levels by simple, written hyperlinks. Sites with a rela-
tively complex layout generally used more complex and less straightforward struc-
tures. These sites were often comprised of 10 different pages or more on three le-
vels or more that were connected to each other by an inconsistent configuration of 
cross-cutting visual and/or written hyperlinks.  
 Consider, for instance, Coolpolitics.nl (c2; see figure 3.4 below). Seven main 
pages on this site were announced in the main horizontal menu bar in the upper 
frame, and three other main pages were linked to by hyperlinks on another hori-
zontal menu bar. There was quite some variation in how these pages were orga-
nized: some pages had submenus, while others did not; some pages had a left 
frame with adds and references to other pages and items, while others did not. 
There were many cross-references between the different pages and items, and on 
some pages there were different references to the same page or item. Some items 
on different levels were also announced on the same horizontal sub-menu. 
 

Figure 3.4: Coolpolitics.nl 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Only some sites had a relatively complex layout and a straightforward structure. 
An example of such a site was Ikbengweldig.nl (c6; see figure 3.5 below), which, as 
mentioned, was aimed at promoting volunteering and labor among youth. This 
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site used a relatively simple and well-arranged frames setting with a consistent 
structure of interlinked pages on two levels. By clicking on one of eight categories 
of labor on the homepage, users received a list of job openings in that category. By 
subsequently clicking on a job opening, users received more information about the 
job and how to apply for it.  
 

Figure 3.5: Ikbengeweldig.nl 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Summary 
In sum, most sites hardly contained any information explaining why the particular 
issues involved were important. Whenever sites discussed issue importance, they 
mostly communicated that issues are important, but not why. Furthermore, a sense 
of urgency was mostly absent. Notable exceptions in these respects were found 
among sites that were made by organizations that aim to mobilize (particularly, 
social activists; c4) or educate (Islamwijzer.nl; c3). 
 Offline activities were mainly announced prominently but briefly (with men-
tion of date, place and topic) on sites of initiatives with an offline focus. Simple on-
line activities were enabled throughout the sample, while elaborate online activi-
ties were only enabled by ‘specialized’ websites, that is, sites (in c3) that were spe-
cifically created to enable elaborate activities, like forum discussion and self-
profiling. 
 Lastly, the sites showed some strong variations and some strong similarities 
in regard to form and structure. The mode of address was mostly direct and collo-
quial. The layout varied strongly among the sites, although portal sites (c8) were 
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mainly sober and textual. Layers and links structures were mostly inconsistent and 
multilevel, but sites with a sober layout often had a straightforward structure.  
 

Results of study 2: Production 
 
Youth 
Most producers did not conceptualize youth as a problematic group. The producer 
of Islamwijzer.nl was the only one who discussed his target group (young Mus-
lims) as comprising people who were possibly troubled by ‘identity problems’. 
Other producers generally argued that youth are active and engaged ‘in their own 
ways’. The producer of Coolpolitics.nl (c2), for instance, said that youth’s civic en-
gagement becomes apparent ‘at places where they like to go’, like music festivals: 
 

Youth are engaged with civic issues, but they show it in new ways, and at places 
where they like to go. For example, we organize serious courses and debates at [the 
music festival] Lowlands, and youth are really enthusiastic to participate in these ac-
tivities. 

 

Throughout the interviews, youth were most often discussed as a singular or ho-
mogenous (target) group. In the excerpt above, for instance, the producer talked 
about what ‘youth are’ and what ‘they like’. There were some exceptions. The pro-
ducers of Js.nl (c1), Maroc.nl (c3), and Islamwijzer.nl (c3) referred to the more spe-
cific groups (members of the Young Socialists, young Moroccans, and young Mus-
lims respectively) at which their sites were primarily aimed. Thus, how producers 
conceptualized youth appeared to naturally cohere with their target group: most 
producers were aimed at youth as a general target group, others had more specific 
target groups among youth.  
 Likewise, how youth’s civic engagement and participation were conceptual-
ized generally accorded with the goals of the organization in which interviewees 
worked. In the excerpt above, engagement and participation referred to following 
courses and debates. In other interviews, engagement and participation were ar-
ticulated via a variety of other terms, ranging from ‘travelling around in Europe’, 
‘making a movie that will be shown during a UN meeting’ (National Youth Coun-
cil; c2) and engaging in online discussions (e.g., Maroc.nl; c3) to ‘being positive 
about one’s role in society’, ‘giving compliments to the elderly’ (United Smile; c6), 
‘being critical’ or ‘informed’ (e.g., Spunk; c7) and ‘knowing what human rights are’ 
(Young Amnesty; c4).  
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 Producers, however, did not refer merely to how active and engaged youth 
actually are in these respects: some talked about their ‘good intentions’ or their 
‘willingness’, while others ambiguously referred to youth’s actual state of being 
and their intentions at the same time. Only the producer of Islamwijzer.nl (c3), 
who aimed to approach a more specific and apparently troubled group (see 
above), did not explicitly describe youth in terms of their (willingness to be) active 
and engaged. 
 Yet there were no strong differences in how the producers conceptualized the 
internet’s role in youth’s civic engagement and participation. All interviewees sug-
gested that the internet can be helpful in equipping youth with the information 
and facilities needed for civic engagement and participation. The internet’s added 
value for youth was, more specifically, articulated in terms of information sharing, 
‘globalization’ (i.e., connecting groups with shared interests), social independence, 
and opinion formation.  
 Almost all producers, however, had limited ideas about how youth appreci-
ated and used their own site in particular. Most producers only said to ‘not know’ 
that; some producers said that they were planning ‘to do research about that’ (e.g., 
En.nl; c6); and, the producer of Deadline.nl (c7) referred to ad hoc feedback that 
she received from users. Lack of ideas and knowledge among producers about 
how their sites are appreciated and used appeared to be related to a lack of dedi-
cated staff that was specifically reserved for website management. The producers’ 
working routines will be addressed later on in more detail (see ‘institutional con-
text’, below).  
 One site that appeared to receive abundant attention from its producer was 
Stemwijzer.nl (c2). The producer of Stemwijzer.nl conceptualized his site as a core 
product of the institute in which he worked (the Dutch Institute for Political Par-
ticipation; IPP), which, therefore, invested in researching and monitoring the usage 
of the VAA (e.g., IPP, 2007). Based on this research, the producer of Stemwijzer.nl 
was confident to say that his site was very successful among youth and other 
groups. He had been working on VAAs since the late 1980s, but only with the ad-
vent of the internet, he asserted, it became possible for him to ‘stand at the top of 
the hit list’ when he received millions of hits during the last Dutch parliamentary 
elections of 2006. 
 

I had the feeling that I scored a hit. All of a sudden I stood at the top of the hit list 
with a song I made fifteen years ago. Something like that. 
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Goals 
The excerpt above might suggest that the producer of Stemwijzer.nl took more re-
ward from his site’s popularity than from its possible social or political signifi-
cance. However, although most producers who worked at organizations with 
mainly offline activities said that their sites were used for self-promotional pur-
poses, popularity was often not explicated as a goal in and of itself. The one excep-
tion came from the interview with the producer of the news site Spunk.nl (c7): 
 

We want to attract an unbelievable number of readers. That’s what we want, we 
want every youngster to know Spunk. We also intend to publish a print maga-
zine. We simply want to become very big, a really big and famous medium. 

 
The producers mentioned a range of societal goals alongside any comments that 
were implicitly or explicitly related to popularity. Most producers articulated these 
goals in terms of helping youth to be ‘informed’, ‘engaged’ and/or ‘active’. Con-
sider, for instance, how the producer of the portal site Youramsterdam.nl (c8) for-
mulated her goals in terms of spreading information to which youth are ‘entitled’. 
 

Our main thought is: youth are entitled to information. Our second thought is: in-
formation is scattered. And a third thought is: youth should be able to exert influ-
ence on information by contributing to the website, that is, by giving information, by 
giving reactions. 
 

Helping youth with being informed, engaged, and active were mentioned as (stra-
tegic20) goals throughout the interviews in regard to the wide range of issues and 
activities discussed earlier. Thus, they specified these goals as, for example, helping 
youth with being generally informed (see excerpt above) or about a specific issue 
(such as environmental issues in the case of Greenpeace Kids; c4), being active in 
travelling (National Youth Council; c2), or being engaged with the neighbourhood 
(United Smile; c6). How the producers specified their strategic goals in regard to 
informing, engaging and activating youth naturally cohered with the goals of the 
organization in which they worked. 

Particularly producers whose sites were aimed at facilitating the exchange of 
ideas associated their core business with making youth’s mindsets ‘critical’. The 
meaning of a critical mindset was specified in two ways. The producers of news 
sites (Spunk.nl and Deadline.nl; c7) defined it in terms of ‘having an own opinion’ 
about issues in general. The producers of discussion sites (Islamwijzer.nl and Ma-
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roc.nl; c3) specified it in terms of ‘being self-defensible’ in regard to the extremely 
critical public debates about Islam and the Moroccan ethnic minority in the Neth-
erlands. 

Furthermore, the producers of Islamwijzer.nl and Stemwijzer.nl were the 
only ones who also described their work and goals in terms of ‘educating’ youth. 
This term, and what it stands for, might strike a too derogatory tone among other 
producers, who generally conceptualized youth as being (willing to be) active and 
engaged (see above). The term might also represent too much of a ‘distance’ be-
tween themselves and their target group: most producers (except the ones of 
Islamwijzer.nl and Stemwijzer.nl) were younger than 35 years, and presented 
themselves as advocates of ‘youth power’ (see examples above), and not as parent-
like figures (or teachers) who were ‘going to tell [youth] what they should do with 
their lives’, as the producer of En.nl put it. The producers of Islamwijzer.nl and 
Stemwijzer.nl – both older men – appeared to have much less inclination to ally 
themselves so closely with youth. The former, an assistant professor at the Univer-
sity of Amsterdam, specifically created his site to provide ‘instructive’ articles 
about the Quran and Islamic life, while the latter had a pedagogic history of work-
ing at secondary schools with his VAAs.  

When asked about how they aimed to achieve their strategic goals, producers 
most often talked about communicating with young people in a ‘positive’ way. 
Throughout the interviews, this positivity was specified as emphasizing the ‘fun’, 
‘good sides’, or ‘niceness’ of issues and activities. Positivity was also (but to a lesser 
extent) specified as making contents ‘neutral’, ‘constructive’ or ‘objective’ (see be-
low for more) by minimizing or avoiding critique on social or political actors. 
Lastly, the producers of sites about social activism (Youngamnesty.nl and Green-
peacekids.nl; c4) discussed how they aimed to avoid explicit contents online about 
social and environmental deprivations (see fragment below from interview with 
producer of Youngamnesty.nl), and to offer young people ‘perspectives for action’ 
(i.e., possibilities that youth have to improve situations by their own investments). 
 

The question is whether we should confront youth with, for example, the issue of the 
death penalty. (...) We don’t want young people to deal with such issues. We want to 
involve the issue of human rights in their own daily lives. 

 
Almost all producers also mentioned ‘taking youth seriously’ as something that 
must be done when communicating with youth. Asked what taking youth seri-
ously means, producers mostly talked about ‘treating youth as normal people’ by 
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avoiding ‘a lot of youth lingo’ (see first excerpt below). Furthermore, producers 
throughout the sample talked about keeping text ‘digestible’, ‘readable’ or ‘under-
standable’. These terms were mainly used in reference to the length of writing and 
the complexity of words and sentences. Youth do not read writing, it was generally 
believed, if it is too long or too complicated (see first two excerpts below). Only the 
producer of the news site Spunk.nl (c7) appeared to have a special interest in ‘intel-
ligent’ writing (see the third excerpt below; cf. Duits, Van Zoonen & Hirzalla, 
2010). 
 

Young people are well able to judge issues. We sometimes receive press releases 
with a lot of youth lingo. I get itchy of those texts! For example, ‘come to this chill 
event.’ (…) I try to use objective language, and also simple language. I don’t want to 
make my texts childish, but if I can find an easy alternative for a difficult word, then 
I will use the easy alternative. 
[Producer of Youramsterdam.nl (c8)] 
 
I don’t think anyone would read long pieces of text. You need to keep your writing 
focussed and readable, you know, give the most important information as possible 
in as little space as possible. I couldn’t imagine anyone reading something that is 
longer than one page. 
[Producer of En.nl (c6)] 

 
The writing level of our articles is unbelievably high, in regard to language and intel-
ligence. Look, our journalists write about vulgar issues. I was just reading an article 
about Enrique Iglesias. It appears that he confessed that he has a small penis. That is 
a vulgar topic, but the girl who wrote that piece did so in a very intelligent way. 
[Producer of Spunk.nl (c7)] 

 
The operational goals of communicating with youth ‘positively’ and/or ‘seriously’ 
with ‘digestible’ (or ‘intelligent’) writing appeared to be pursued because of their 
presumed effectiveness – i.e., the belief that youth generally prefer to read happy 
and short (or intelligent) writing without excessive youth lingo. The goal of com-
municating with youth in a ‘positive’ way among producers of sites about social 
activism (c4) appeared to be more fundamentally rooted in a belief that youth are a 
vulnerable group that must be protected from socio-political disenchantment and 
encouraged with ‘action perspectives’ (see above). This belief was much less (or, 
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not at all) articulated among producers whose core business was not so directly 
and structurally related to issues of environmental or socio-political deprivation. 
 
Institutional context 
Other sections of the interviews shed light on the institutional context in which 
producers pursued the goals discussed above. This context appeared to influence 
the look and content of the producers’ sites in a number of ways. 
 First, most producers conceptualized the management of their sites not as a 
fulltime job or a core activity, but more as something done ‘on the side’ whenever 
they (or colleagues who ‘helped out with the website’) had time left. A lack of 
workforce and, related, limited financial resources restricted their options and am-
bitions. For example, some producers asserted that having a forum required too 
much moderation. ‘Our forum’, one producer said, ‘was harassed with spam and 
porn, so I turned it off. (...) I couldn’t keep up.’ Only initiatives that were purely 
online (such as Maroc.nl) were managed by a team of web managers and did not 
lack the resources required for more elaborate online activities. Yet producers who 
did not enable elaborate online activities also believed that young people would 
not participate in such activities on their site. ‘Youth’, as one producer said, ‘go to 
the usual places to discuss things on forums or to have a profile page, such as Hy-
ves’ (see next excerpt below).  
 Given its popularity among Dutch youth, Hyves.nl (a self-profiling site; c3) 
was by different producers throughout the sample regarded as a useful platform to 
advertise their own site (see excerpt below). The producers of Spunk.nl, Maroc.nl 
and Stemwijzer.nl also said to benefit from ‘free publicity’ (i.e., instances in which 
they are mentioned by other media). More elaborate advertising campaigns were, 
all producers said, hardly possible or not possible at all due to budget limitations. 
 

We first wanted to use our site as a discussion platform, but we noticed that you 
could reach youth much easier and quicker with Hyves than with our website. So, 
we decided to make an account on Hyves, and we have now 6700 friends on that ac-
count. That is quite a lot. 
[Producer of Unitedsmile.nl (c6)] 

 
Furthermore, most producers did not manage their site on the basis of ‘official’ 
long-term plans. Some producers, however, referred to some norms that were ver-
bally agreed on with colleagues, of which keeping text ‘neutral’ (or ‘objective’) was 
a dominant one (see first excerpt below; see discussion above for specification). In 
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one instance, a producer said to reluctantly adhere to a strict ‘positivity’ norm of 
the Dutch government, which subsidized her site (see second excerpt below). 

 
I don’t work with a strategic plan. (…). I do have a weekly schedule, but that is not a 
strategic policy framework. Basically, I can do whatever I want, although [my em-
ployer] has some norms, they want the information on the website to be formulated 
as neutral as possible.  
[Producer of YourAmsterdam.nl (c8)] 
 
Well, Verdonk [the former Dutch Minister of Integration] wanted us to write about 
positive things. Of course, there were a lot of problems and racists in the society, so it 
was a bit weird to be so positive. Verdonk herself was actually one of the main 
causes of intercultural friction, but I could not write about that, my only task was to 
report about positive things. 
[Producer of En.nl (c6)] 

 

Institutional norms and strategic plans were more explicit among producers who 
had to participate in accountability procedures in which website policies were 
stipulated and evaluated. Such procedures were only present when producers (like 
the producers of Youramsterdam.nl, En.nl and Islamwijzer.nl) had to justify their 
policies towards (higher-ranked) colleagues or a subsidizing agency. 

The interviews also indicate that almost all producers had their site devel-
oped by a professional design company or by temporary volunteers. In other 
words, how producers’ sites looked and were structured did not necessarily reflect 
producers’ convictions about what a ‘good’ youth site is. For example, the design 
of the news site Deadline.nl was mostly the result of a professional partnership 
with an advertising agency, and the views of that agency on what might be a 
‘good’ site for Deadline. Yet the producer of Deadline.nl had, as shown in the next 
excerpt, exerted some a-posteriori influence on the design of the website: 
 

We have a new website with a new design. We did a whole make-over. Well, not 
we, but our advertising agency did that for us. They sponsor us. (...) The advertising 
agency offered us three different designs, and I asked our editorial team to give their 
opinion. (…) We then told the advertising agency about what we want to have ad-
justed in the website’s design. This is how it works.’ 
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Lastly, the interviews indicated that a lack of a strategic website policy generally 
reflected a lack of continuity in and coordination of website management. This was 
specifically the case for sites that were produced by organizations that were not 
purely oriented at an online presence, and sites that were managed collectively or 
in accordance with the preferences of higher-ranked colleagues. Some of these sites 
were maintained by different web masters, editors, volunteers, and/or managers 
at the same time on an ad hoc basis, while others were constantly adapted to the 
wishes of different colleagues (see next excerpt). 
 

Well, it goes like this, the board says: we need a totally new site, we are sick and 
tired of the present one, and we should just have something fresh. (...) And we have 
a new board and co-workers each year, and that makes it very difficult to have a 
website policy. Each new board demands an entirely new website. And they are re-
sponsible for the website, and don’t allow me to make a website policy. (…) And the 
design of our present website is made by people who don’t work with us anymore. 
That’s the problem with volunteers.  
[Producer of Js.nl (c1)] 

 
Summary 
In sum, youth were mainly conceptualized as one, singular group (except by pro-
ducers with a more specific target group) that is (willing to be) active and engaged 
in regard to a wide range of activities and issues (depending on the goals of the 
producers’ organization). The producers also generally expressed the view that 
youth need assistance with being engaged and active, which they can (partly) re-
ceive via the internet. Yet especially producers who worked at organizations that 
were not purely focused on an online presence did not know how youth appre-
ciated and used their own site. 

Furthermore, the producers commonly mentioned helping youth with being 
‘informed’, ‘engaged’ and ‘active’ (sometimes also ‘critical’) as their strategic goals 
(i.e., goals of their sites and work generally), and being ‘positive’, ‘taking youth se-
riously’, and making text ‘digestible’ as their operational goals (i.e., goals in their 
sites).  

Lastly, most producers who worked at organizations that were not purely fo-
cused on an online presence had limited ability to influence the looks and contents 
of their site in a continuous and coordinated way. They had little time and budget 
at their disposal to manage and advertise their site, and they had to adhere to insti-
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tutional norms (either officious or official) and preferences of (higher-ranked) col-
leagues or subsidizers. 
 
Crosscutting conclusions 
In this final section, I elaborate on how the findings of the two studies feed into 
each other. My aim here, more specifically, is not to fully explain the characteristics 
of each of the 50 sites in the sample individually, but to discuss how the produc-
tion processes investigated (see study 2) may or may not influence how sites tar-
geted civic issues or activities at youth (discussed in study 1). 
 First, the interviews indicated that institutional circumstances often limited 
producers’ influence on their site. These limitations are bound to complicate any 
relationship between how producers conceptualize youth and their goals on the 
one hand, and the characteristics of their site on the other. Such a relationship, 
however, is particularly presumed in studies that built on Stuart Hall’s (1980) ‘en-
coding/decoding’ model to explain sites’ contents and appearances (e.g., Living-
stone, 2007). The underlying problem here is that the ‘encoding’ part of this model 
draws from the presumption that sites are made with a certain policy, that is, that 
producers have particular ideas about how their site must be organized, and that 
they are able and willing to translate these ideas into their site. The interviews in-
dicate, however, that sites (particularly sites of organizations with an offline focus) 
can be managed with limited continuity, coordination, authority, budget, and/or 
workforce, and that most producers did not or only partly design their own site (cf. 
Olsson, 2008; Olsson & Svensson, 2009). Hence, a cautious approach must princi-
pally assume that how producers conceptualize their goals and target group can 
best be considered potential and partial explanations of site characteristics.  
 Which crosscutting conclusions emerge within such an approach? In regard 
to issue importance, I found that most sites hardly explained what issues mean 
and hardly paid any attention to the context in which the importance of issues be-
comes apparent. Only a couple of exceptions were found among sites that were 
designed to educate or mobilize (e.g., Greenpeacekids.nl). Why most sites hardly 
explained the importance of issues seems to be related to some operational goals 
that were identified in the producer interviews, particularly the goals concerning 
the contents’ tone (‘positive’) and form (‘digestible’). Most producers specified the 
meaning of these goals in terms of making text short, simple, happy, and/or selec-
tive. Such goals may translate into minimal texts about issue importance, resulting 
in sites that exhibit low potentials to engage youth with issues that are not already 
meaningful to them.  
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 Similar dynamics might explain why the sites announced offline activities 
prominently but briefly. There were no significant exceptions to this rule in the 
sample. The sites announced where and when an activity took place, but provided 
hardly any information about the goals and importance of an activity. Although 
this characteristic is arguably congruent with the goals of giving youth ‘action 
perspectives’ (operational goal) and activating youth (strategic goal) that were 
found in some of the interviews, it might be problematic for youth who have no 
experience with conducting the advertized civic activities or are not familiar with 
the topics that activities concern. 
 The fact that issues and activities were hardly explained or introduced might 
be more deeply rooted in how producers throughout the sample conceptualized 
their target group. Producers mostly expressed the belief that youth are actually 
active and engaged, or willing to become active and engaged. Notable exceptions 
were found in the interviews with producers of two ‘educational’ sites: Islamwijz-
er.nl and Stemwijzer.nl. Related, almost all interviewees did not conceptualize 
youth as a plural group, comprising people with less or more familiarity with the 
significance of their issues and/or activities. Institutionally, a lack of continuity, 
coordination, authority, budget, and/or workforce might also indicate that pro-
ducers can lack the time and knowhow needed to target issues and actions in 
meaningful ways at not already engaged youth. 
 Lastly, my analyses indicate that simple online activities and applications 
(such as downloadable banners and donation forms) were available on sites 
throughout the sample, but that more elaborate online activities – self-profiling, 
blogging and, especially, forum discussion – were only enabled on sites that were 
specifically designed for that purpose. This is congruent with the findings of the 
producer interviews in two ways. First, producers (of sites of organizations with an 
offline orientation) generally said to be incapable of enabling more elaborate online 
activities due to limitations in workforce. Second, different producers expressed 
the experience or belief that youth prefer to participate in elaborate online activities 
on ‘specialized’ sites (e.g., Hyves.nl). 
 Where do these findings leave web producers? I do not suggest that sites 
should contain lengthy introductions to issues and actions, or be stuffed with fo-
rums. Some of the producers I interviewed might be correct in asserting that such 
contents can be ineffective in engaging and activating youth. Furthermore, there 
are some studies that indicate that sites can be used in civic ways (particularly, for 
online discussion) even if they are not mainly aimed at promoting civic issues or 
activities (Graham, 2009). Whether or not the sites analyzed here were ‘good’ or 
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‘bad’ remains, therefore, a complex question (beyond the scope of this chapter). 
The sites often lacked civic potentials in the ways discussed above, but producers’ 
options were also often limited by institutional circumstances or operational guide-
lines about ‘what works’ for youth. In other words, producers’ strategic goals 
(mainly: engaging, activating, informing youth) were often challenged by their op-
erational goals and institutional circumstances, potentially resulting in sites that 
exhibit limited potential to engage and activate. 
 How producers’ ideals meet everyday work practices might lay a heavy bur-
den on optimistic accounts of the web’s civic potential (e.g., Montgomery et al., 
2004). This potential seems already limited in that sites generally considered ‘civic’ 
(with some exceptions, like self-profiling sites) are mostly exploited by a restricted 
group, namely, already civicly engaged and active people (cf. Di Genarro & Dut-
ton, 2006). This trend is mostly neglected in web-based case studies that aim to 
demonstrate how some sites can be used in civic ways, although these studies pro-
vide some of the most celebrated showcases in optimistic theories about the inter-
net’s civic potential. Dahlberg (2001a), for instance, concluded that users of the 
Minnesota E-democracy Project (MEP) ‘often developed serious critical discus-
sion’. Yet when Jensen (2006) analyzed who participated in these debates, he con-
cluded that ‘activist citizens are heavily over-represented among Minnesota E-
democracy participants’ (p. 45). Ergo: MEP has a civic potential, and it is mainly 
exploited by the ‘usual suspects’. 
 While academics will surely continue to theorize the seemingly unlimited 
possibilities of the internet, a socio-politically relevant challenge, I argue, is to fur-
ther critically contemplate and triangulate the implications of actual trends in re-
gard to producers’ options and goals, sites’ contents, and ambitions online of civic-
ly unengaged or inactive (young) citizens (see also: Gerodimos & Ward, 2007). My 
contribution here to this challenge is modest. Although my sample of sites and 
producers is broad and relatively large in number, it is still inevitably limited. Oth-
er sites in other contexts might display whole other features. Furthermore, I fo-
cused on particular aspects of the characteristics and production of sites. There are 
still other relevant aspects to explore. For example, my analyses suggest that the 
websites in my sample often aimed to elicit positive emotions (happiness) (cf. 
Brader, 2006). Yet emotional dimensions of youth sites remain totally unheeded in 
the literature. Addressing these issues in further research can hopefully shed more 
light on what the ‘civic web’ for youth is, what its potentials are, and what makes it 
civic in the first place. 
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Notes 
                                                           
14  These studies were initially conducted for CivicWeb, an EU-funded, three-year research 

project (2006-2009; project number 028357) about the role of the internet in young 
people’s civic participation and engagement in Europe and Turkey. See for more 
information and reports: http://www.civicweb.eu (10 August 2007). 

15  Note that the different website categories are not necessarily mutually exclusive; some 
of the selected sites may be placed in different categories. 

16  Namely, http://www.stemwijzer.nl and http://www.overheid.nl; see appendix 3.1. 
Stemwijzer.nl was selected for its popularity among young people (cf. Hirzalla, Van 
Zoonen & De Ridder, 2008). Overheid.nl was selected because it is the Dutch govern-
ment’s main information portal site. 

17  This template was facilitated by the Survey Tool of the Amsterdam School of Commu-
nication Research. 

18  Interviewees’ references to concrete issues (for example, a name, a date, or a place) were 
treated as ‘facts’ rather than ‘conceptualizations’. 

19  From here on, I refer to categories of websites with the letter ‘c’ and the number of the 
relevant category. ‘c2’ thus refers to a website in category 2. 

20  That is, a goal of the producers’ work in general and their website in particular. Later 
on, I discuss ‘operational goals’, which refer to goals in their website. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 

AFFECTIVE POLITICAL MARKETING ONLINE: EMOTIONALITY IN 
THE DUTCH YOUTH WEBSITES OF GREENPEACE AND WWF 

 
 
An extended journal version of this chapter has been accepted for publication in 
the International Journal of Learning and Media. Liesbet van Zoonen is second author 
in the journal version. 
 
Introduction 
Recent studies have asked how organizations use the internet to engage young 
people with civic issues (e.g., Livingstone, 2007). These studies have mainly fo-
cused on websites’ topics, interactivity, structure, usability, design, and mode of 
address. While these issues are certainly relevant in regard to how the internet is 
exploited to engage youth, much of current literature has neglected another issue 
that might be significant as well: the role of emotionality (Hirzalla, 2008).  

My goal in this chapter is to demonstrate how emotionality can indeed form 
a salient and intrinsic dimension of online attempts to engage young people with 
civic issues. I do so by a qualitative content analysis aimed at demonstrating how 
appeals engendering anxiety and enthusiasm are constructed on the Dutch youth 
websites of Greenpeace and World Wildlife Fund (WWF) – the currently most re-
nowned environmental organizations in the world. 

In the following sections, I begin by accounting for the theoretical focal points 
and method of my explorative case study. I then discuss the results of the content 
analysis. I close with a discussion of a possible research agenda that may further an 
understanding of the role of emotionality in online texts aimed at engaging youth. 
 
Background 
My case study of messages with anxiety and enthusiasm appeals on the Dutch 
youth websites of Greenpeace and WWF can be primarily considered as a response 
to the state-of-the-art literature about the internet’s role in young people’s civic life 
and, more specifically, about how organizations use the internet to engage young 
people with civic issues. However, the specific focal points of my case study are 
grounded within two additional theoretical frameworks. First, I focus on the youth 
websites of Greenpeace and WWF, because environmentalists are among the 
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strongest exploiters of the internet as a political marketing tool; the implications of 
which are mainly studied within New Social Movement (NSM) theory (Pickerill, 
2003). Second, I focus on text which potentially elicits anxiety and enthusiasm as 
these two emotions are considered pivotal influences on people’s socio-political 
choices within Affective Intelligence (AI) theory (Marcus, Russel & MacKuen, 
2000). My case study follows, as discussed below with more detail, from the obser-
vation that there is still much to learn about some of the interrelated issues ad-
dressed in these research fields. 
 The internet’s role in young people’s civic life. The debate about the internet’s role 
in young people’s civic life is generally based on two premises. The first is the ob-
servation that youth are the most ‘wired’ group in Western populations. For ex-
ample, at present, 99 percent of Dutch youth use the internet more than 10 hours 
per week on average (STIR, 2009). The second premise is that youth’s civic life is 
somehow in trouble: it is maintained either that youth are among the least civically 
active and engaged citizens, or that they are in need of alternative ways to express 
their civic engagement.  
 Based on these two premises, the question as to whether the internet can help 
youth better their civic life is discussed in a rapidly growing body of academic lit-
erature (Bennett, 2008; Dahlgren, 2007; Loader, 2007). This research has taken dif-
ferent directions, with many speculative studies about the civic potential of the in-
ternet, a series of survey-based studies that aim to develop an understanding of 
how attitudes and offline behaviors are related to online civic participation, and 
web-based case studies that are mainly aimed at demonstrating how the internet 
can be used in civic ways (see for an overview: Hirzalla & Van Zoonen, 2009; cf. 
Banaji, Hirzalla, Miegel & Olsson, forthcoming; Loader, 2007). 
 A less extensive yet distinct part of the literature consists of studies of the 
kinds of online content that exhibit potential to engage and/or activate young 
people. In these studies, websites’ topics, interactivity, usability, design, and mode 
of address are considered as some of the main gauges of the web’s civicness (Ben-
nett & Xenos, 2007; Buskqvist, 2010; Coleman & Gøtze, 2001; Hirzalla, 2008; Liv-
ingstone, 2007; Macintosh, Robson, Smith & Whyte, 2003; Montgomery, Gottlieb-
Robles & Larson, 2004; Tractinsky, Katz & Ikar, 2000). Some scholars have also 
paid attention to the ‘rules of (democratic) engagement’ that are assumed or speci-
fied by youth websites. Coleman (2007c, pp. 203-204), for instance, discusses a 
range of conditions that may optimize the civic effectiveness of websites, such as 
non-interference from government, total freedom of expression, horizontal as well 
as vertical channels of communication, dialogic links with those in authority, an 
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openness to opposing points of view, and the valuing of emotion and everyday 
political experience (see also: Coleman & Row, 2005). 
 How websites use emotional appeals to engage youth, however, remains a 
relatively neglected question. Hirzalla (2008) found that some Dutch youth web-
sites, especially social activism websites, focus on making stories ‘happy’, and that 
this is an actual policy goal among the producers of these websites. However, 
more in-depth insight into the role of emotionality in youth websites has not been 
produced to date by systematic, empirical investigations.  
 New Social Movement theory. Meanwhile, a second research field has focused 
on New Social Movements’ use of the internet. NSM theory is, more generally, 
about the socio-political embeddedness, functions and influences of modern forms 
of social movement protest that are considered distinct in a number of ways, such 
as their focus on cultural and symbolic identity-related issues rather than purely 
economic grievances; their individualistic modus operandi; their segmented, dif-
fused, and decentralized organizational nature; and their success being related to a 
‘credibility crisis’ of conventional participation channels (Gusfield, Laraäna & 
Johnston, 1994; in Cherrier, 2007, p. 4; cf. Cherrier, 2007; Kendall, 2005; see for a 
critical discussion: Pichardo, 1997).  
 NSMs like the women’s, peace and environmental movements first emerged 
during the second half of the twentieth century. With the advent of the internet in 
the 1990s, they seized new opportunities for protest and mobilization. Compared 
to other social activists, individual and organized environmentalists are among the 
strongest exploiters of the internet. How environmentalists use the internet is, 
therefore, considered a particularly interesting question in NSM theory (Castells, 
2001; Mercea, 2009; Pickerill, 2003; Todd, 2004). Pickerill (2001) distinguishes be-
tween three more specific NSM theory frameworks within which environmental-
ists’ use of the internet is relevant to explore.  
 The first framework is concerned with the internet can increase information 
exchange between dispersed individuals. Although the internet can be used as a 
network platform between activists (e.g., Walch, 1999), it remains unclear what the 
quality, durability and impact is of online networks. Some argue that online link-
ages result in meaningful interaction if they are supported by pre-existing (offline) 
linkages (Calhoun, 1998). Related, others maintain that the stability of virtual 
communities is inherently at stake if relationships online are ‘thinner’ than rela-
tionships within traditional communities (Willson, 2002). 
 The second framework relates to the way in which the internet can be used to 
develop new tactics of environmental protest. Due to the low financial and organ-
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isational costs of internet activism, the environmental movement is peopled by in-
creasing numbers of activists worldwide. Moreover, while modern content man-
agement systems render knowledge of internet syntaxes superfluous, there are 
also many organisations that are willing to give free-of-charge technical support to 
environmentalists who want an online presence. These developments underlie the 
emergence of numerous blogs and campaign sites worldwide, and, to a much 
lesser extent, vandalistic forms of protest (‘hacktivism’) against adversaries 
deemed detrimental to nature (Amoore, 2005; Dahlberg & Siapera, 2007; Langman, 
2005; White, 2002). 
 A (related) third framework refers to environmentalists’ internet use as a po-
litical marketing tool to mobilize the general public. Some scholars maintain that 
the internet provides alternative means for environmentalists to represent them-
selves, their issues, and their actions to the general public. The alternative media 
channels provided by the internet are considered especially valuable as main-
stream news media’s cooperation and goodwill is generally not readily available 
(Scalmer, 2002). ‘Trying to gain media attention’, Pickerill (2003, p. 25) notes, ‘is 
particularly difficult, primarily because moderate actions are not newsworthy, yet 
extreme acts will be condemned and, even when coverage is given, actions are of-
ten represented without explanation of the proposed message.’ However, while 
some studies have investigated relationships between general environmentalist 
frames (such as the ‘justice frame’) and people’s values and attitudes (Taylor, 
2000), how environmentalists construct alternative messages online has received 
little attention in empirical research to date.  
 Affective Intelligence theory. Pickerill’s (2001) last NSM framework mentioned 
above – regarding the internet as a political marketing tool – can be related to ques-
tions about the role of emotionality in online political marketing. Emotionality can 
be a pivotal property of the nature, reception, and effects of political marketing (or 
political communication more generally; Brader, 2006; Goodwin, Jasper & Polletta, 
2000; Marcus, 2000; Neuman, Marcus, Crigler & Mackuen, 2007). Modern political 
communication often appears to include appeals to people’s emotions. NSMs’ ide-
ologies, for instance, are often focused on everyday lifestyle, culture, and emotion; 
and, NSMs as well as formal political actors increasingly advertize themselves and 
their issues on popular entertainment platforms (such as television shows), where 
emotionality is an accepted prop (Schudson, 2001; Richards, 2004; Van Zoonen, 
2000, 2001, 2005). However, while emotionality may form a key aspect of modern 
political communication, researchers have only just begun to analyse it empirically. 
One factor that may have caused this research gap is an assumption that politics 
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and social activism are about cognition rather than emotion (Marcus, 2000; Neu-
man et al., 2007). 
 A comprehensive framework for addressing emotionality in political com-
munication is provided by the newly developed Affective Intelligence (AI) theory. 
A response to ‘rational choice’ theory, AI theory is about ‘how emotion and reason 
interact to produce a thoughtful and attentive citizenry’ (Marcus et al., 2000, p. 1). 
Drawing largely on findings within neuropsychological research, AI theory main-
tains that information is first processed emotionally, and then rationally. Therefore, 
it is suggested, emotionality forms the context in which rational information proc-
essing occurs, rendering emotionality a crucial factor in people’s attitudes and be-
haviour.  
 According to AI theory, people’s attitudes and actions are more specifically 
shaped by two affective ‘systems’ that mostly operate subconsciously as sense-
makers of human experience. The ‘dispositions’ system includes people’s long-
standing convictions and habits. Dispositions are developed or sustained via feel-
ings of enthusiasm. The ‘surveillances’ system monitors the environment for dan-
ger. If people process distinct negative information about a certain issue, the theory 
goes, then anxiety can make people reconsider and eventually abandon their exist-
ing dispositions and adopt new ones (Marcus et al., 2000).  
 While other possible emotions can obviously also be induced by political 
communication (such as pride, guilt and anger), a number of studies have pro-
vided empirical support for AI theses about how enthusiasm and anxiety can 
jointly influence socio-political attitudes and behaviours (Brader, 2005, 2006; Mar-
cus et al., 2000; Neuman et al., 2007).21 Brader (2006), for instance, found in an ex-
periment that most political advertisements with an emotional appeal (i.e., text 
aimed at eliciting anxiety or enthusiasm) have a stronger influence on attitudes 
than political advertisements with a ‘logical appeal’ (i.e. appeals without a clear 
emotional charge). Extant research about AI theory in practice is, however, still in 
its infancy, and largely limited to communication in formal politics (mainly politi-
cal advertising during elections) (cf. Brader, 2006; Neuman et al., 2007). 
 
Method 
Thus, my case study, conducted in the Dutch context, focuses on the Greenpeace 
and WWF websites in light of NSM theory; it focuses on the text on these websites 
that exhibits potential to induce anxiety and enthusiasm against the background of 
AI theory; and it focuses on such text on youth websites in the context of the de-
bate about the web’s role in youth’s civic life. The details of this study are dis-
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cussed below, after some considerations in regard to analyzing emotionality in on-
line settings. 
 
Analyzing emotionality online 
Emotionality in political marketing is embodied in emotional appeals, which can 
be defined in terms of their properties and intentions. Brader (2006), for instance, 
defines an emotional appeal as ‘any communication that is intended to elicit an 
emotional response from some or all who receive it’ (p. 69). It is an ‘attempt to stir 
the feelings of the audience while delivering a political message. (...) The overall 
emotional impact of a message is produced by the conjunction of words, music 
and images in a narrative structure’ (p. 4). 

Any analysis of emotional appeals in text is inherently complicated by the 
fact that emotional response is generally regarded as a personal and subjective ac-
tion that depends on people’s idiosyncrasies and cultural frameworks. ‘Many peo-
ple respond with joy at the sight of a puppy, though a small number respond with 
fear and there are some who respond with disgust’, as Brader (2005, p.64) de-
scribes, illustrating the problem of external heterogeneity in emotional response. 
Furthermore, emotional response can be internally heterogeneous as well; people 
can have ‘mixed feelings’ about an issue (Brader, 2006; Marcus et al., 2000). 

At this point, it is important to note that my case study is not about how tex-
tual meaning is received (or produced) (cf. Hall, 1980). Instead, it is aimed at gene-
rating preceding insights into written, visual and audio cues that reflect potential 
to induce anxiety or enthusiasm; as such, it is conducted within the tradition of qu-
alitative content analysis, which postpones fundamental questions about hetero-
geneity in reception (Bryman, 2008).  
 
Sample 
The sample of my case study comprised the first three levels of the Dutch youth 
websites of Greenpeace and WWF. These levels included all content that could be 
reached within ‘two mouse clicks’ from the homepages of these sites. By taking 
these three levels as my sample, I covered the selected websites’ most salient con-
tent and a great deal of their overall content.22 
 Greenpeace has developed 42 official websites and WWF 48 websites aimed 
at a general public, each one for a different country.23 Aside from these general 
sites, Greenpeace and WWF teams worldwide have developed websites aimed at 
young people as a distinct target group. The websites for young people of Green-
peace (www.greenpeacekids.nl; 1 October 2009) and WWF (www.rangerclub.nl; 1 
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October 2009) in the Netherlands appeared somewhat less extensive (qua content) 
than the general sites, but still included much information about flora, fauna and 
climate; they invited youth to join clubs and events, and to give their opinion in on-
line survey polls and ‘guest books’; and they offered downloadable e-cards, 
screensavers, and wallpapers. 
 
Analysis 
The qualitative coding procedure followed an interpretative logic aimed at explor-
ing how a particular emotional appeal was constructed through written, verbal, 
visual and auditory codes. This procedure was aided by instruments used in semi-
ological analyses, which focus on ideology created by ‘signs’ build by anything – 
words, objects, sounds, images – in which people invest meaning. Any sign can be 
studied by deconstructing it into two more basic units of analysis: the signifier and 
the signified. The signifier denotes the direct meaning of a word, object, sound or 
image, while the signified represents what the signifier connotes, that is, the mean-
ing ‘behind’ the signifier (Barthes, 1972; Rose, 2001; Watts, 2004).  

Signifiers and signifieds are often analyzed explicitly in studies of visual text; 
studies that analyze these meaning elements in written text are often called dis-
course analyses (Lazar, 2000), for which traditionally more specific methodologies 
and analytic frameworks have been devised (Bryman, 2008). These approaches 
can, however, aid analyses of visual text. For instance, Halliday (1994) approaches 
written text as involved in a triple meaning-making process: ideational meaning 
(representing what the world is and who we are), interpersonal meaning (regard-
ing relationships between speaker and listener in the text), and textual meaning 
(concerning how language is structured, interlinked, and socially embedded). 
Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996) build on Halliday’s functional grammar to struc-
ture and systematize analyses of visual text, and distinguish between similar 
meaning-making metafunctions, thus, again, ideational (here including action and 
concepts displayed), interpersonal (achieved via frame sizes, eye contact, and types 
of shots), and textual (regarding composition in terms of elements’ size, sharpness, 
and positions within a frame). Lazar (2000) combines the analytic frameworks of 
Halliday and Kress and Van Leeuwen for her study of both written and visual text 
used in an advertising campaign. 

In my study, I will follow Lazar’s (2000) approach. Text in written and visual 
form on the first three levels of the Dutch youth websites of Greenpeace and WWF 
was first carefully and repeatedly read to generate a general insight into the topics 
addressed on these websites. The different strands of text were then subjected to 
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in-depth analyses focusing on the ideational, interpersonal, and textual structures 
thereof. Conclusions about what potential anxiety and enthusiasm appeals (in 
written and visual form) were and how they were constructed, eventually de-
pended on the coder’s interpretation of the potential emotional consequences of 
ideational, interpersonal, and textual structures and meanings. Below, I will clarify 
these conclusions through extensive descriptions and detailed illustrations.  
 
Anxiety 
The content analysis indicated that an important difference between the Green-
peace and WWF sites was that the former site contained ‘bad news’ about deteri-
oration of flora and, especially, fauna, including sporadic mention of the suspected 
perpetrators of this deterioration (e.g., ‘international companies’; see below), while 
such information was generally absent on the WWF site. The ‘bad news’ on the 
Greenpeace site formed the textual context of anxiety appeals constructed there. 
These anxiety appeals were sometimes followed by general directions for ‘help’ ac-
tion, such as ‘do you want to help?; see our site’ (see specific examples below). An-
xiety appeals themselves were more specifically grounded in messages that al-
luded to what I have called ‘empathy’ and ‘self-interest’. Below, I illustrate these 
two forms of anxiety appeals respectively on the basis of two movies that were fea-
tured on the Greenpeace site. The structures of the verbally construed messages 
conveyed by the voiceovers in these movies are exemplary for how anxiety ap-
peals were constructed in written messages; the structures of messages construed 
by the voiceover combined with the visuals displayed in these movies illustrate 
how anxiety appeals were constructed in other movies. 
 
Empathy 
A primary form of anxiety appeals drew on a human perspective in regard to what 
environmental deprivation purportedly means to animals: habitat destruction, 
food depletion, and death. This human perspective was represented by fictitious 
narratives about people (particularly youth) who are terrified when threatened by 
potentially fatal perils supposedly similar to the ones with which animals are con-
fronted. Such text used spoken, written or visual pointers to connect threats seen 
from one subject position (human perspective) to the same threats seen from a pa-
rallel subject position (animal perspective). Thereby, this text attempted to create 
empathy among the audience for animals’ plight via shared feelings of anxiety. 
 A short movie with the ominous title ‘The Horrific Chainsaw’24 (2:23 mi-
nutes) about depletion of primeval forests is a good example of a text that showed 
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potential to elicit empathy via anxiety. The first part of this movie shows a living 
room with a family watching a documentary about nature. The father eats cookies, 
the mother drinks a cup of tea, the daughter cuddles towards her mother, and the 
son plays with toys. They then hear a faint rumbling sound coming from outside. 
Two seconds later, the family members see a roaring chainsaw coming through a 
wall of the living room, which cuts a couple of family pictures hanging on a wall 
through the middle. The mother and children begin to scream, and the father 
shouts ‘go away’.25 The television then explodes while a blast makes a hole in 
another wall. The father shouts to his family to ‘get under the table’, and he hurries 
to inspect the hole; all he sees there is a bulldozer driving towards their house. The 
first part ends with the father crying ‘get back’ to the bulldozer, while his wife and 
children, now hiding below a table, continue to scream at the top of their lungs (see 
figure 4.1 below). 
 
Figure 4.1: Still from movie on Greenpeace youth website 

 
There are a couple of particularly notable connotations of these scenes. First, the 
peacefulness of what the family members do at the beginning of the movie (eating 
cookies, drinking tea, cuddling with mother, and playing with toys); then, with the 
arrival of the chain saw and bulldozer, family disruption (e.g., family pictures are 
cut through the middle by the chainsaw), unwanted intrusion (the father shouts 
‘go away’ and ‘get back’ to the chainsaw and bulldozer), and fear (screams of 
children and wife). Thus, peace becomes pandemonium in the form of family dis-
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ruption, unwanted intrusion, and fear due to the coming of the chainsaw and bull-
dozer. This transformation suffered by the family is projected onto the suffering of 
nature as the television (on which the family was watching a documentary about 
nature) explodes in conjunction with the arrival of the threat represented by the 
chainsaw and bulldozer. 
 In the second part of the movie, this projection becomes explicit as the movie 
turns from a human perspective to an animal perspective. The second part com-
bines images of workers cutting trees and apes (gorillas and chimpanzees) hanging 
in trees in a primeval forest. In the background, orchestral music begins to play 
with an ascending melody composed of violin-like sounds that strike a chord of 
sadness. Meanwhile, a solemn voiceover begins reading from a suggested apes’ 
subject position (‘we, apes’) about the harm done to them and their homes.  
 

Can you imagine how it feels when your house is destroyed? But your house can be 
rebuilt. Our house grew in a thousand years. We, apes, will die without our homes. 
You can experience our extinction yourself. And not only we, but also thousands of 
other species will disappear. Every two second, 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, a 
forest disappears of the size of a football field. In the last decade, a primeval forest 
area of the size of France and Spain together was destroyed.  

 

By asking viewers (‘you’) whether they can imagine their house being destroyed, 
the voiceover appears to develop an intersubjective link between a human pers-
pective (part 1) and an animal perspective (more specifically, ape perspective; part 
2). The enormity of the damage done to the apes’ habitat is much bigger, the voice-
over says and signifies this by, among other things, the repeated use of the word 
‘thousand’ and a comparison between the vanishing forest and ‘France and Spain 
together’.  
 Part 2 moves on to showing a gorilla walking through an industrial terrain 
with common front doors for houses. The voiceover continues, and suggests that, 
seen from the apes’ perspective, the cutting of trees is theft (see the first three sen-
tences in the excerpt below) and waste (see last two sentences): 
 

Wood from our forest is used for the construction of buildings. These doors were 
previously trees in Africa, our home. A lot of wood is retrieved illegally by interna-
tional companies. Thousand-year-old trees in Canada are destroyed for something 
like this [camera zooms in on doors]. Why would you destroy primeval forest if all 
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wood and paper can also be retrieved from woods that are controlled sustainably 
[sic].  
 

The movie ends with a written message – ‘help out, protect the primeval forest, see 
our site’ – in big white letters in the middle of the screen against the backdrop of an 
extreme close-up of a gorilla’s head with eyes looking straight into the camera. The 
close-up of the gorilla’s staring gaze appears to be an attempt to suggest that the 
gorilla is directly appealing to viewers to alleviate the apes’ plight. 
 
Self-interest 
A second form of anxiety appeal constructed environmental deprivation as a threat 
to people. Here, caring about the environment was construed not only as a goal as 
such, but also as one that is instrumental to maintaining the interests of humans. 
This message was mainly conveyed explicitly by written text or by spoken text in 
voiceovers that were supported by images loosely combined into movies. 

A good example of text containing such a message is the movie called ‘Fish, 
Fisher, Fishes’26 (1:53 minutes) about the depletion of the seas. This movie com-
bines plain images of fishing boats, fish in nets, and fish processed on industrial as-
sembly lines. The movie does not show any (audible) communication between the 
human actors therein (mainly fishers), and the separate visual scenes shown in the 
movie were, as such, not interlinked to each other in an obvious and logical se-
quence. The visuals merely supported the message conveyed by the voiceover, as 
indicated in the excerpts below (between brackets). The voiceover begins to speak 
about a couple of interrelated problems with which sea life is confronted, such as 
low procreation and overfishing. 
 

People have been fishing the sea for centuries, and that is not a problem if there is 
enough fish in the sea [big fishing boats shown]. But that’s not the case [fish in nets 
and on assembly lines shown]. The populations of many species are continuously 
diminishing. Huge boats penetrate the seas further and further to catch as many fish 
as possible [big fishing boats shown]. Together, fishers catch millions of kilos of fish 
per day [fish in nets and on assembly lines shown]. This is why one fishing area after 
another is getting exhausted. This means that many fish do not get old enough to 
procreate, and that more and more sea animals have ever less food. It may sound 
unbelievable [image of Earth seen from outer space shown], but even huge oceans 
can get empty.  
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After this introduction, the movie conveys the message that the health of the seas is 
important for the health of people. It does so in a straightforward way: the voice-
over either simply states that seas’ and fishes’ health is good for people (in particu-
lar: ‘seas are important for the survival of people’; ‘millions of people depend on 
fish’) or combines this message with a clause in which people’s interference is subt-
ly condemned (‘leaving fish alone is good for us’): 

 
Seas are very important for the survival of earth and people [fish swimming in the 
sea shown]. Greenpeace therefore wants us to be careful with the sea [posters with 
logo of Greenpeace shown, reading ‘Don’t waste life’]. Catching too much fish is not 
good for life in and [emphasis in voiceover] around the sea. We should not only catch 
less fish, but it is also important to catch fish in another way. Greenpeace also wants 
to protect areas in the oceans [fish swimming in the sea shown]. Fish, and other sea 
animals like whales [image of whale shown], dolphins [image of dolphin shown] 
and corals [image of coral shown] will be left alone there. Leaving them alone is not 
only good for them, but also good for us [images of fishers on small fishing boat 
shown], because millions of people depend on the sea for their lives and work 
[Greenpeace logo in white letters against black background shown]. 

 
Enthusiasm 
The forms of anxiety appeals discussed above mainly drew on images of fauna. 
Animals were (together with people) the protagonists in anxiety appeals, while flo-
ra (vegetation), climate, and natural elements (particularly seas) were primarily 
represented as instrumental to the health of animals. Pieces of text with enthu-
siasm appeals, which were present on the websites of both Greenpeace and WWF, 
were dominated to a lesser extent by animals. These enthusiasm appeals came in 
three main forms: appeals in which youth happiness was associated with animals’ 
‘coolness’ and ‘cuddliness’; appeals in which awe was inspired for animals’ physi-
cal capacities; and appeals that associated environmental action and issues not 
necessarily related to fauna with entertainment activities. I illustrate these three 
forms of enthusiasm appeals below. 
 
Cool and cuddly 
The first form of enthusiasm appeal was jointly constructed by compositional and 
representational visual text structures. Compositionally, visuals with images of 
happy youth were blended with plain images of familiar zoo animals in their natu-
ral habitat that may be considered either ‘cuddly’ (that is, associable with friendli-
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ness) or ‘cool’ (due to size, appearance or strength). Representationally, images that 
articulated happiness were construed by basic and classic signifiers, such as smiles 
and/or thumbs-ups. Penguins, chimpanzees, seals and panda bears were exam-
ples in the category of ‘cuddly’ animals, while images of lions, elephants, giraffes 
and walruses – ‘cool’ animals – were also used frequently on the sites. 

Blending these images mostly occurred on the website of WWF. Consider, for 
instance, the visual used as a promotional banner for the WWF’s Ranger Club 
(which is the name of the youth club of WWF). This image shows a boy standing 
sideways-on towards the camera and looking straight into it, while showing a faint 
smile and a thumb-up against a background of a polar landscape with one pen-
guin in front (see figure 4.2 below). A similar setup was used in a header on the 
same site, showing an image of a boy sticking out a thumb while visually sur-
rounded by an elephant, a giraffe, and a rhino against a savannah-like background 
(see figure 4.3 below).  
 

Figure 4.2: Banner of WWF Ranger Club27 
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Figure 4.3: Header of WWF youth website28 

 
The combination of happy youth and animals in these images connotes that youth 
are happy when surrounded by cuddly or cool animals, or that cuddly or cool an-
imals and youth make a happy family. Either way, elements that may elicit enthu-
siasm or other positive emotions seemed to be the major building block of the po-
tential meanings entrenched in such images. 
 
Entertainment 
Other enthusiasm appeals were processed in text with the prevalent eventual mes-
sage that environmental action is entertaining. This message was constructed by 
visual images of happy youth playing games or attending an event (e.g., a boat 
trip) that were mixed with appeals for environmental action. Happiness was con-
noted by basic signifiers of fun (such as smiles, game playing and cheering). Ap-
peals for environmental action were made mainly in written slogans in the impera-
tive form (such as ‘Join us now!’ and ‘Get in action!’), in spoken form (in movies) 
by youth active for Greenpeace or WWF who look straight into the camera (thus 
suggesting that they express their appeal directly to the audience), or in spoken 
form by adults’ voiceovers.29 These appeals were sometimes supported by symbols 
that may be held to represent that which is ultimately at stake in environmentalist 
action, such as images of or objects in the form of the Earth. 
 A good example of such a message was conveyed by the movie ‘Green 
Teams Push Earth In The Right Direction’30 (1:27 minutes) on the Greenpeace 
youth website. The first part of this movie shows an ensemble of short clips (up to 
two seconds each): first, smiling youth throwing a ball to each other while sur-
rounded by other youth who are holding balloons with the image of the Earth on 
it; the next scene shows laughing and cheering youth (yelling ‘hey’); then youth are 
shown who climb into a plastic object that can be inflated into a big balloon with 
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the contours of the Earth on it; and the last scene shows laughing youth who are 
running around in this object on a beach. Meanwhile, a cheerful, energetic back-
ground tune is played (in this part and in the rest of the movie), and a voiceover 
reads a message that is not related to the visuals shown, but to the UN Climate 
Change Conference held in Copenhagen from 7 to 18 December 2009: 
 

In December [2009], all the world leaders will assemble in Copenhagen to talk and 
make deals about the climate. Greenpeace conducts a campaign because it wants 
that the leaders make good deals about the climate. These deals are very necessary. 

 
The second part of the movie shows close-ups of youth standing in a big room 
looking straight into the camera declaring their general wishes for the climate or 
making statements directed at Jan-Peter Balkenende, who was the Dutch Prime 
Minister at the time at which the movie was recorded. The youth convey their 
wishes and statements mostly through simple one-liners, such as ‘Balkenende 
must push the Earth in the right direction’; ‘My wish is a better green world’; and ‘I 
want cars that eject less CO2’. In the background, the movie shows youth painting 
the image of the Earth on balloons (see figure 4.4 below).  
 
Figure 4.4: Still from movie on Greenpeace youth website 

  
The movie then shows shots of youth writing down their wishes and statements in 
letters, and shots of painted balloons hanging on a wall or ceiling. While the sub-
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sequent scene shows youth standing one-by-one in front of the camera, filmed 
from below (thus creating a ‘giant look’), and holding the balloons they seemingly 
just painted, the voiceover concludes: ‘Do you also want to do something for 
Greenpeace? Great! Go to greenpeacekids.nl, and get active.’ 
 
Awe 
A third form of enthusiasm appeal on the youth sites of Greenpeace and WWF 
consisted mainly of written messages in which some remarkable physical qualities 
of animals were discussed. In regard to textual structure, this was the only catego-
ry of appeals (among all anxiety and enthusiasm appeals identified) that remained 
totally unrelated to people. In these texts, the physical qualities of certain animals 
were posited as ‘awesome’ accomplishments. The awesomeness of these qualities 
was realized through the use of exclamation marks, normative adjectives with po-
tentially positive connotations (such as ‘impressive’, ‘overwhelming’, ‘enormous’, 
‘super’, ‘tremendous’ and ‘incredible’), comparisons illustrating the largeness or 
greatness of animals’ physical characteristics and capacities (such as ‘longer preg-
nancy than any other animal’ and ‘faster acceleration than a Ferrari’), and/or in-
tensifying adverbs (such as ‘really’ and ‘much’). Such awe inspiring text could be 
found mostly in the online ‘libraries’ of the websites. Most animals in these libra-
ries were described in terms of their potentially awe-inducing capacities, amidst 
some basic information about the animals’ physical characteristics and their beha-
vior in their natural habitat. These issues were mainly discussed in isolated pieces 
of written text (sometimes in combination with a picture of the animal described), 
and not in broader arguments. 

For instance, the Greenpeace library discussed where the whale shark lives 
(in the oceans) and what its physical characteristics are (20 meters long, up to 34000 
kilos in weight), while comparing its weight with an enormous number of bags of 
potatoes (see first excerpt below). And the WWF library discussed where nose 
monkeys live (Borneo, near water) and described their physical appearance (‘long 
tail’, ‘round belly’, ‘webbed feet’, ‘huge nose’), while qualifying their ‘huge nose’ as 
‘impressive’, and their swimming skills as ‘excellent’ as nose monkeys can swim in 
the open sea (see second excerpt below).  

 
The whale shark is the biggest fish in the oceans. It is a real shark, but not a shark 
you should fear. (…) He can become 20 meters long and weigh up to 34000 kilos. 
That is almost as much as about 14000 bags of potatoes! His mouth is super big, 
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sometimes even 1.5 meters broad. But you don’t have to afraid for the shark fish: his 
thousands of teeth are so small that this animal can only chew on shrimps.31 
 
Nose monkeys live on the island of Borneo. They have a long tail, a round belly, and 
webbed feet. Especially the huge nose of adult nose monkeys is impressive. They use 
their nose to impress other males and, of course, the females. (…) Nose monkeys al-
ways live near water, especially in the mangrove forests next to the coast, but also in 
the forests near rivers. They are excellent swimmers. Nose monkeys have been seen 
to swim several kilometres from the shore.32 

 
Discussion 
The content analysis has demonstrated how anxiety and enthusiasm appeals on 
the Dutch youth websites of Greenpeace and WWF were constructed in five main 
ways. Anxiety appeals alluded to (1) empathy with suffering animals and (2) 
people’s self-interest, and enthusiasm appeals alluded to (3) animals’ coolness and 
cuddliness, (4) the entertainment aspects of environmentalist action, and (5) the 
awe-inspiring capacities of animals. Anxiety is obviously not necessarily related to 
empathy or self-interest; nor is enthusiasm necessarily related to coolness and 
cuddliness, entertainment, or awe; and the analyzed websites may induce other 
emotions than the ones addressed here, such as anger, guilt, shame and pride. Yet 
if there is any text on the inspected websites with an apparent potential to elicit an-
xiety or enthusiasm among their audiences, I argue, then they arose in the five 
main forms illustrated extensively in the previous sections. 

The findings reveal, more generally, that appeals to emotionality can consti-
tute a salient trait of online attempts to engage young people with civic issues. I ar-
gue that it is this saliency that poses a host of new questions for research aimed at 
understanding and triangulating websites’ textual features, production, usage and 
reception more comprehensively in regard to youth’s civic engagement and partic-
ipation. First of all, my study has shown that the five forms of anxiety and enthu-
siasm appeals discussed above were present on the Dutch youth websites of 
Greenpeace and WWF on the date of analysis, and there is no way to generalize 
these findings to other websites. Follow-up studies, however, may aim to evaluate 
and expand on the findings presented here through other or broader explorations 
of civic content online, and by doing so more general classifications of affective po-
litical marketing strategies online among environmentalists or other political activ-
ists might be developed.  
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Such a classification in itself, however, is purely descriptive by nature, and its 
theoretical and sociopolitical relevance is restricted and less evident when it is not 
seen in relation to further questions about those who make content online to en-
gage and activate youth (web producers) and those who potentially consume it 
(youth). Indeed, an obvious limitation of my case study is that it was text-based, 
and not founded on what emotionality in online text means to and how it func-
tions among web producers and users. 

Future producer-oriented studies may investigate whether and how emotio-
nality forms a deliberate policy component among web producers. For instance, 
how can differences in web producers’ affective political marketing strategies be 
explained? I found that the Greenpeace youth website contained more potential 
anxiety appeals than the WWF youth website. Anxiety appeals on the Greenpeace 
youth website were generally contextualized within ‘bad news’ about environ-
mental issues, including references to the alleged perpetrators of environmental 
abuse, while such content was almost absent on the WWF youth website. We may 
speculate that these differences in content are rooted in differences in policy goals 
and public ideology, with Greenpeace having an ‘activist’ record and WWF a more 
‘diplomatic’ one (Deegan & Blomquist, 2006). Overall, however, both the Green-
peace and WWF youth websites seemed to included more potential enthusiasm 
appeals than anxiety appeals. Here, we can speculate that the dominance of enthu-
siasm might result from convictions among the websites’ producers that young 
people form a ‘vulnerable’ group and, therefore, must be protected from the 
world’s evils and offered an abundance of happy ‘action perspectives’ to keep so-
ciopolitical disenchantment at a safe distance (cf. Hirzalla, 2008). This may be so; it 
is up to additional research to produce a solid, empirically based, wider picture of 
possible differences in web producers’ affective political marketing strategies, and 
to clarify how these strategies may translate into emotionally charged text online. 

A more general question, then, is whether and why other websites in other 
contexts may exhibit emotional features that differ from those of the websites ana-
lyzed here. In regard to this question, it is relevant to come to some understanding 
of how emotional appeals can be structurally and functionally linked to each other 
within one website. When text is a deliberate ‘attempt to stir the feelings of the au-
dience while delivering a political message’, as Brader (2006, p. 4) defines an emo-
tional appeal, then what do producers aim to gain from anxiety and enthusiasm 
appeals jointly invoked on a website? Do producers, for instance, deliberately in-
voke anxiety to make a problem visible, and enthusiasm to mobilize support for a 
solution to that problem? 
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Such questions are ultimately also related to the reception of emotionality in 
online text. Livingstone (2007) demonstrated how young people’s interpretations 
of a website can reject producers’ ‘encoded’ meanings. Cultural studies more gen-
erally makes it perfectly clear that people can have different interpretations of the 
same text (cf. Bryman, 2008). Yet what are the practical implications of such resil-
ience in audience reception of the preferred readings of such emotional appeals?  

More critical questions relate to who among young people (or others) gener-
ally use civic websites, and how they do so. The relevance of emotionality in con-
tent online partly relies on an assumption that users actually ‘digest’ content 
online. Theoretically, digestion in this sense means that users experience online 
content to such an extent that it can play a role in how users perceive a website or 
the issues it addresses. Practically, it means that people go to a website about envi-
ronmentalism or other civic issues, and that they watch a video or read a text on 
that website with a certain amount of energy and attentiveness. Yet who among 
young people generally go to civic websites?; who among them are able and will-
ing to invest enough personal resources to digest emotionality online?; in which 
ways may websites’ emotional content affect the views, policy preferences and be-
haviours among those who digest it?; and are emotional dimensions of websites as 
relevant as websites’ informational or instrumental features to users? While previ-
ous research has indicated that civic websites are mostly used by the ‘usual sus-
pects’, those who are engaged and active (e.g., Banaji, Buckingham, Van Zoonen & 
Hirzalla, 2009), it remains unclear how young people might consume and interpret 
civic websites in general and their emotional dimensions in particular. 

All of these questions about the characteristics of production, text, usage and 
reception of civic content online – which, as mentioned, ought be ideally seen in re-
lation to each other – are also relevant for Affective Intelligence theory and New 
Social Movement theory. Earlier on, I discussed how the specific focal points of my 
case study built on these theoretical frameworks. My case study is thus principally 
not critical of these frameworks; instead, it followed from the observation that 
there is still much to learn about some of the interrelated issues addressed within 
these research fields in regard to what political communication is, how and why it 
is produced, and what its role is in citizens’ policy preferences and personal beha-
viors. I hope that the research agenda discussed above can further develop AI 
theory and NSM theory as well as other theoretical perspectives that envelop total-
ly different cases and issues (other websites, other causes, other target groups, oth-
er emotions) than the ones addressed here.  
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Notes 
                                                           
21  After the original AI theory was developed (cf. Marcus et al., 2000), ‘aversion’ has been 

suggested to possibly form another distinct dimension of emotional response within the 
disposition system (next to enthusiasm) (cf. Marcus, 2002; Neuman et al., 2007). Like en-
thusiasm, aversion is suggested to sustain people’s dispositions. Much of extant AI re-
search, however, remains focused on anxiety and enthusiasm. I will do the same in this 
chapter. 

22  The websites were analyzed in October 2009. Technical and formal items (menu bars, 
contact information, legal notes, search forms) were excluded from the content analysis. 
I also excluded contributions of users as my interest is focused on the design of text as 
an act of affective political marketing. 

23  Information retrieved from:  
http://www.greenpeace.org (13 November 2009); http://www.panda.org (13 Novem-
ber 2009). 

24  Retrieved at:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zs0MK-CCYbM&feature=player_embedded;  
embedded at: http://www.greenpeacekids.nl/oerbossen (10 October 2009). All images 
used with permission from Greenpeace. 

25  All text is translated from Dutch to English by the author. 
26  Retrieved at:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nNxWVhwPafE&feature=player_embedded;  
embedded at: http://www.greenpeacekids.nl/oceanen/ (13 October 2009). 

27  Retrieved at: http://www.rangerclub.nl/nl/club/clubactiviteiten/index.cfm (14 Octo-
ber 2009). All images used with permission from WWF. 

28  Retrieved at: http://www.rangerclub.nl (10 January 2008). 
29  Adults were generally hardly visible on the websites. Whenever people visually ap-

peared on the websites, they were almost always youth. 
30  Retrieved at: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RCymgkZfKMw&feature=player_embedded;  
embedded at: http://www.greenpeacekids.nl/nieuws/ (18 October 2009). 

31   Retrieved at: 
http://www.greenpeace.org/kidsnederland/oceanen/oceaandieren/walvishaai  
(22 October 2009). 

32   Retrieved at: 
http://www.rangerclub.nl/nl/dieren/dierdetails.cfm?act=dierenbieb.details&dierid=
1721 (22 October 2009). 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
 

BEYOND THE ONLINE/OFFLINE DIVIDE: HOW YOUTH’S ONLINE 
AND OFFLINE CIVIC ACTIVITIES CONVERGE 

 
 

A slightly longer journal version of this chapter was published in Tijdschrift voor 
Communicatiewetenschap, 2009, 37(3), 215-37. Liesbet van Zoonen is second author 
in the journal version 
 
Introduction 
Many studies have asked whether and how civic ‘online participation’ might rein-
vigorate democracy. Yet the focus on online participation, as a notion conceptually 
separated from ‘offline participation’, is in a way peculiar: the ‘internet does not 
function on its own’, as Haythornthwaite and Wellman (2002, p. 7; in Calenda & 
Mosca, 2007, p. 33) note, ‘it is embedded in the real life things that people do.’ 
 While previous studies have indicated that people’s offline and online civic 
activities indeed correlate (e.g., Calenda & Meijer, 2009), how their activities interact 
more precisely remains a question (Hirzalla, 2007). This chapter aims to provide 
new answers to this question by investigating whether and how offline and online 
civic activities converge in ‘participation modes’. A participation mode includes ac-
tivities that are jointly conducted as they share qualities and/or complement each 
other. 
 This investigation is based on survey data about the participation of Dutch 
youth (aged 15 to 25 years; N=808). The question as to how offline and online ac-
tivities converge is relevant to all age groups, but it can be considered as most rele-
vant to youth. Youth use the internet more than older people, and they have less 
access to traditional activities offline; for these and other reasons, much of current 
literature has asked whether the web provides new avenues for civic participation 
among youth in particular (e.g., Dahlgren, 2007; Loader, 2007). 
 In the following, I will first provide a brief overview of extant research about 
the internet’s civic potential, especially in youth’s life. In the next section, I discuss 
why four participation modes may be distinguished: Politics, Activism, Consump-
tion and Sharing. After subsequently detailing my study’s goals and method, I in-
vestigate whether offline and online activities converge in these modes, whether 
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these modes correlate, and the extent to which my respondents participated in 
these modes. In the final section, I discuss my study’s implications and limitations. 
 
Online participation 
The term ‘civic participation’, as defined here, refers to a wide range of electoral ac-
tivities (e.g., voting and being a member of a political party) and non-electoral ac-
tivities (e.g., joining a demonstration and signing a petition) among the citizenry. 
Widely considered an essential attribute of democratic citizenship, civic participa-
tion is often conceptualized on the basis of ‘public sphere’ (Habermas, 1962/1989) 
and ‘social capital’ (Bourdieu, 1986; Coleman, 1988; Putnam, 2000) theory. On an 
operational level, the public sphere primarily refers to participation in the form of 
interpersonal discussion about social and political issues. Social capital theory is 
mainly about participation in cooperative networks of individuals and institutions, 
such as doing voluntary work and joining associations. Such activities, it is as-
serted, can positively cohere with other civic activities (such as voting) and have a 
reciprocal relationship with ‘democratic attitudes’ (like political interest) (cf. 
Chadwick, 2006). 
 The internet’s role in the public sphere and social capital among youth (and 
other age groups) is mostly investigated in five main strands of research: (1) theo-
retical (speculative or prescriptive) studies about the internet’s qualities and poten-
tials; (2) qualitative, web-based case studies of content online; (3) qualitative, inter-
view-based case studies of website production processes; (4) qualitative, interview-
based studies of how youth use and understand ICTs; and (5) survey-based studies 
about relationships between internet use on the one hand, and attitudes and offline 
behaviors among internet users on the other. 

 First, in regard to the theoretical studies about the qualities of the internet (in 
terms of interactivity, access, and usability), most academics are optimistic about 
the internet’s potential to promote civic participation. The literature discusses the 
possibilities of the internet to cultivate social contact, mobilize political opinion, so-
cialize and educate people, facilitate self-presentation, and enhance the contact be-
tween citizens and their political representatives through ‘e-democracy’ projects. 
These potentials may be realized among youth in particular, because they general-
ly use the internet more than older people (Chadwick, 2006; Dahlberg & Siapera, 
2007; Dahlgren, 2007; Loader, 2007). 
 Second, in case studies of content online, scholars often attempt to illustrate 
how the internet is or can be used for civic participation. While not based on sys-
tematic analysis of who uses the internet, one part of this research does focus on 
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the civic characteristics of youth websites specifically (e.g., Montgomery, Gottlieb-
Robles & Larson, 2004; CivicWeb, 2009a). Another part focuses on websites not 
specifically aimed at youth, but produces general claims about the potential civic-
ness of the internet. Especially the self-presentations and discussions on web fo-
rums, it is argued, resemble an online public sphere. As a space where political de-
bate takes place, where knowledge is disseminated, where identity is negotiated, 
and where government is consulted, the internet is often considered a bonus for 
‘deliberative democracy’. These studies focus on a wide range of internet applica-
tions, varying from official political and journalistic discussion sites to the fan fo-
rums of Big Brother, Dr. Phil and Wife Swap (e.g., Graham, 2009; Van Zoonen et 
al., 2007). 
 Third, case studies of production processes reflect on considerations among 
producers of (youth) websites that may affect their eventual product online. These 
studies, which are remarkably small in number compared to the amount of studies 
in the other four strands of research discussed here (Olsson, 2008), have yielded 
case-specific reflections about, among other things, how sites’ effectiveness is af-
fected by discrepancies between ‘encoded’ and ‘decoded’ meanings; how content 
online depends on producers’ resources in terms of finances and personnel; and 
how the goals of websites are intertwined with the broader institutional goals of 
the organization ‘behind the site’ (e.g., Hirzalla, 2008; Livingstone, 2007; Olsson, 
2008). 
 Fourth, qualitative studies about how youth use and understand ICTs reflect 
on the processes underlying youth’s potential civic internet use in everyday life. 
These studies offer a wide variety of conclusions about such processes. Studies 
about youth in general often conclude that the internet may be considered, in cer-
tain contexts, as a civic resource by youth, but most studies also conclude that most 
young people exploit this resource only partially. There are also studies that focus 
on the more specific group of youth who are already active in civic life. These stu-
dies generally attempt to make clear how the internet can be a valuable civic tool 
for this group in particular (e.g., Bakardjieva, 2005, 2010; CivicWeb, 2009b; Hart-
mann, Carpentier & Cammaerts, 2007). 
 Fifth, survey-based studies often generate rather pessimistic conclusions 
about the internet’s civic potential. The so-called ‘time-replacement thesis’, for in-
stance, asserts that use of the internet among youth and others displaces offline ac-
tivities that can cultivate social bonds and political participation (Putnam, 2000). 
Other studies acknowledge that the internet has a potential to promote civic partic-
ipation, but often also conclude that this potential has yet to be realized. Research 
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indicates, for example, that youth (especially less educated youth) tend to use the 
internet for entertainment purposes, and less for activities that can be qualified as 
exercises in citizenship, such as discussing civic issues in web forums (e.g., Civic-
Web, 2008b; Livingstone, Bober & Helsper, 2004). Further, the ‘normalization the-
sis’ states that youth and others who are civicly active online are often also civicly 
active offline, and that these people mainly belong to a higher socioeconomic mi-
lieu. Related, different studies have indicated that online and offline activities are 
induced by the same ‘resources’, such as education level and political interest (Ci-
vicWeb, 2008b; Livingstone, Couldry & Markham, 2007; Margolis & Resnick, 2000; 
but see: Di Gennaro & Dutton, 2006; Hirzalla, Van Zoonen & De Ridder, 2008). In 
this ‘digital divide’ reading, those who are least civicly active offline, will mostly 
remain so online (Van Dijk, 2002). 
 Thus, there are clear differences in the literature regarding theoretical orienta-
tion, methodology, and conclusions about the web’s civic potential. However, 
much of the literature has in common that it takes the internet as an analytical focal 
point. Forms of ‘online participation’ are used as distinct constructs that are con-
ceptually separated from forms of ‘offline participation’. Theoretical and qualita-
tive studies (the first four research branches) are partly about online participation 
as such. Survey-based studies (the fifth research strand) are mostly about online 
participation in relation to offline participation (and a set of participation indica-
tors); as such, online participation is typically analyzed as one variable or set of va-
riables distinguished from offline participation as another variable or set of va-
riables.  
 It is admittedly tempting to distinguish between online and offline participa-
tion: online activities are obviously done at a place (on the internet) where one 
does not conduct offline activities, and the form of online activities differs from the 
form of offline activities. One of the main ways in which the form of online activi-
ties differs from that of offline activities, it is argued, is that the former activities are 
more ‘accessible’. The web assertedly offers action opportunities that require less 
investments and adjustments than activities offline. Forwarding an e-mail against 
racism, for instance, does not cost as much time and energy as joining a demon-
stration against racism. Especially youth might benefit from opportunities online. 
They are, after all, the most avid internet users, and they in particular might lack 
the resources (ranging from financial resources to feelings of efficacy) needed to 
participate in more demanding activities offline (Calenda & Meijer, 2009; 
Dahlgren, 2007; Kann, Berry, Grant & Zager, 2007). 
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 An alternative approach, which can be considered as a specific variant within 
the normalization thesis discussed above, considers the internet not as a ‘cheap’ 
sphere in and of itself, but rather as an extension of offline civic activities. ‘Rather 
than distinct online and offline spheres, people are using whatever means are ap-
propriate and available at the moment to participate (…). People already partici-
pating offline will use the internet to augment and extend their participation’, in 
the words of Wellman, Quan Haase, Witte and Hampton (2001, p. 450). While ac-
knowledging that activities online are often cheaper than activities offline, this ap-
proach thus focuses more on what people can and want to do with the internet in 
relation to offline activities. 
 Previous studies have indicated that activities online among youth and others 
can indeed be related to activities offline (e.g., Calenda & Mosca, 2007; Madden & 
Rainie, 2003; Quintelier & Vissers, 2008; Weber, Loumakis & Bergman, 2003; 
Wellman et al., 2001). However, how civic participation might be more specifically 
organized in combinations (‘modes’) of offline and online activities remains a ques-
tion (Hirzalla, 2007). In the next section, I discuss the theoretical model that I will 
use to investigate this question.  
 
Participation modes 
Extant research about participation modes has focused on offline activities. Verba 
and Nie (1972) were pioneers in this research, and inspired others to theorize and 
evaluate which participation modes can or should be distinguished. Initially, these 
studies were limited to offline electoral politics, but in the course of time offline 
non-electoral activities were also assessed as possible components of participation 
modes. My approach below is to derive a number of general participation modes 
from this research, and to subsequently discuss how online activities might con-
verge with offline activities within these modes. 
 First of all, activities can form a mode when they share qualities or comple-
ment each other. Similarities and complementarities between activities can be gen-
erally identified on the basis of Pippa Norris’ (2003a) ‘typology of political action’. 
In a large study about youth’s participation compared to that of older people, Nor-
ris used this typology to categorize activities along two dimensions: ‘repertoire’ 
and ‘agency’.  
 The repertoire dimension differentiates between ‘citizen-oriented’ and ‘cause-
oriented’ activities. Citizen-oriented activities are aimed at realizing goals via for-
mal political processes, such as voting and working for a political party. ‘Those le-
gal activities by private citizens (…) directly aimed at influencing the selection of 
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governmental personnel and/or the actions they take’, in the words of Verba, Nie 
and Kim (1978, p. 46). Cause-oriented activities may also influence formal political 
processes, but they are not conducted in ballot-boxes or political parties. They of-
ten take the form of individual or collective initiatives aimed at promoting specific 
local or global issues, such as joining a demonstration against the Iraq war or doing 
volunteer work at recycling cooperatives.  
 However useful, the distinction between citizen-oriented and cause-oriented 
activities is not watertight, as Norris (2003a, p. 4) acknowledges: ‘Political parties 
can organize mass demonstrations, and elected representatives can be contacted by 
constituents about specific policy. (…) Nevertheless compared with citizen-
oriented actions, the distinctive aspect of cause-oriented repertoires is that these 
are most commonly used to pursue specific issues and policy concerns.’ 
 Agency, Norris’ second dimension, concerns the form in which people partic-
ipate. On the one hand, organizations like political parties and trade unions have a 
‘traditional’ agency form: they work with official rules and a ‘vertical’ hierarchical 
structure. People join such organizations via ‘formal’ membership. On the other 
hand, ‘new social movements’ are organized in de-centralized and ‘horizontal’ 
ways. Formal membership is not required to join these movements: people are 
‘member’ outside an institutional framework by conducting activities (cf. Cherrier, 
2007). 
 Agency can also be regarded, in part, a determinant of the costs of participa-
tion in terms of adjustment, cooperation, time, energy and money (cf. Claggett & 
Pollock III, 2006; Verba, Schlozman & Brady, 1995). Participation in traditional or-
ganizations is ‘expensive’, because participants need to invest energy and time to 
work with others, adjust to others’ agendas, and, in some instances, pay financial 
contributions. Conversely, activities that do not require a formal membership are 
cheaper: ‘easy entrance, easy exit’ (Norris, 2003a, p. 7) is the credo for participants 
in new social movements, and these participants have no strict or formal obliga-
tions towards each other. 
 Repertoire, agency and costs are general criteria that can be used to identify 
participation modes.33 Together, these criteria distinguish between participation 
modes as they group activities that are comparable to each other. Moreover, extant 
research indicates that these are some of the main criteria that can be indeed used 
effectively to gain an understand of how people participate. Yet extant research has 
also yielded different conclusions about which participation modes and sub-
modes can or should be differentiated (Bäck, Teorell, & Westholm, 2004; Claggett 
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& Pollock III, 2006; Fernández & García, 2008; Haste & Hogan, 2003; Jankowski & 
Strate, 1995; Pattie, Seyd & Whitely, 2003).  
 However, based on Norris’ (2003a) repertoire criterion, a distinction can be 
made between a participation mode with citizen-oriented activities (which I call 
here: Politics) and a participation mode with cause-oriented forms of social activ-
ism (Activism) (Reekens, Quintelier & Billiet, 2009). As discussed, the main differ-
ence between activities within Politics and Activism is that the latter mode typical-
ly revolves around specific issues, and Politics around broader, more diffuse ideo-
logical orientations of political parties.  
 However, the literature provides additional explanations for why citizens’ 
participation may take different directions depending on the repertoire criterion. 
Lack of participation in Politics among youth might be related to, among other 
things, misunderstanding among politicians of youth’s interests and communica-
tion styles, and distrust among youth in politicians (Coleman & Row, 2005; Delli 
Carpini, 2000; Mindich, 2005; Zukin, Keeter, Andolina, Jenkins & Delli Carpini, 
2006). Broader arguments focus on structural changes in culture. In advanced 
Western democracies, cultural habits and values seem to have shifted from mate-
rialism to post-materialism, from idealization of political authority to public scruti-
ny thereof, and from collectivism to individualism. Citizens (particularly new gen-
erations) who have adopted these new cultural habits and values appear to be 
more inclined to cause-oriented action, while those who have not (particularly old-
er generations) appear to mainly embrace more traditional forms of electoral par-
ticipation (cf. Dalton, 2007; Inglehart, 1997; Norris, 2003a). 
 Agency can vary within Politics and Activism. People can participate in both 
modes through direct membership (e.g., party activism and volunteering respec-
tively) and without membership (e.g., voting and joining a demonstration respec-
tively). Consequently, the costs of activities within these modes also vary; as said, 
participation costs are partly determined by the agency form in which people par-
ticipate. It is important to note, however, that these cost differences are relative. 
Participation without membership costs less than participation via membership, 
but the former participation form is generally not ‘free-of-charge’. Returning to the 
examples above, voting and joining a demonstration are done without member-
ship, but they still cost ‘adjustment’: if one wishes to participate in such activities, 
s/he still needs to go, for instance, to a specific place at a specific time. If such ad-
justment costs are near to absent, then two additional extra-institutional variants 
might be distinguished within the cause-oriented repertoire. 
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 First, ‘political consumerism’ (Consumption) can be identified as an activity in 
its own right, especially among youth (Ward, 2008). Consumption is the ‘consumer 
choice of producers and products based on a variety of ethical and political consid-
erations. Political consumers choose particular producers or products because they 
want to change objectionable institutional or market practices’ (Micheletti, Folles-
dal & Stolle, 2003, p. xiv). Consumption is regarded as the prototype of ‘lifestyle’ 
participation in which ‘citizen-consumers’ express their ideals, as suggested above, 
with consumptive actions, such as buying fair trade products.  
 Consumption does not require adjustment to rules, places, times, or prefe-
rences of other participants (‘cooperation’ costs; cf. Verba et al., 1978), and it re-
quires a relatively low investment from an ‘inner reservoir’ of energy and ideas. 
People generally do it individually on their own time during an activity that is em-
bedded in everyday life: shopping. Further, people use their wallet to ‘buycott’. 
While participants may want to make a statement towards other people by the 
products they consume, the very act of Consumption itself is a matter of buying. 
These characteristics make Consumption a specific mode, different from Politics 
and other activities within the cause-oriented repertoire that do require adjust-
ment, or physical and mental investments higher than buying certain products 
deemed ethically preferable.34  
 Second, some studies indicate that discussing civic issues with friends, family 
and colleagues forms a separate participation mode (Sharing) (Claggett & Pollock 
III, 2006). Sharing is cheaper than other forms of communication, such as contact-
ing politicians (Booth & Richard, 1996; Parry, Moyser & Day, 1992). The latter 
communication form is a citizen-oriented activity that requires more energy and 
preparation time. Sharing can also be considered cheaper than Politics more gener-
ally and Activism, because people generally ‘do’ Sharing whenever it suits them 
without adjustment to fixed times and formal procedures. Discussing civic issues 
can be done, for instance, during dinner at home, or during breaks at school or 
work; that is, at places where people do everyday life things, and when they feel 
able and ready to discuss issues with their loved-ones or acquaintances.  
 Yet Sharing can be considered more expensive than Consumption. As said, 
the latter is conducted ‘with the wallet’, while expression of opinion requires an 
investment from an inner reservoir of ideas. Sharing requires, more specifically, a 
certain ability and willingness to exchange an opinion verbally vis-à-vis others. Al-
though Consumption is based on an awareness of the ‘politics behind products’ 
(Micheletti et al., 2003), people can participate in Consumption without verbally 
expressing their opinion. It is also therefore that the level of potential ‘conflict’ (i.e., 
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whether or not active counter-participants are involved; cf. Verba & Nie, 1972) is 
typically lower in Consumption. 
 
Table 5.1: Key differences between typical characteristics of modes 
 
 Politics Activism Consumption Sharing 
Repertoire: Citizen-oriented Cause-oriented Cause-oriented Cause-oriented 
Agency: Free or mem-

bership 
Free or mem-
bership 

Free Free 

Adjustment 
costs: 

Mostly fixed 
times, places, 
rules, or prefe-
rences of other 
people  

Mostly fixed 
times, places, 
rules, or prefe-
rences of other 
people 

Generally no or 
only little  
adjustment 

Generally no or 
only little  
adjustment  

Reservoir 
costs: 

Own ideas / 
energy, some-
times a financial 
contribution 

Own ideas / 
energy, some-
times a financial 
contribution 

Wallet Own ideas and 
energy 

 
Table 5.1 above sums up the key differences between the participation modes in 
terms of repertoire, agency and costs. There are more specific sub-modes distin-
guished in the literature (especially within the Politics and Activism modes; cf. 
Claggett & Pollock III, 2006); therefore, the four modes distinguished above ought 
be regarded general ways in which people can participate. Repertoire forms the 
key difference between Politics on the one hand, and the three other modes on the 
other. Within the cause-oriented repertoire, adjustment costs form the main differ-
ence between Activism on the one hand, and Consumption and Sharing on the 
other. And, reservoir costs form the main difference between Consumption and 
Sharing. 
 The subsequent question is whether and how online activities can be located 
in these four modes. As discussed earlier, some studies have indicated that online 
activities correlate with offline activities. How online activities converge with of-
fline activities more precisely might depend on the goals that can be realized with 
internet applications and what people actually do when they are online (cf. De 
Vreese, 2007; Quintelier & Vissers, 2008; Schönbach, De Waal & Lauf, 2005). 
 First, people can use the internet to inform themselves about the news and 
the agenda in a participation domain. Although the availability of online news and 
information does not necessarily ‘cause’ more offline participation among the gen-
eral public, it may support the participation of people who are already active (Po-
lat, 2005; Schiffers, Lusoli & Ward, 2009). Some studies have indicated that offline 
participation indeed correlates positively with looking up information on sites. Ca-
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lenda and Mosca (2007), for instance, found that information consumption online 
among youth is associated with the ‘political characteristics of users’, that is, 
whether and how students participate offline. The authors therefore concluded 
that, in this and other regards, the characteristics of offline participation are ‘repro-
duced online’ (cf. Calenda & Meijer, 2009; Wellman et al., 2001).  
 Further, some studies indicate that Sharing is a specific mode in that it in-
cludes youth’s offline and online activities aimed at expression of opinion (Civic-
Web, 2008b; cf. Calenda & Meijer, 2009; Gibson, Lusoli & Ward, 2005). Online, ex-
pression of opinion can be done in ‘standardized’ forms in which opinion is com-
municated in standard units (e.g., forwarding an e-mail, signing a petition) and in 
‘unstandardized’ forms in which opinion is freely constructed (e.g., discussing on a 
forum, writing a blog) (cf. Polat, 2005). Both of these forms of opinion expression 
have similarities with offline discussion in terms of repertoire (not directly aimed 
at influencing politicians via political parties), agency (conducted outside an insti-
tutionalized framework) and costs (e.g., done at preferred places and times). 
 Consequently, we may expect that participation in the Politics, Activism and 
Consumption modes converges with looking up information online about Politics, 
Activism and Consumption respectively, and that online forms of expression of 
opinion converges with offline discussion in the Sharing mode. Evidently, the in-
ternet can be used for many more actions other than looking up information or ex-
pressing opinion, such as buying products and downloading applications. How-
ever, in my study, which is discussed in the next section with more detail, I will fo-
cus on the online activities discussed above as these activities are considered as 
some of the major forms of online civic action. 
 
Study 
Model fit. In the following, I investigate whether the model with the four participa-
tion modes discussed above fits actual offline and online participation patterns 
among Dutch youth. Thus, I analyze whether offline activities within Politics, Ac-
tivism and Consumption converge with online activities aimed at looking up in-
formation about Politics, Activism and Consumption respectively, and whether of-
fline and online activities aimed at expression of opinion converge within Sharing. 
 I will additionally discuss two issues that yield a more thorough understand-
ing of the model: whether and how the modes correlate, and my respondents’ par-
ticipation rates. 
 Mode correlations. Do the participation modes work independently from or in 
conjunction with each other? This question is relevant, because participation mod-
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es are about the fundamental organization of people’s general participation pat-
terns; they do not exclude the possibility that activities within different participa-
tion modes correlate. 
 It remains unclear, however, what we can expect in regard to correlations be-
tween the four modes distinguished above. Previous studies indicate that Politics 
and Activism may correlate positively (e.g., Reekens et al., 2009), but these studies 
focused on offline activities only. Other studies showed that offline and online ac-
tivities among youth correlate positively, but these studies did not distinguish be-
tween participation modes (e.g., Ward, 2008). Therefore, I will not formulate hypo-
theses about correlations between the modes distinguished here . 
 Participation rates. The results of previous studies about youth’s offline and 
online participation rates are not always congruent, but four conclusions in partic-
ular are gaining consensus: (1) youth participate more than older people in newer 
forms of non-electoral activities; (2) youth participate more in non-electoral activi-
ties than in electoral activities; (3) youth participate most in political consumerism; 
and (4) youth participate more online than older people (e.g., Di Gennaro & Dut-
ton, 2006; Norris, 2003a; Quintelier, 2007; Sherrod, 2009). 
 These conclusions concern most of the specific offline and online activities 
that I will investigate in this chapter (see next section for specification). However, 
my study is not based on a representative sample of Dutch youth. Furthermore, 
previous (survey-based) studies did not analyze youth’s online information con-
sumption with regard to specific participation modes. I will not, therefore, formu-
late hypotheses about what we might expect about my respondents’ participation 
rates. Nonetheless, the analysis of my respondents’ participation rates does pro-
vide a fuller picture of how offline and online activities might converge. That is, it 
indicates on which participation rates convergences are based.  
 
Method 
 
Analyses 
I assessed the fit of the hypothesized model and correlations between the modes 
with confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) in the statistical software programme 
AMOS. CFA is a form of structural equation modeling (SEM) used to identify la-
tent constructs (i.e., the four modes) and correlations between constructs in a set of 
measured items (i.e., activities).  
 Respondents were asked to indicate how often (on a five-points continuum 
scale, ranging from never to very often) they participated in twenty activities in the 
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twelve months preceding the survey moment. These twenty activities accord with 
the theoretical model discussed above. The participation of the respondents in 
these activities was analyzed as sixteen variables: 
-  Nine activities are offline, such as ‘working for a political party’ (Politics), 

‘doing voluntary work’ (Activism), ‘buying products that use recycled pack-
aging’ (Consumption), and ‘discussion with friends, family and colleagues 
about civic issues’ (Sharing). These activities were analyzed as nine va-
riables.35 

 -  Seven activities are aimed at looking up information online. Looking up in-
formation online by visiting sites about Politics and Activism was measured 
as two sets of three separate activities. Each set was analyzed as a scale varia-
ble. Looking up information online about Consumption was measured as 
one activity, and analyzed as one variable.36  

-  Four activities – discussion on a forum, working on an own site or webpage, 
signing an online petition, and forwarding an e-mail about civic issues – are 
aimed at expression of opinion online. These four activities were analyzed as 
four separate variables. 

Further, with SPSS, I determined the percentage of respondents who participated 
often and very often in one or more activities within each mode. I also determined 
the average score on each activity (i.e., the means per activity). 
 
Data 
The analyses were based on an online survey conducted in October and November 
2007 among Dutch youth (15 to 25 years old).37 Online surveys can be used effec-
tively to recruit respondents from a population that uses the internet intensively 
(Dillman, 2000; Mann & Stewart, 2000), such as Dutch youth. Most polls indicate 
that 97 percent or more of Dutch youth use the internet more than ten hours per 
week on average (e.g., STIR, 2009). Therefore, I can assume that my survey was not 
inherently hidden for a significant part of the research population.  
 Due to their advantages, online surveys are increasingly used in academic re-
search (cf. Walgrave, Van Aelst & Nuytemans, 2008a). Their disadvantage is, how-
ever, that they are not representative. Self-selection and a lack of information about 
non-response are related problems. Therefore, online surveys cannot be used to 
draw conclusions about population distributions. Indeed, drawing such conclu-
sions is not the goal of my study. Conclusions following from the model fit and 
mode correlation analyses are still meaningful even when based on a sample that 
is not representative. The participation rates are about my respondents; these rates 
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are, as discussed above, mainly analyzed to provide more insights into conver-
gences of offline and online activities. 
 However, I did attempt to promote diversity among my respondents by ge-
nerating responses to the online questionnaire in different ways. I approached 
young people via universities, secondary schools, youth centers and sport clubs, 
and requested them to fill in my survey and to forward an e-mail to their friends 
with the same request. Further, I advertized the survey on a wide range of youth 
sites: entertainment sites (e.g., Mtv.nl), sites with news and opinion (e.g., Spunk.nl), 
networking sites (e.g., Hyves.nl), and sites about politics (e.g., Jeugdkabinet.nl). In 
total, 1712 respondents filled in the survey. 904 of them did not belong to the target 
group or did not fill in the survey properly, leaving a total of 808 valid entries.  
 The average age of these 808 respondents was 19 years (SD=2.7), and about 
half of them is a woman or girl (52%). About 32% of them was doing a university 
or college study, 24% was following a lower- or middle-level vocational training, 
and 32% was attending higher level education on a secondary school.38 64% of the 
respondents had a paid job (full-time or part-time); 40% was living in a big city; 
and 72% lived with their parents. 96% used the internet 5 days or more per week, 
and 75% used the internet 2 hours or more per day. Measured on a five-points-
scale, there was some variation in the respondents’ social trust (M=3.62, SD=.83), 
political efficacy (M=2.96, SD=.80), and political interest (M=2.19, SD=.76).39 
 
Results 
 
Model fit. Figure 5.1 and table 5.2 below show the model results of the factor analy-
sis. Two activities proved to be too ambiguous to include in the model. First, work-
ing on an own web page was modeled as an activity within Sharing, but it also 
loads on Politics and Activism. Second, consuming information online about Con-
sumption loads on all modes. The model without these cross-loading items con-
tains fourteen participation variables within Politics (Cronbach’s α=.650), Activism 
(C’s α=.712), Consumption (C’s α=.854) and Sharing (C’s α=.708). 
 A model fits the data if the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) is equal to or bigger 
than .90 (for my model, it is .901); if the Parsimony Comparative Fit Index (PCFI) is 
equal to or bigger than .50 (my model: .609); and, if the Roots Mean Square Error of 
Approximation (RMSEA) is less than .08 (my model: .078) (cf. Byrne, 2001). Hence, 
according to these fit indices, the model as a whole fits the data.  



 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Participation modes 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
e1-14 are the measurement errors. The factor variances are fixed at 1 to determine all factor loadings. Each R2 is reported in bold and italic fig-
ures above each item. The standardized regression weights are reported below the arrows from the modes to the activities. Chi2=426.190; 
Df=71; CFI=.901; PCFI=.609; RMSEA=.078; N=808. 
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Table 5.2: Significance of estimates 
 

  Mode Est. S.E. C.R. P M SD 
Corresponding with politician ← Pol. .392 .024 16.656 *** 1.22 .65 
Working for a political party ← Pol. .394 .023 17.493 *** 1.17 .63 
Visiting sites about politics ← Pol. .689 .035 19.499 *** 1.61 .58 

Doing voluntary work ← Act. .698 .043 16.146 *** 1.89 1.20 
Joining or organizing  

a demonstration ← Act. .386 .022 17.427 *** 1.24 .62 

Visiting a public event ← Act. .645 .039 16.357 *** 1.81 1.1 
Visiting sites about activism ← Act. .599 .036 16.685 *** 1.58 .56 

Buying products with  
recycled packaging ← Cons. .869 .033 26.523 *** 2.56 1.04 

Buying environment- 
friendly products ← Cons. .956 .036 26.811 *** 2.94 1.13 

Buying from companies that  
support charitable causes ← Cons. .745 .032 21.148 *** 2.67 .99 

Forwarding an e-mail ← Shar. .593 .031 19.359 *** 1.47 .87 
Signing an online petition ← Shar. .706 .037 18.919 *** 2.16 1.06 

Discussing on an online forum ← Shar. .597 .035 17.048 *** 1.65 .97 
Discussing offline ← Shar. .488 .035 13.952 *** 3.17 .95 

Est.=estimate; S.E.=standard error; C.R.=critical ratio; ***=p<.001.  
 
Moreover, the factor loadings (standardized regression weights; figure 5.1) in the 
model are generally high, varying from .52 (for ‘discussing offline’) to .85 (for ‘buy-
ing environment-friendly products’). Further, the explained variances (R2) are 
high. ‘Discussing offline’ has the lowest R2, but this item still explains 27% of the 
variance (see figure 5.1). Lastly, all of the regression weights are significant 
(p<.001) (see table 5.2).  
 Mode correlations. Figure 5.1 above shows that three modes correlate with 
each other. Politics has a strong correlation with Activism (.86) and Sharing (.77), 
and Activism has a strong correlation with Sharing (.77) (sig. p<.01). The correla-
tions between each activity separately yield the same picture.41 
 The correlations indicate that the modes can be undertaken in coherence: 
youth are not necessarily active in one mode at a time. Particularly youth active in 
Activism can also be active in Politics, and vice versa. Yet no combination of Poli-
tics, Activism and Sharing forms a fitting, singular higher-order construct (i.e., a 
‘second-order model’; Byrne, 2001).  
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 Consumption has no significant correlation with the other modes. Respon-
dents who participated in Consumption were particularly inactive in the Politics 
mode, and vice versa (.13; sig. p>.05). 
 Participation rates. The means per item per mode shown in table 5.2 above in-
dicate that activities online were not necessarily more popular than activities of-
fline, or vice versa. Table 5.2 also indicates that the participation rates are generally 
low. Measured on a five-points-scale, the mean of most activities is less than 2. Es-
pecially the activities within Politics have low means. The four activities with the 
highest means overall are all offline: the three activities within the Consumption 
mode (M=2.56, SD=1.04; M=2.67, SD=.99; M=2.94, SD=1.13) and ‘discussing of-
fline’ (M=3.17; SD=.95).  
 Table 5.3 below indicates that the participation rates per mode yield a similar 
picture. If we look at the percentages of the respondents who participated often or 
very often in at least half of the activities within a mode (see 2 activities row), then 
Consumption turns out to be the most popular mode (about 21%) and Politics the 
least popular mode (about 1%).  
 Further, about 97% of the respondents had not participated often or very of-
ten in any of the activities within the Politics mode; 83% of them had not partici-
pated often or very often in any of the activities within Activism; 61% of them had 
not participated often or very often in any of the activities within Sharing; and, 
59% of them had not participated often or very often in any of the activities within 
Consumption. 
 
Table 5.3: Participation in number of activities per mode 
 

 
Politics Activism Consumption Sharing 

% % agg % % agg % % agg % % agg 
4 activities * * ** ** * * .5 .5 
3 activities ** ** .9 .9 8.2 8.2 3.3 3.8 
2 activities .8 .8 5.1 6 12.9 21.1 7.2 11 
1 activity 2.5 3.3 11.2 17.2 20.0 41.1 28.1 39.1 
No activity 96.7 100 82.8 100 58.9 100 60.9 100 

*Only 3 activities modeled within this mode. **No respondents. 
The participation rates are provided in percentages (%) and aggregated percentages (% 
agg). Example for Politics column, 1 activity row: about 2.5% of the respondents partici-
pated often or very often in 1 activity within Politics; about 3.3% of the respondents parti-
cipated often or very often in at least 1 activity within Politics. 
 
Discussion 
Model fit. The results about the model fit indicate that offline activities within Poli-
tics and Activism converge with online activities aimed at looking up information 
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about these modes, and that offline and online forms of expression of opinion con-
verge within a Sharing mode. Consumption could only be validated as an offline 
mode, because looking up information via sites about Consumption cross-loaded 
on multiple modes.  
 These results are congruent with the findings of some previous studies that 
indicated that youth’s offline and online participation correlate (e.g., Calenda & 
Mosca, 2007). This suggests that online participation, as a theoretical construct, is 
too ‘narrow’ when considered as an action repertoire isolated from offline activi-
ties; the same goes, mutatis mutandis, for offline participation. Further, my results 
add to previous findings more specific insights into how youth’s offline and online 
activities correlate. These insights suggest that online participation is a too ‘broad’ 
construct when it lumps together online activities that have different functions and 
forms; again, the same goes, mutatis mutandis, for offline participation.  
 Hence, while understanding how or why youth (or other groups) use the in-
ternet is surely a relevant academic goal in and of itself, my results suggest that to 
pursue this goal more comprehensively and precisely it must be taken into account 
that online activities, at least the ones analyzed here, can be part of a broader action 
repertoire that includes civic activities offline as well, and that online and offline 
activities can supplement each other per mode. 
 Research about participation modes is indeed aimed at, among other things, 
generating a more precise understanding of how people participate (Claggett & 
Pollock III, 2006). This research thus envelops further reflection on a fundamental 
question: what is civic participation? My results confirm the conclusion of previous 
research that youth’s participation patterns are relatively dependent of mode (e.g., 
Haste & Hogan, 2006), and add to this conclusion that youth’s participation is con-
currently, in the ways discussed above, relatively independent of place (offline ver-
sus online).  
 However, particularly survey-based analyses of civic participation among 
youth have generally not conceptualized civic participation as a synthesis of offline 
and online activities per mode. Therefore, this chapter’s added value is maximized 
when it instigates new research that aims to challenge or expand on the findings 
presented here (see below for suggestions), and thus further evaluate how youth 
may (or may not) conduct online activities and offline activities – not in juxtaposi-
tion, but in mode-wise synthesis. 
 Mode correlations. The results about the mode correlations, however, indicate 
that Politics, Activism and Sharing correlate. This means that my respondents were 
not necessarily active in one mode at a time, but that some of them participated in 
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these modes simultaneously. The offline Consumption mode is separated more 
clearly from the other modes: those who participated in Consumption most often 
did not participate in the other modes, and vice versa.  
 These finding are partly congruent with the results of extant research: al-
though previous studies did not, as discussed, analyze how the four modes distin-
guished here may correlate, they did indicate that offline participation in Politics 
and Activism may correlate positively (Reekens et al., 2009). Based on my results, I 
add that this correlation holds when online activities are merged with offline activ-
ities in these modes, and that online and offline activities in the Sharing mode also 
correlate positively with Politics and Activism. 
 After contesting the distinction between offline and online participation, 
however, the correlations between Politics, Activism and Sharing might raise the 
question as to whether it is not equally contra-productive to distinguish between 
these modes. Theoretically, I maintain that the distinction between these modes is 
potent in consideration of the differences between activities in terms of repertoire, 
agency and costs. Empirically, the only model that could be validated was the hy-
pothesized model (after omission of two cross-loading items), and no mode com-
bination forms a second-order model (Byrne, 2001).  
 Participation rates. The results about the participation rates suggest that a rela-
tively small group of respondents participated in Politics, Activism and/or Sharing 
(11% or less was active or very active in either one of these modes), and that a rela-
tively large group participated in Consumption (21% was active or very active in 
this mode). My respondents were least active in Politics. Although these results are 
not representative for Dutch youth, they accord with the findings of previous stu-
dies. More specifically, both my results per activity (see means; table 5.2) and per 
mode (see percentages; table 5.3) are congruent with other studies’ conclusion that 
youth appear to be least active in Politics, and more active in, what Norris (2003a) 
termed, ‘cause-oriented’ repertoires (cf. Haste & Hogan, 2006; Loader, 2007). 
 The results also indicate that the online activities were not necessarily more 
popular than the offline activities within the different modes, and that the four 
overall most popular activities were offline (offline discussion, and the three offline 
activities within the Consumption mode). These results do not necessarily contra-
dict conclusions of extant research; some studies concluded that youth generally 
(i.e., undivided in socio-demographic strata) participate slightly more online than 
offline (e.g., Di Gennaro & Dutton, 2006), while other studies arrived at the oppo-
site conclusion (e.g., Smith, Schlozman, Verba & Brady, 2009).  
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 Lastly, considering the participation rates in light of the model fit yields ten-
tative support for the ‘normalization’ thesis. That is, that and how the modeled on-
line and offline activities converge in modes, and that online activities are not nec-
essarily more popular than offline activities in these modes, suggests that the in-
ternet is not a special place where youth are more inclined to participate than they 
are offline; that online participation is more or less a reflection of offline participa-
tion; and, that ‘people will not change their political participation just because new 
opportunities have been created [on the internet]’ (Calenda & Meijer, 2009, p. 882). 
These participation patterns are especially established in the Sharing mode: this 
mode contains four online forms of opinion expression that converge with discus-
sion offline, while the latter activity is more popular than the online activities. 
 Limitations. Although this study has hopefully provided useful insights into 
youth’s civic participation, it has also limitations that raise a number of questions 
for future research. 
 First, it is important to note that my results do not reject the main counterpart 
of the normalization thesis, namely, the thesis that participation online ‘causes’ 
participation offline. More specifically, they do not reject the premise of the latter 
thesis that online participation, due to its relative cheapness, can equip youth with 
the skills and knowledge needed for participation offline (Kann et al., 2007). Fur-
thermore, although the model fit and the participation rates are tentatively suppor-
tive of the normalization thesis, I did not investigate the premise of this thesis that 
offline and online civic activities are generally induced by the same resources, such 
as education level and political interest (Van Dijk, 2002). Moreover, my analyses 
focused on youth’s general participation patterns online in relation to their general 
participation patterns offline, that is, how often they participated in the year pre-
ceding the survey moment. Yet it is perhaps in more specific ways – on specific 
moments, at specific sites, for specific reasons – that the internet facilitates new and 
creative forms of civic participation that are especially appealing to youth (Cole-
man & Row, 2005). These more specific ways of internet use cannot be investigated 
accurately by surveys that measure general participation patterns (Hirzalla et al., 
2008).  
 Second, due to data restrictions, I did not empirically investigate the role of 
the criteria – repertoire, agency and costs – used to distinguish between Politics, 
Activism, Consumption and Sharing. For instance, I did not analyze whether par-
ticipation in Sharing and Consumption is indeed based on perceptions that these 
modes are relatively ‘cheap’ in terms of adjustment costs. The consequence is that 
manifest participation patterns were largely confirmed as hypothesized, while the 
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presented theoretical model about why we may distinguish between the participa-
tion modes remained speculative.  
 Third, my goal in this chapter was not to analyze each form of participation 
possible in relation to each participation sub-mode possible, but to explore how a 
set of much-discussed online civic activities relate to a general structure of partici-
pation modes. Further, the number of activities analyzed in this chapter is relative-
ly large; other studies have often analyzed less complex models with only five or 
six (offline) activities in the Politics and Activism modes (e.g., Fernández & García, 
2008; Reekens et al., 2009).42 However, activities that proved to be related ambi-
guously to other activities in previous studies, like boycotting (Ward, 2008), were 
intentionally left out of the analyses here. Further, my measurements of online ac-
tivities do not cover less instrumental ways of internet use that might be important 
for youth’s civic participation, such as playing online games or viewing satires on 
YouTube topically relevant to socio-political causes. Youth might also consume in-
formation about participation via offline channels that are not specifically aimed at 
informing about participation, such as ads in supermarkets and lifestyle maga-
zines. This might explain why consuming information online via sites about Con-
sumption did not fit the model hypothesized here. 
 Lastly, since my analyses are based on a sample with youth, my findings re-
fer to this group only (and, as mentioned, the results about the participation rates 
refer to my respondents only). While the question as to how offline and online ac-
tivities converge is relevant to all age groups, it is likely that circumstances among 
older people differ to such an extent that the conclusions drawn above do not ap-
ply to older people. For instance, older people generally use the internet much less 
(for civic participation and other activities) than younger people; older people are 
likely to have had more education; and, older people generally have more formal 
access to traditional offline activities (CivicWeb, 2007; Quintelier, 2007). Whether 
and how these and other differences between youth and older people translate into 
conclusions other than the ones arrived at here are also questions for future stu-
dies.  
 
Notes 
                                                           
33  See Claggett & Pollock III (2006) for other criteria of which some are reflections or speci-

fications of repertoire, agency and costs. 
34  Buycotting (i.e., buying products) is different from boycotting (i.e., not buying prod-

ucts) (Ward, 2008). Therefore, boycotting does not belong to the mode of Consumption 
as defined here. 
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35  Voting is not taken into account as an offline activity, because a large part of the re-

search population was not 18 years of age or older (and thus not eligible to vote) on the 
survey moment or during the last Dutch elections preceding the survey moment in No-
vember 2006. 

36  Looking up information online about Politics was measured with three questions about 
one’s use of sites of or about political parties, the government and the European Union 
(Cronbach’s α=.731). Looking up information online about Activism was measured 
with three questions about one’s use of sites about social movements (women’s rights, 
environment, and ethnic minorities) (Cronbach’s α=.862). Looking up information on-
line about Consumption was measured with one question about one’s use of sites about 
socially or politically responsible products. 

37   This survey was a part of CivicWeb, an EU-funded research project (2006-2009; project 
number 028357) about the internet’s role in youth’s citizenship in Europe and Turkey. 
See: http://www.civicweb.eu (15 August 2009). 

38  Lower- or middle-level vocational training is called LBO (Lagere Beroeps Opleiding) 
and MBO (Middelbare Beroeps Opleiding) in the Netherlands. Higher level education 
on a secondary school is called HAVO (Hoger Algemeen Voortgezet Onderwijs) and 
VWO (Voorbereidend Wetenschappelijk Onderwijs). 

39   Political interest, political efficacy and social trust were each measured as a scale va-
riable composed of three standard questions of the European Social Survey (ESS, 
2002). 

41  The bivariate correlations between each separate activity are not reported due to space 
limitations. Please contact the author for an overview of these correlations. 

42  It is for this reason, and because consumptive and online activities have been rarely 
considered as components of participation modes in previous studies about youth’s civ-
ic participation, that I cannot further review my model results as a whole. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
 

REFLECTIONS ON THE MOBILIZATION/ 
NORMALIZATION CONTROVERSY: INVESTIGATING CASE- AND  

MOMENT-SPECIFIC POLITICAL INTERNET USE 
 
 

At the time of writing, the journal version of this chapter had received a request for 
minor revisions from The Information Society. Liesbet van Zoonen and Jan de Rid-
der are second and third authors in the journal version. 
 
Introduction 
Two opposite streams of conclusions can be identified in the academic literature 
about political internet use. On the one hand, there are conclusions that internet 
use can mobilize political participation. These conclusions are often achieved in 
theoretical and web-based studies that focus on the qualities of and manifestations 
on the internet that supposedly exhibit the web’s political potential. On the other 
hand, there are conclusions that political internet applications are mainly used by 
engaged and active citizens, which tends to normalize political participation. These 
conclusions are mostly achieved in survey-based studies (cf. Chadwick, 2006). 
 The goal of this chapter is to offer some reflections on the discrepancies be-
tween these mobilization and normalization theses. I join scholars who have re-
cently been calling for a more specific understanding of the ‘dependent variable’ – 
political internet use – in order to evaluate the normalization consensus in survey-
based studies (cf. Gibson, Lusoli & Ward, 2005). I argue that normalization conclu-
sions are normally based on assessments of general internet use patterns, while 
mobilization claims are often built on internet use in specific cases at specific mo-
ments. Empirical evaluation of case- and moment-specific mobilization claims 
logically requires case- and moment-specific inquiries. 
 Using a case- and moment-specific survey (N=819), I investigate the use of 
two vote advice applications (VAAs; VoteMatch and VoteCompass) during the 
Dutch 2006 parliamentary elections. VAAs are increasingly popular in democracies 
worldwide, especially in the Netherlands (Walgrave, Van Aelst & Nuytemans, 
2008a), and especially among a group that is often considered ‘apathetic’ about 
electoral politics: youth (Boogers, 2006). With structural equation modeling, I as-
sess whether age differences in VAA use are related to differences in political 
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interest and knowledge, and explore whether age forms a condition under which 
political interest and knowledge are related to VAA use. Based on these analyses, I 
will determine whether VAA use challenges the normalization consensus. 
 As VAAs are quite new phenomena, I will first portray the rise of VAAs in 
more detail. I will subsequently review the literature about mobilization and nor-
malization, and discuss why potential cases and moments of mobilization remain 
unheeded in mainstream survey-based research. I will then discuss the results of 
my analyses, and the implications thereof in terms of mobilization and normaliza-
tion. 
 
VAAs 
In multi-party democracies like the Netherlands, election time confronts voters 
with a choice for one of many political parties. The Dutch 2006 parliamentary elec-
tions witnessed seventeen parties competing for 150 parliament seats. The Dutch 
Institute for Political Participation (IPP), therefore, developed an online vote aid 
aimed at comparing the programs of different parties on a number of policy issues. 
This VoteMatch (StemWijzer) invites internet users to answer thirty questions about 
their policy preferences, and then identifies the party that is closest to these prefer-
ences. VoteMatch went online in 1998 and, since then, it appears to be one of the 
most influential websites at election time. Over three and a half million unique 
internet users consulted it during the Dutch elections of 2006 – a lot in a country 
with twelve million voters (TNO, 2009). 
 IPP has develop a number of other VAAs in the last few years as well, but 
VoteMatch was and remains its most popular and lauded product. It was given the 
Dutch Machiavelli Award for being the most important innovation in political 
communication. The Machiavelli Committee praised VoteMatch for ‘an eminent 
and possibly enduring contribution to the public dissemination of information about 
elections’ and ‘showing the significance of the internet for political participation’ 
(Stichting Machiavelli, 2003; translation by author). 
 Critics argue, however, that the questions and answers of VoteMatch do not 
do justice to the nuances of party positions, especially of those in the centre of the 
political spectrum. This complaint seemed to hold in 2006, since consulting Vote-
Match resulted conspicuously more often in an advice for an extreme right or an 
extreme left wing party (Kies2006, 2006). It was also suggested that there were ne-
gotiations between parties and IPP about which policy items to include in Vote-
Match and how to phrase these items. Some campaign teams appeared to succeed 
in banning items politically damaging to their own party and getting items damag-
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ing to their opponents on the list. As a result, VoteMatch has been accused of being 
easily manipulated, which is ever more worrying because of its alleged influence 
on voting behaviour (cf. Arendsen, 2003; Van Praag, 2007).  
 Aside from its contested representation of party standpoints, it has been ar-
gued that VoteMatch assumes a too simplistic model of political sense-making. 
Therefore, in 2006, a group of dissatisfied political scientists launched a competing 
VAA, called VoteCompass (KiesKompas). VoteCompass asks its users to indicate 
their policy preferences, to rank party leaders on competence and reliability, and to 
assess the performance of the incumbent cabinet. Based on these three sources of 
information, VoteCompass locates its users in a political space with some parties 
closer to the users’ location than other parties. In total, it attracted more than three 
million unique visitors during the Dutch 2006 elections (TNO, 2009). 
 Later, the VoteMatch and VoteCompass initiators devised additional VAAs 
for elections in other countries as well. IPP developed VAAs for different Euro-
pean elections, and it is engaged in setting up instruments for elections in countries 
as diverse as France and Georgia. VoteCompass launched much-used VAAs for 
American, Belgian, Israeli and Portuguese elections (VoteCompass, 2009). Inspired 
and advised by the initiators of VoteMatch and VoteCompass, other institutions in 
other countries also devised VAAs, such as the Wahl-O-Mat in Germany, DoeDe-
StemTest in Belgium (Flanders), and Politarena and SmartVote in Switzerland. More 
VAAs were recently introduced in Austria (Wahlkabine), UK (WhodoIvotefor) and 
USA (Project VoteSmart; OnTheIssues). 
 
Mobilization and normalization 
The potential of VAAs to promote consumption of political information (about 
elections) fundamentally depends on the background of VAA users. Are VAAs 
popular among everyone, or are they mainly used by politically engaged and in-
formed people? This question feeds into a broader controversy in the literature 
about the web’s political potential, with some scholars (‘cyber-optimists’) asserting 
that internet applications offer ways to mobilize political participation, and others 
(‘cyber-pessimists’) stressing that online participation normalizes existing patterns 
in offline participation (Chadwick, 2006). In this section, I will illustrate both posi-
tions, especially in regard to VAAs. 
 Mobilization theories are about how the internet can facilitate activities with a 
political purpose, or how the internet forms a ‘political playground’ where people 
can exercise civic skills and obtain the knowledge deemed important for political 
participation (e.g., Kann, Berry, Gant & Zager, 2007). Such claims, most often 
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speculative by nature or based on case studies of ‘pro-democratic’ practice online, 
regard four more specific types of internet use. 
 The first one is ‘digital activism’, referring to antagonistic forms of interaction 
between citizens and political or economic power holders. In a book by Dahlberg 
and Siapera (2007), for example, different ideas are discussed about how blogging 
and hacktivism can ‘radicalize’ democratic practice in terms of transparency and 
legitimacy (see also: McCaughey & Ayers, 2003). Second, there are studies that dis-
cern democratic conduct in discussions on web forums and network sites, with 
some scholars questioning whether a newer and, perhaps, better version of Ha-
bermas’ (1962/1989) notion of a ‘public sphere’ is realized online (Dahlgren, 2005). 
A third research strand focuses on how people might exploit the informative or 
educational potential of websites with content deemed political or civic by nature. 
This research often aims to demonstrates the ‘richness’ of information available 
online to the general public, and how the web offers new freedoms to NGOs, gov-
ernments or individual political entrepreneurs to spread their message (Montgom-
ery, Gottlieb-Robles & Larson, 2004). A fourth branch of mobilization-oriented 
claims revolves around the notion of ‘e-democracy’, which refers to an interactive 
online environment where citizens can inform themselves about and correspond 
with political representatives (Chadwick, 2006). 
 Such studies often yield general claims about the web’s political potential 
based on specific manifestations online. The specificness of these manifestations 
has two possible dimensions. First, space: mobilization claims tend to build on 
manifestations online on specific places on the internet, that is, on specific internet 
applications. These claims are, in this sense, ‘case-specific’: they do not extract mo-
bilization evidence from the internet as a whole, but from what happens at particu-
lar internet places. Online political content, discussions, self-presentations and 
other forms of communication that supposedly exhibit the web’s political potential 
are all manifested on particular sites, varying from the sites of the Minnesota E-
democracy Project and the British newspaper The Guardian to Facebook and the 
sites of the reality shows Wife Swap and Celebrity Big Brother (Dahlberg, 2001a; 
Graham, 2009). Other studies have an additional interest in what happens on spe-
cific internet applications within a particular period of time, the second possible 
dimension of mobilization claims. These studies are, in this sense, ‘case- and mo-
ment-specific’. The moment-specific focus of these studies is generally derived 
from some extraordinary event, which thus forms the context in which political 
forms of internet use take place. For example, Van Zoonen et al. (2007) demon-
strated how political discussion took place on the Dr. Phil forum site after George 
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Bush and John Kerry were interviewed on the Dr. Phil Show when they were run-
ning for president in the American 2004 elections; Albrecht, Lübcke and Hartig-
Perschke (2007) studied how political weblogs offered new freedoms and voiced 
original concerns during the German 2005 Bundestag elections; Montgomery et al. 
(2004) studied how some sites offered youth information and communication tools 
to inform themselves after 9/11; Van Zoonen, Hirzalla and Müller (2009) discussed 
how political polemics filled YouTube after Dutch MP Geert Wilders released his 
anti-Islam movie called Fitna. 
 The significance of VAAs, studied under the rubric of e-democracy, is also 
case- and moment-specific: they are obviously specific websites (such as Vote-
Match and VoteCompass), and they are used within a specific period of time (dur-
ing elections). These applications are claimed to be crucial supplements to an e-
democratic ‘pre-voting’ sphere where citizens are able to gather information and 
form their opinion about political parties (Kies & Kriesi, 2004). According to Fivaz 
and Schwarz (2007, pp. 12-15), VAAs contribute to three fundamental pillars of 
democracy. First, transparency, because VAAs might urge parties to ‘reveal their 
issue positions’ instead of promoting ‘vague valence positions’. Second, account-
ability, because VAAs may link ‘pre- with post-voting spheres and thus establish 
an “accountability cycle” in which pre-election pledges are systematically moni-
tored in the legislative field.’ Third, participation, because VAAs allegedly activate 
people with low political interest.  
 The latter alleged ‘activating’ capacity of VAAs is often recognized as an ad-
vantage that is anchored in the ‘cheapness’ of online participation. Online partici-
pation, it is said, does not require a lot of finance, a licence, or a ‘formal’ member-
ship of an organization; it can be done at preferred places and times; and, interac-
tive applications such as VAAs reduce time and energy consuming efforts that are 
necessary to process complex information. Walgrave et al. (2008a, pp. 53-54), for 
example, maintain that ‘VAAs take voters by hand and guide them through a 
complicated political landscape; (...) A VAA may dramatically reduce the informa-
tion costs for voters who want to base their vote on a comparative assessment of 
the competing parties’ policy preferences.’ 
 In normalization claims, however, it is asserted that the internet’s political po-
tential is primarily exploited by those people who are already active and engaged. 
In this reading, political internet applications have no positive ‘net effect’ on the 
number of people who participate (Chadwick, 2006), as the same inequalities in 
material, social and political ‘resources’ (education level, interest, knowledge, trust, 
efficacy, social networks, finances, et cetera) that underlie disparities in offline par-
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ticipation between socio-demographic groups induce a similar divide in online 
participation, or a ‘digital divide’– a term closely related to and sometimes inter-
changeably used with the term normalization (Norris, 2001). The problem that 
normalization theory posits thus regards what citizens generally can and aspire to 
do (mostly investigated with surveys), while mobilization theory often focuses on 
the possibilities of and manifestations on the internet (mostly investigated with 
qualitative methods, particularly content analysis) that supposedly exhibit the 
web’s political potential. Mobilization and normalization claims, therefore, cannot 
be regarded as perfectly antithetical; rather, they generally have different theoreti-
cal focal points, and they generally rely on empirical evidence that is collected with 
different methods. 
 In fact, according to Van Dijk (2006), the digital divide literature concerns the 
problematization of four aspects of the very internet ‘access’ that is taken as a merit 
in mobilization studies. First, there is normalization literature about ‘motivation 
access’, which means that someone wants a computer with an internet connection. 
Objections of ‘want-nots’ can be grounded in lack of time, lack of money, ‘comput-
er phobia’, or a belief that the internet is not useful (Lenhart, Horrigan, Rainie, Al-
len, Boyce & Madden, 2003). Second, ‘material access’ refers to having a computer 
with internet access, which can be obstructed by financial or technological poverty 
(Norris, 2001; Van Dijk, 2005). A third branch of research focuses on ‘skills access’, 
which concerns the ability (‘digital skills’) to understand how computer hardware, 
software and the internet works, and how the internet can be used for participation 
or self-improvement (Di Gennaro & Dutton, 2006; Krueger, 2002). Lastly, ‘usage 
access’ regards how the internet is used. Research indicates that internet use varies 
between different groups, with ‘a usage gap between people (…) using internet 
applications for information, communication, work, business, or education and 
people of low social position, income, and education using simpler applications for 
information, communication, shopping, and entertainment’ (Van Dijk, 2005; in Van 
Dijk, 2006, p. 230).  
 Inequalities in such forms of access reflect digital divides on two levels. The 
first level concerns a digital divide between countries. The debate about this di-
vide, also known as the ‘global divide’, has focused on differences between coun-
tries’ telecommunications infrastructure, information transmission capacity, and 
aggregate number of computers with an internet connection. Research has demon-
strated how OECD countries are far ahead of other countries in these respects due 
to economic factors (e.g., workforce proportion in the service sector), policy factors 
(e.g., competition level in telecommunication markets) and human capital factors 
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(e.g., English-language proficiency) (cf. Chadwick, 2006; Norris, 2001). The second 
level, which is of more interest to my study, concerns access differences between 
(groups of) individuals within more specific locales, mostly a particular developed 
country. Research about these access differences has yielded conclusions about two 
aspects of internet use: intensity of internet use and forms of internet use. 
 First, research about internet use intensity has demonstrated how differences 
in motivational, material and skills access reflect three socio-demographic gaps in 
Western societies: a ‘socio-economic gap’, with people with relatively low educa-
tion or income using the internet less than people with relatively high education or 
income; a ‘gender gap’, with women using the internet less than men; and, an ‘age 
gap’, with older people using the internet less than youth (Di Gennaro & Dutton, 
2006; Quintelier & Vissers, 2008). Various factors have been suggested to underlie 
these differences. For instance, people with low income generally have less oppor-
tunity to buy a PC; people with high education generally have more opportunity 
to understand ICTs; compared to women, men seem to have had more opportuni-
ty and encouragement to boost their digital skills; and, social and entertaining in-
ternet applications seem to be especially relevant in youth’s everyday life. Due to 
such factors, there are still differences in internet use intensity among socio-
demographic groups, but research also indicates that these differences are gradual-
ly diminishing (e.g., Chadwick, 2006; Quintelier & Vissers, 2008). 
 Second, research about internet use forms focuses on how access differences 
cause or sustain a ‘democratic divide’: a division between those who are and who 
are not able and willing to use the internet for political purposes in particular 
(Mossberger, Tolbert, Stansbury, McNeal & Dotterweich, 2003; Norris, 2001). For 
instance, people with more education and political interest use the internet gener-
ally more often for political goals than people with less education and political in-
terest (Van Dijk, 2006). Such trends have led many researchers to surmise the in-
ternet as ‘a bolster for the status quo’ (Gibson et al., 2005, p. 563). There are excep-
tions (Di Gennaro & Dutton, 2006; Krueger, 2002), but survey-based studies gener-
ally suggest that online political participation is mostly a product of political and 
social resourcefulness, or a reflection of offline political participation (cf. Bonfadelli, 
2002; Norris, 2001, 2003b; Oates, Owen & Gibson, 2006; Van Dijk, 2005, 2006). 
 Hence, in regard to differences in forms of internet use, and in regard to dif-
ferences in internet use intensity as well, it is important to stress that digital divides 
are fundamentally induced by differences in resources between (groups of) people. 
The role of these resources is crucial, because socio-demographics alone cannot ex-
plain differences in internet use. Where there are socio-demographic differences in 
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internet use, then it is because – due to ‘mediation’ – of material, political or social 
resources. As Selwyn, Gorard and Furlong (2005, p. 20) say, ‘it is not being an (…) 
adult or a women per se which makes you an internet user or non-user, but the 
opportunities, needs, motivations, material circumstances and lived experiences of 
being an (…) adult or a woman.’ 
 
A blind spot 
It remains unclear, however, whether VAA use in particular is also ‘digitally di-
vided’. Empirical studies of VAAs remain very limited in number, mostly theoreti-
cal by nature, and preliminary in scope (e.g., Fivaz & Schwarz, 2007; Jeitziner, 2004; 
Van Dijk, 2006; Walgrave et al., 2008a, 2008b). The absence of explanatory analyses 
of VAA use might be explained by the fact that VAAs only recently became popu-
lar instruments. Yet as VAAs grow in prevalence, it becomes ever more important 
to assess their significance in regard to mobilization and normalization.  
 In addition, some studies indicate that young people in particular are avid 
users of e-democratic applications (Gibson et al., 2005; Tolbert, Mossberger & 
McNeal, 2002), in particular VAAs (Fivaz & Schwarz, 2007). These findings might 
be expected in light of the fact that youth are the internet users par excellence, and 
because deficiencies in material, motivational and skills access seem to persist least 
among youth (e.g., Polat, 2005). In fact, youth’s extensive experience with internet 
use has formed a major building block in a sub-industry of academic research 
about online mobilization and normalization issues among youth as a distinct 
group (Hirzalla & Van Zoonen, 2009). Dutch youth in particular are among the 
world’s most active internet users. At present, 99% of Dutch young people use the 
internet more than 10 hours per week on average (STIR, 2009), which can be con-
sidered a (crude) indication that Dutch youth do have motivation, material and 
skills access to the internet. 
 VAAs’ popularity among youth is, however, for a more fundamental reason 
remarkable. Abundant research indicates that youth in Western democracies have 
substantially less interest in and knowledge about electoral politics than older 
people (e.g., Delli Carpini, 2000); congruently, most of them do not use the internet 
most often for consuming or discussing electoral politics, but for entertainment 
and social networking (CivicWeb, 2008b; Livingstone & Bober, 2005). These largely 
intertwined trends online and offline appear to be caused at least partly by a ‘life-
cycle’ effect: compared to older people, younger people have fewer competences 
and reasons to participate in electoral politics. Youth (especially teenagers) are, for 
instance, still developing skills to comprehend and form an opinion about complex 
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social matters, and they often do not have the same concerns and goals (in the field 
of housing, children, taxes, income, healthcare, et cetera) as older people (Quintel-
ier, 2007). Due to such reasons, youth’s consumption of political information about 
electoral politics is normally low; therefore, one could expect that youth use VAAs 
also less than older people.  
 Hence, as youth seem to be the main VAA users and generally have less po-
litical interest and other resources at their disposal than older people, VAAs ap-
pear to challenge, however tentatively, the ‘pendulum of academic opinion’ that 
political internet use normalizes the offline political participation of those who are 
already engaged and informed (Gibson et al., 2005, p. 564). Yet extant research 
hardly provides any empirical indication that VAA use among youth is not more 
fundamentally determined by political interest and other political resources. As 
mentioned, empirical assessments of VAA use and e-democratic applications more 
generally are scarce. Available statistics are mostly descriptive by nature, showing 
direct correlations between age and VAA use without controlling for possible in-
terventions by political resources. Solid empirical proof that substantiates or rejects 
mobilization claims regarding e-democratic applications such as VAAs is missing. 
As Jensen (2006, p. 39) says, ‘so far, the identity of online activists [in e-democracy 
projects] remains an open question. (...) Are the participants new actors on the po-
litical scene who used to be marginalised in the “physical world” due to the lack of 
adequate resources or are they rather the usual “gladiators” who have found yet 
another battle of politics in which to engage?’ 
 A broader methodological issue here is that standard survey questions in 
mainstream empirical studies about political internet use tend to measure general 
patterns in internet use. There are exceptions (e.g., Jensen, 2006; Lupia & Philpot, 
2005), but survey questions most often ask respondents to indicate the intensity of 
their political internet use – such as visiting websites or sending e-mails to a politi-
cian – in general or in a long period of time (‘in the last 12 months’), mostly on a 5- 
or 7-points-scale. Yet, as discussed above, some mobilization claims, like the ones 
about VAAs, concern online manifestations in specific cases (e.g., the VoteMatch 
and VoteCompass websites) at specific moments (e.g., during a particular election). 
Standard survey questions are neither suited nor designed to capture patterns of 
internet use in specific cases or internet use in specific cases at specific moments 
that could support mobilization claims. 
 For instance, if one were asked the general question as to ‘how often do you 
visit websites about politics’, one could answer ‘only sometimes’ (e.g., a ‘3’ on a 7 
points-scale); but if the same person were asked the specific question as to ‘how of-
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ten have you visited [website X] during [a particular event]’, s/he could answer 
‘never’ or ‘very often’. Thus, the former question is intrinsically unable to elicit re-
sponses about the specific behaviour measured by the latter. For visiting websites 
about politics is not equivalent to visiting [website X] during [a particular event]; 
just as, say, eating fruit is not equivalent to eating apples, and even less equivalent 
to eating apples in the summer. Evidently, measurement of general patterns in 
internet use is valid and informative by its own right. Yet compared to the more 
specific questions, general survey questions measure crude forms of online partici-
pation (such as visiting websites about politics), and not the what and the when of 
online participation more specifically addressed in some pro-mobilization studies.  
 Scholars have incrementally acknowledged that the specifics of internet use 
are neglected. Shah, Kwak and Holbert (2001) were some of the first to propagate 
specification in the form of decomposing internet use into more specific patterns, 
such as ‘social recreation’ and ‘information exchange’. Later on, Lupia and Philpot 
(2005) went further and advocated specification on the level of websites, rendering 
the type of specification of Shah et al. (2001) a mere generalization of website-
specific use. Lupia and Philpot (2005, p. 1138) contended that ‘looking inside the 
net’ more precisely is imperative to locate the political potential of the internet; ‘for 
if the web is going to affect people’s political interest, it is going to be because a 
particular site catches their attention and induces them to think about some as-
pect of politics in ways that they had not before.’  
 I add that looking at the moment of internet use is also important to generate 
more specific conclusions about the use of momentary internet applications, such 
as VAAs. Such investigations can evaluate whether those people who are involved 
in the case- and moment-specific manifestations on which some pro-mobilization 
studies are based are as resource-rich as the people who, according to pro-
normalization studies, are overrepresented in general online participation patterns. 
If so, then the normalization thesis gains further support in regard to the specific 
showcases celebrated in pro-mobilization studies. If not, then the mobilization the-
sis gains support in regard to the specific showcases it celebrates. 
 
Research goals 
Using a case- and moment-specific inquiry, I will investigate whether the consen-
sus in survey-based studies that political internet use has normalizing features can 
be nuanced with a moment of mobilization among youth in the case of the two 
Dutch VAAs discussed above: VoteMatch and VoteCompass. I will not investigate 
whether VAA use has mobilizing effects (on other forms of online and offline par-
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ticipation, or on civic attitudes), but whether its use has mobilizing features; that is, 
whether VAAs are used by ‘resource-poor’ groups (cf. Jensen, 2006).43 I do so by 
assessing one hypothesis and two research questions. First, I will assess whether 
younger people indeed use VAAs more than older people, as is generally observed 
in previous studies (e.g., Boogers, 2006). 
 H: Younger people use VAAs more than older people. 
I will subsequently investigate whether age differences in VAA use are ‘mediated’ 
by political resources, that is, the extent to which differences in age cohere with dif-
ferences in political resources, which, on their turn, lead to VAA use differences. 
As discussed, political resources are crucial, as socio-demographics alone cannot 
theoretically explain differences in internet use. Yet existing studies often merely 
show how differences in VAA use are organized along socio-demographics lines, 
which is a more particular aspect of the empirical ‘poverty’ of e-democracy and 
digital divide research in general (cf. Barzilai-Nahon, 2006; Van Dijk, 2006). 
 In my study, I focus on the role of political interest and knowledge, because 
these resources can be considered as particularly relevant in regard to VAA use. 
After all, the political potential of VAAs is primarily conceptualized in terms of 
their ability to inform the uninformed and engage citizens with a ‘minimum 
amount of political interest’ (Fivaz & Schwarz, 2007, p. 15).44 Thus, I ask: 
 RQ1: Are age differences in VAA use mediated by political interest and knowledge? 
As mentioned, I am particularly interested in youth’s VAA use; it is shown that 
youth are generally neither interested in nor informed about electoral politics, but 
it has also been observed that VAAs are especially popular among youth. VAAs, 
therefore, can be considered as ‘suspicious’ of having the potential to mobilize this 
normally unmobilized group. I will investigate whether this potential is indeed re-
alized among young people, and whether this is the case among this group specifi-
cally. This amounts to assessing age as a statistical factor (‘moderator’) that influ-
ences the role of political interest and knowledge in VAA use among young and 
older people. 

RQ2: Does age moderate the role of political interest and knowledge in VAA use? 
 
Method 
 
Model 
Figure 6.1 below depicts the relationships in the hypothesis and research questions. 
I included two additional socio-demographics in the analyses: gender and educa-
tion level. Age is of my primary concern, while gender and education level serve as 
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X1: Age 

Y: VAA use 

M1: Political interest 

M2: Political knowledge 

X2: Gender 

X3: Education level 

controls for the associations of age (H, RQ1) and as additional input for the com-
parison of the role of political interest and knowledge between age groups (RQ2). 
In total, the model thus includes six variables: age (X1), gender (X2) and education 
level (X3) are the indicators; political interest (M1) and knowledge (M2) are mod-
elled as mediators; and VAA use (Y) is the dependent variable.  
 The model’s parsimoniousness reflects my research goals. If my aim had 
been to explain VAA use in full, or to investigate gaps in material, motivational or 
skills access as well, I would have needed a more comprehensive model.45 Further, 
note that political interest and knowledge are linked; the former resource underlies 
the activities (particularly news consumption) that produce political knowledge 
(cf. Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996; Eveland, Hayes, Shah & Kwak, 2005).  
 We can generally expect that youth, women and the less educated have less 
political interest and knowledge than older people, men and more educated; and, 
that the latter consequently use the internet more often for political purposes (e.g., 
Bonfadelli, 2002; Delli Carpini, 2000; Sanbonmatsu, 2003). Yet for the reasons dis-
cussed above, it is unclear what we can expect for VAA use in particular.  
 

Figure 6.1: Theoretical model 
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Structural equation modeling 
I analyzed the modeled relationships with structural equation modeling (SEM) in 
the statistical software package AMOS (7.0). SEM is used for analyses of latent va-
riables, but it is also used for assessment (‘path analysis’) of manifest variables only 
as this technique can disentangle meditational effects (‘indirect effects’) in a com-
plex of paths from indicators and mediators to dependent variables (cf. Hayes et 
al., 2008). 
 
Sample 
The modeled variables were measured with a survey (N=819) that was conducted 
during the Dutch elections of 22 November 2006. This data was acquired by the 
Dutch research agency Ruigrok/Netpanel, and it was limited to respondents who 
were eligible to vote on election day (i.e., people who were at least 18 years old), 
and who used the internet at home or elsewhere.46  
 I investigated age differences in VAA use (H) and the mediation of political 
interest and knowledge (RQ1) in the sample as a whole (‘model 1’), but I also di-
vided the sample into two age groups to generate more specific conclusions about 
age differences in VAA use (H), the mediation of the resources (RQ1), and to assess 
the moderating role of age (RQ2). The first age group includes respondents who 
were between 18 and 25 years old on election day; that is, those who were eligible 
to vote within the age group that is generally considered ‘youth’ (or ‘young 
people’) by researchers and policy makers (N=106; ‘model 2’) (IARD, 2001). The 
second age group consists of respondents who were 26 years old or older (N=713; 
‘model 3’).47 
 
Measures 
Age was measured in years (M=42, SD=13.2 for all; M=22, SD=2.1 for youth; 
M=45.1, SD=11.4 for older people) and gender as a binary variable (women=0, 
men=1; M=.49 for all sample groups). Education level was also measured as a bi-
nary variable, distinguishing between respondents who obtained a medium-level 
secondary education grade or lower (value 0), and those with a higher degree 
(value 1) (M=.44 for all; M=.52 for youth; M=.42 for older people). Political interest 
was measured on a five-points-scale by a set of three items about news consump-
tion and discussing politics with friends, family and colleagues that was validated 
in subsequent Dutch Parliamentary Election Studies (Nationaal Kiezersonderzoek; 
Dans Easy, 2009; C’s α=.82). Next, photos of four Dutch politicians were used to 
assess political knowledge, a measure also validated in the Dutch Parliamentary 
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Election Studies (C’s α=.83). By using lists of possible answers, respondents were 
asked to indicate the politicians’ name, party and position. Therewith, the value of 
political knowledge ranges from 0 to 12 correct answers. Lastly, VAA use was 
measured by asking the respondents whether they had consulted VoteMatch and 
VoteCompass during the elections (values=0, 1 or 2 VAAs used; M=1.0, SD=.8 for 
all; M=1.3, SD=.7 for youth; M=.9, SD=.8 for older people).  
 
H: Younger people use VAAs more than older people. 
I assessed the hypothesis on the basis of the direct effects from age on VAA use 
(X1Y in figure 6.1). This effect is independent of gender and education level; al-
though not drawn in figure 6.1, correlations between the exogenous variables 
were allowed in the model. 
 
RQ1: Are age differences in VAA use mediated by political interest and knowledge? 
As Preacher and Hayes (2008, p. 28) note, ‘the dual challenge (...) is to assess the 
presence and strength of the total indirect effect through the set of mediators, and 
to assess the presence and strength of the specific indirect effects through the indi-
vidual mediators.’ The total indirect effect is, in the model discussed above, the 
sum of the specific indirect effects of age on VAA use, that is, the specific indirect 
effects of age on VAA use via political interest (X1M1Y), via political knowl-
edge (X1M2Y), and via political interest and political knowledge 
(X1M1M2Y). These specific indirect effects are the products of the specific 
direct effects (unstandardized regression weights) on the paths from age to VAA 
use. I assessed the significance of the specific indirect effects with the Multivariate 
Delta Method as used in Sobel’s (1982) first-order approximation and extensions 
thereof based on 95% confidence intervals.48 A specific indirect effect is significant 
if the interval does not include zero.49 
 
RQ2: Does age moderate the role of political interest and knowledge in VAA use? 
I subsequently investigated the similarities and differences in the direct and indi-
rect paths between the sample group with youth (model 2) and the sample group 
with older people (model 3).50 By comparing these paths in respect of significance 
and direction, I determined whether age is a condition that influences (i.e., mod-
erates) the relations between the modeled indicators, mediators and VAA use (cf. 
Baron & Kenny, 1986). It is additionally possible to conduct a chi-square test to 
formally assess moderation. I do not use this test, however, because it is likely to 
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yield unreliable results if sample sizes differ substantially. My assessment of mod-
eration should therefore be considered explorative by nature. 
 
Results 
 
H: Younger people use VAAs more than older people. 
SEM is not conducted with individual data, but on the basis of correlations be-
tween variables. The correlations between the variables in the model (see table 6.1) 
for the whole group indicate, as expected, that younger people use VAAs more 
than older people (r=-.257, p<.01). Younger people also use VAAs significantly 
more than older people in the group with older people (r=-.201, p<.01), but not in 
the group with youth.  
 
Table 6.1: Bivariate correlations 
 
  

Sample 
group 

 
 

Age 

 
 

Gender 

Educa-
tion  
level 

 
Political  
interest 

Political 
know-
ledge 

 
 

VAA use 

Age 
All ages 

18-25 
>25 

1 
1 
1 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Gender 
All ages 

18-25 
>25 

.150** 
.042 

.148** 

1 
1 
1 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Education  
level 

All ages 
18-25 
>25 

-.134** 
.186 

-.107** 

.038 
-.205* 
.081* 

1 
1 
1 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Political  
interest 

All ages 
18-25 
>25 

.094** 
.072 
.096* 

.198** 

.271** 

.187** 

.263** 
-.057 
.304** 

1 
1 
1 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Political 
knowledge 

All ages 
18-25 
>25 

.088* 

.201* 
.046 

.142** 
.125 

.139** 

.288** 
.205* 
.309** 

.342** 
.127 

.369** 

1 
1 
1 

. 

. 

. 

VAA use 
All ages 

18-25 
>25 

-.257** 
-.090 

-.201** 

.003 
-.229* 
.048 

.133** 
-.076 
.141** 

.192** 
.117 

.212** 

.196** 
.050 

.237** 

1 
1 
1 

Table shows Pearson correlations. *=sig p<.05; **=sig p<.01. N(all ages)=819; N(18-
25)=106; N(>25)=713. 
 
The SEM models, which fit according to the indices used (all models: χ2=.000, 
CFI=1.000, NFI=1.000, NCP=.000; cf. Byrne, 200151), yield similar results (see re-
sults in table 6.2). On the one hand, younger people use VAAs more than older 
people in the models with all ages (B=-.018, SE=.002, p<.001) and older respon-
dents (B=-.016, SE=.003, p<.001). On the other hand, younger people do not use 
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VAAs significantly more than older people in the sample group with young 
people. 
 
Table 6.2: Direct, indirect and total effects 
 
 Direct effects Indirect effects Total effects 
 Model 1 

all ages 
Model 2 

18-25 
Model 3 

>25 
Model 1 
all ages 

Model 2 
18-25 

Model 3 
>25 

Model 1 
all ages 

Model 2 
18-25 

Model 3 
>25 

Age on  
VAA use 

-.01751*** 
(.002) 

-.02796 
(.035) 

-.01605*** 
(.003) 

.00217 .00820 .00201 -.01533 -.01976 -.01404 

Age on  
pol interest 

.00194** 
(.001) 

.00518 
(.011) 

.00231** 
(.001) 

n/a n/a n/a .00194 .00518 .00231 

Age on pol 
knowledge 

.00318* 
(.001) 

.02839 
(.023) 

.00145 
(.002) 

.00103 .00086 .00134 .00421 .02926 .00279 

Gender on 
VAA use 

-.01656 
(.055) 

-.48185** 
(.150) 

.04097 
(.058) 

.07617 .11042 .06826 .05961 -.37144 .10922 

Gender on 
pol interest 

.08460*** 
(.016) 

.12877** 
(.044) 

.07258*** 
(.018) 

n/a n/a n/a .08460 .12877 .07258 

Gender on 
pol know-
ledge 

.06894* 
(.033) 

.14397 
(.097) 

.06260 
(.035) 

.04483 .02148 .04197 .11377 .16545 .10458 

Education 
on VAA 
use 

.00789 
(.057) 

-.17873 
(.152) 

.01579 
(.062) 

.15269 .05108 .17006 .16059 -.12765 .18585 

Education 
on pol in-
terest 

.13363*** 
(.016) 

.02053 
(.046) 

.15242*** 
(.018) 

n/a n/a n/a .13363 .02053 .15242 

Education 
on pol 
knowledge 

.22975*** 
(.034) 

.22435* 
(.097) 

.22240*** 
(.036) 

.07081 .00342 .08815 .30057 .22778 .31055 

Pol interest 
on pol 
knowledge 

.52993*** 
(.069) 

.16681 
(.205) 

.57830*** 
(.073) 

n/a n/a n/a .52993 .16681 .57830 

Pol interest 
on VAA 
use 

.54009*** 
(.118) 

.64388 
(.315) 

.51700*** 
(.123) 

.14197 .02773 .16994 .68206 .67161 .68694 

Pol know-
ledge on 
VAA use 

.26790*** 
(.058) 

.16625 
(.149) 

.29385*** 
(.063) 

n/a n/a n/a .26790 .16625 .29385 

Table shows unstandardized regression weights. N(all ages)=819; N(18-25)=106; 
N(>25)=713. SEs for the direct effects are reported between parentheses. *sig p<.05; **sig 
p<.01; ***sig p<.001. Total effect = direct effects + indirect effect; minor differences in table 
are possible due to rounding. Explained variances for all: R2(political interest)=.12; 
R2(political knowledge)=.17; R2(VAA use)=.14. For young: R2(political interest)=.08; 
R2(political knowledge)=.11; R2(VAA use)=.11. For old: R2(political interest)=.13; 
R2(political knowledge)=.18; R2(VAA use)=.13.  
 
RQ1: Are age differences in VAA use mediated by political interest and knowledge? 
Based on table 6.2, it is possible to determine whether the specific indirect effects of 
age on VAA use are significant. In the group with all ages, only the indirect effect 
via political knowledge is significant (.00085; CI: .00022, .00149). In the sample 
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group with youth, none of the specific indirect effects are significant. In the sample 
group with older people, the indirect effects via political interest (.00119; CI: .00004, 
.00235) and via political interest and knowledge (.00039; CI: .00001, .00078) are sig-
nificant. Thus, significant indirect effects of age only occur in the sample groups 
with all respondents and older people (see overview in table 6.3). 
 
Table 6.3: Indirect effects of age on VAA use 
 
  

Via political interest 
X1M1Y 

Via political  
knowledge 
X1M2Y 

Via pol interest  
and knowledge 

X1M1M2Y 

Total  
indirect 
effect 

 Product 95% CI Product 95% CI Product 95% CI Product 
All ages .00105 -.00010 

.00211 
.00085 .00022 

.00149* 
.00028 -.00005 

.00060 
.00218 

18-25 .00334 -.01151 
.01758 

.00472 -.00646 
.01581 

.00014 -.00059 
.00088 

.00811 

>25 .00119 .00004 
.00235* 

.00043 -.00074 
.00159 

.00039 
 

.00001 
.00078* 

.00201 

*Sig in 95% CI. Total indirect effect equals the sum of the specific indirect effects; minor dif-
ferences are possible due to rounding. 
 
RQ2: Does age moderate the role of political interest and knowledge in VAA use? 
Above, I touched upon the fact that there are path differences between the sample 
groups with youth and older people. I will now explore these differences in more 
detail. Looking at all the paths to and from the mediators, it is possible to identify 
differences in regard to the significance of direct effects, the direction of direct ef-
fects, and the significance of indirect effects. 
 Significance of direct effects. Table 6.2 above shows that there are eight signifi-
cant direct effects among older people, and only three among young people. Also, 
the location of significance differs among the sample groups. In the older group, 
there are significant effects of age on VAA use (B=-.016, SE=.003, p<.001) and polit-
ical interest (B=.002, SE=.001, p<.01), of education on political interest (B=.152, 
SE=.018, p<.001), of political interest on political knowledge (B=.578, SE=.073, 
p<.001), and of political interest and knowledge on VAA use (B=.517, SE=.123, 
p<.001; B=.294, SE=.063, p<.001), but these effects are not significant in the younger 
group. Conversely, in the younger group, there is a significant effect of gender on 
VAA use (B=-.482, SE=.150, p<.01), but this effect is not significant among the older 
people. Particularly interesting is that political interest and knowledge have signif-
icant direct effects on VAA use among older people, but not in the sample group 
with youth. This indicates that the political resources are of less importance in re-
gard to VAA use among the young. 
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 Direction of direct effects. Table 6.2 also shows that the direction of some specif-
ic direct effects differs between the sample groups. Gender and education have 
negative direct effects on VAA use in the younger group (gender: B=-.482, SE=.150, 
p<.01; education: B=-.179, SE=.152, p>.05) and positive direct effects in the older 
group (gender: B=.041, SE=.058, p>.05; education: B=.016, SE=.062, p>.05).  
 Significance of indirect effects. Table 6.4 below shows that the indirect effects of 
gender and education are only significant in the sample group with older people. 
All the indirect effects of gender and education on VAA use are significant in the 
sample group with older people, and none of these indirect effects are significant 
in the sample group with youth. As discussed above, the indirect effects of age on 
VAA use are also only significant in the sample group with older people. 
 In these respects, there are clear differences in the direct and indirect effects 
between the sample groups with youth and older people. I therefore conclude that 
age appears to moderate the role of political interest and knowledge in the use of 
VAAs. 
 
Table 6.4: Indirect effects of gender and education level on VAA use 
 
  

 
Via political  

interest 

X2/3M1Y 

Via political  
knowledge 

X2/3M2Y 

Via political int., 
knowledge 

X2/3M1M2Y 

Total  
indirect 
effect 

  Product 95% CI Product 95% CI Product 95% CI Product 
18-
25 

Gender .08291 -.01406  
.17989 

.02392 -.02868  
.07628 

.00357 -.00734  
.01448 

.11040 

 Educa-
tion  

.01322 -.04620  
.07264 

.03715 -.03560  
.10989 

.00057 -.00245  
.00359 

.05094 

>25 Gender .03752 .01225  
.06280* 

.01831 .04474  
.08596* 

.01233 .00384  
.02082* 

.06825 

 Educa-
tion  

.07880 .03778  
.11982* 

.06535 .03093  
.09977* 

.02590 .01192  
.03988* 

.17005 

*Sig in 95% CI. Total indirect effect equals the sum of the specific indirect effects; minor dif-
ferences are possible due to rounding. 
 
Discussion 
Based on the analyses, I confirm the hypothesis that younger people use VAAs more 
than older people. Age difference are, however, only significant in the whole sam-
ple and the sample group with older people. In regard to the first research question, I 
found that political interest and knowledge have significant indirect effects on 
VAA use in the sample groups with all respondents and older people. In regard to 
the second research question, I discussed three differences between the samples with 
youth and older people. First, most indirect effects are significant among older 
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people, but not among youth. Second, political interest and knowledge are both 
significantly associated with VAA use in the older group, but not among youth. 
Third, women and less educated use VAAs less than men and more educated in 
the older group, but vice versa in the younger group.  
 Some of the findings are predictable and others are not predictable in view of 
what previous studies found. Predictable is that I found that younger people, 
women and less educated generally have less political interest and knowledge 
than older people, men and more educated (cf. Bonfadelli, 2002; Delli Carpini, 
2000; Sanbonmatsu, 2003). Unpredictable is that I found that VAAs are not neces-
sarily predominantly used by the resource-rich, because other studies have indi-
cated that e-democracy applications are mainly used by resource-rich men (cf. Fi-
vaz & Schwarz, 2007; Oates et al., 2006; Solop, 2001; Tolbert et al., 2002). I found 
that the use of the same VAAs generally fits the mobilization thesis among youth, 
and the normalization thesis among older people. VAAs seem to mobilize young 
women in particular, because young women use VAAs significantly more than 
young men, although the former have significantly less political interest than the 
latter. At this point, however, I must emphasize again that this result confirms the 
mobilization thesis only in regard to the use of political internet applications; this 
chapter is not about potential effects of VAA use on other forms of political partici-
pation or politically favorable attitudes. 
 Further, none of the findings about youth’s VAA use directly oppose the 
emerging consensus in survey-based studies that political (or, more broadly, civic) 
internet use in general is determined by people’s material, social and political re-
sourcefulness. It rather suggests that internet use is also influenced by the moments 
and peculiarities of the ways in which political issues are addressed in specific web 
applications such as VAAs.  
 As general internet use has received the lion’s share of scholarly attention up 
till now, it is not even a cliché of Lupia and Philpot (2005, p. 1124) to note that ‘the 
internet is not a monolith with which people interact as a whole. Instead, individu-
als interact with specific websites.’ Lupia and Philpot’s (2005) contribution was 
aimed at discussing the importance of website-specific research, but, as argued, 
time is also of the essence; that is, it is equally important to zoom in on the moment 
of internet use to achieve more specific conclusions about moment-specific internet 
use, such as VAA use. These specifications can be regarded forms of contextualiza-
tion, that is, investigating internet use in relation to the ‘what’ (which applications) 
and the ‘when’ (which moments).  
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 New and more detailed knowledge about political (or civic) internet use can 
be discovered in such contexts. I propose that this knowledge will be especially 
helpful to generate a more nuanced understanding of political internet use, and the 
conditions under which mobilization and normalization can occur. Again, there is 
no reason to suppose that mobilization and normalization claims necessarily con-
tradict each other. In my study, I split internet use into two age groups, confined it 
in both time (November 2006) and space (two specific sites), and found data that 
support mobilization and normalization claims.  
 The literature in general is also rife with both mobilization and normalization 
claims, which begs for a profound reflection on why this is the case. One reason, I 
suggest, is that the evidence that supports the two kinds of claims is detected by 
different kinds of academic ‘radars’. Specific manifestations online tend to catch 
the attention of the ‘optimists’, while general patterns in internet use often worry 
the ‘sceptics’. Related, optimistic accounts often rely on data collected with qualita-
tive methods (interviews, focus groups, content analysis), while pessimistic ac-
counts often rely on survey-based methods. Some, like Chadwick (2006), have ad-
vocated bridging the detections of both radars; I argue that there is at least one 
solid bridge to walk: the one between general internet use and specific internet use. 
This can be done, as shown in this chapter, with contextual surveys that investigate 
the profile of those who use the showcases celebrated in mobilization theory. 
 How VoteMatch and VoteCompass attracted the attention of youth more 
precisely, however, ought be studied in future research. My analyses were not 
aimed at explaining VAA use in full, which shows in the rather low explained 
variances of VAA use in the models (14% for all; 11% for youth; 13% for older peo-
ple). At this point, I suggest that an obvious factor that is likely to contribute to 
VAAs’ popularity among youth is that youth are generally more experienced with 
internet use than older people (Di Gennaro & Dutton, 2006; Polat, 2005). Further, 
we can speculate that VAAs’ ‘cheapness’ of use attracted the attention of the young 
resource-poor (Walgrave et al., 2008a): doing a VAA takes about five to ten min-
utes to answer about thirty multiple choice questions. Such cheap formats are 
bound to increase users’ perceptions of the effectiveness and efficiency of internet 
applications, as acknowledged in ‘usability studies’ (Lupia & Philpot, 2005). 
Cheapness of use might also explain why the use of the Dutch VAAs is different 
from the use of more complex e-democracy applications, such as the Minnesota E-
democracy project, where citizens are expected to participate in more ‘open’ de-
bates – without multiple choice questions (Dahlberg, 2001a). One of the first e-
democracy applications ever set up, the Minnesota project received much praise 
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for its contribution to democracy. Yet, in contrast with my conclusions about the 
Dutch VAAs, Jensen (2006) shows that the Minnesota project ‘mobilized the mobi-
lized’. Perhaps, then, a VAA-like format is particularly helpful to policy makers 
and web producers who aspire to utilize the internet to engage and inform (young) 
unengaged and uninformed citizens. 
 There are also factors that are not directly or solely related to the internet. For 
example, the issue addressed by VoteMatch and VoteCompass – the Dutch 2006 
elections – was extremely salient in the Dutch media (cf. Kleinnijenhuis, 2007). 
And, although youth might generally not be too interested in electoral politics, 
many might still consider elections in particular the climax in democracy and poli-
tics (Aalberts, 2006). Contextualizing internet use in terms of moments and cases 
thus also points to the need of understanding how political events (like elections) 
can count as momentums in citizens’ experience of politics, and how these 
momentums can translate into momentums in political internet use (like VAA 
use).  
 The moment of internet use is, then, not only methodologically relevant 
when particular internet applications are used on moments (such as VAAs). It is 
also theoretically relevant when considering electoral politics as something hetero-
geneous. People might distinguish between ‘politics as usual’ and ‘special politics’, 
the latter being salient, important or shocking events that might spark political 
internet use in unexpected parts of society. Aalberts (ibid.) showed that qualitative 
research can be helpful to achieve a more precise understanding of such processes, 
and to illuminate ‘the precise mechanisms explaining the appropriation and di-
vision of the [internet]’ (Van Dijk, 2006, p. 234). 
 To conclude, although my results support the mobilization thesis for youth, I 
must emphasize that over-enthusiasm lies in wait. My study hopefully provides 
some fresh food for thought in regard to the mobilization/normalization debate, 
but its limitations also raise a number of new questions that may be addressed in 
future studies in order to further evaluate the findings presented here. 
 First, I did not aim to make inferences about how VAAs are used in the 
Dutch population at large. Although the number of internet users and the intensity 
of internet use has grown rapidly, especially among Dutch youth (STIR, 2009), 
access gaps still exist (Van Dijk, 2006) and must be taken into account to make 
more general judgments about VAAs’ role in democratic society. Second, I have 
focused on the political resources that are most relevant in relation to VAA use – 
political interest and political knowledge – but other resources (such as social trust) 
might be equally or more relevant in regard to other internet applications. Third, 
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the low costs of VAA use appeal to more normative questions about what VAA 
use fundamentally means for democracy and political participation, especially if 
cheapness of use is a necessary condition of VAAs’ popularity or political partici-
pation in general among the resource-poor (MiraMedia, 2005; Qrius, 2005). Is the 
use of VAAs or other cheap internet applications just another manifestation of ‘thin 
citizenship’ (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996), or is it a substantial form of political 
participation? A fourth, related issue concerns the effects of the use of low cost in-
ternet applications in particular on civic attitudes or other forms of online and of-
fline participation. Based on cross-sectional survey data, my analyses were, as said, 
aimed at investigating whether VAAs are used among resource-poor youth. Mobi-
lizing effects of VAA use, however, can be properly investigated on the basis of 
longitudinal survey data, with which it is possible to distinguish between cova-
riance and causation, and yield rigorous conclusions about causality directions. 
While a few studies found effects of general patterns in political internet use on of-
fline political participation (e.g., Tolbert & McNeil, 2003), the normalizing and mo-
bilizing effects of VAAs or other cheap internet applications remain unclear. 
 
Notes 
                                                 
43  Only a few studies have investigated possible effects of VAA use. These studies focused, 

more specifically, on VAAs’ effects on voting behavior, and they yielded mixed results. 
For instance, Fivaz and Schwarz (2007) found considerable influence of a VAA called 
SmartVote during the Swiss 2006 regional elections (with 74% of users reporting that the 
VAA influenced their vote), but Walgrave et al. (2008a) found that a Belgian VAA called 
DoeDeStemTest had only modest effects on voters’ decisions during the Belgian 2004 re-
gional elections (with 1% of users reporting that the VAA influenced their vote). 

44  For general discussions about the importance of political interest and the ‘know-
ledge gap’ in regard to internet use, see Bonfadelli (2002) and Mondak and Anderson 
(2004). 

45  As discussed above, material, motivational and skills gaps in internet access appear to 
be minimal among Dutch young people. 

46  Highly educated people were slightly overrepresented in the sample; yet I did not con-
duct correcting weighting procedures, because my research goals are not about making 
inferences in regard to the Dutch population. 

47  All samples meet the SEM requirement that the sample size must be at least 50 more 
than 8 times the number of variables in the model (in my case, N>98), or that there are 
at least 10 times more cases than variables (in my case, N>60) (Mitchell, 1993). Howev-
er, it should be noted that the size of and measurement variety of the age variable in the 
sample group with older people are larger than the size of and age variety in the sample 
with younger people (see specifics below). This increases the likelihood that I find 
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significant age related correlations and effects in the older group, and decreases the 
possibility that age related correlations and effects are significant in the younger group. 

48  Confidence interval: (point estimate)+/-(critial value)*(standard error). Point estimate is 
product of coefficients. Critical value for 95% confidence interval: 1.96. Formula for 
standard error for two-step-effect (XMY): (a2sb2+b2sa2).5. Formula for standard error 
for three-step-effect (XM1M2Y): (a2b2sc2+a2c2sb2+b2c2sa2).5. 

49  Some distinghuish between a significant indirect effect and a significant mediation effect. 
The former becomes the latter if the direct effect of the relevant indicator on the 
dependent variable is significant, and changes if mediators are entered into the model 
(cf. Preacher & Hayes 2004, 2008). For brevity’s sake, I will not distinghuish between 
both types of significance in the discussion of the results, and report mediation in terms 
of significance of indirect effects. 

50 I will look at all the paths to and from the mediators, including the paths that depart 
from gender and education level. For the calculation of the indirect effects of gender 
and education level, I will follow the same steps as stipulated above for the calculation 
for the indirect effects of age. 

51  The reporting of the chi-square statistic is ubiquitous, but it is considered unreliable if 
sample sizes are large. Therefore, I provide additional fit indices: the Comparative Fit 
Index (CFI; fit if >.90), the Normed Fit Index (NFI; fit if >.90), and the Non-Centrality 
Parameter (NCP; fit if low). 
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CHAPTER 7 
 
 

VIEWS FROM OUTSIDE THE DEMOCRATIC BOX: YOUTH’S SITU-
ATED ARTICULATIONS OF EFFICACY IN CIVIC PARTICIPATION 

 
 

At the time of writing, the journal version of this chapter was under review at the 
Journal of Youth Studies. Liesbet van Zoonen and Floris Müller are second and third 
authors in the journal version.  
 
Introduction 
It appears that Western policy makers have increasingly embraced the idea that 
youth’s civic participation is in deficit. In order to reinvigorate youth’s civic par-
ticipation, policy makers have devised a range of policies. British policy makers, 
for instance, seek to encourage youth’s civic participation through youth councils 
and educational projects (Sloam, 2007). The incumbent Dutch Ministry for Youth 
and Family encourages youth’s participation in decision-making processes and 
‘social traineeships’ (Hirzalla & Van Zoonen, 2009). In Scandinavian countries, 
youth’s civic participation forms a major policy field, leading to experiments with 
e-democracy and youth parliaments (IARD, 2001). On a transnational level, the EU 
carries out policies within the framework of the White Paper on Youth – ‘a re-
sponse to the apparent disaffection of youth with traditional forms of participation 
in public life’ (COMM206, 2005). 

Policy makers’ worries about youth’s civic participation are, however, only 
partly legitimized by the results of academic studies. Research indicates that 
youth’s participation in electoral politics is indeed low, but there are also studies 
that find that youth are active in non-electoral and non-institutional forms of civic 
participation (Dahlgren, 2007; Sloam, 2007). Why youth appear to prefer non-
electoral and non-institutional variants is a matter of ongoing debate. 

In this chapter, I aim to contribute to this debate through a qualitative inves-
tigation of youth’s feelings of internal and external efficacy in regard to four ‘par-
ticipation modes’ – Politics, Activism, Consumption, and Sharing – that comprise a 
wide range of online and offline civic activities (Hirzalla & Van Zoonen, 2009). Af-
ter a review of the relevant literature and a discussion of my method, I demon-
strate how Dutch youth in 10 focus group sessions conceptualized the presence 
and absence of efficacy in the context of their experiences, and how they 
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articulated the significance of efficacy in the context of their goals. I close with a 
section in which I summarize the main results and discuss a number of implica-
tions for future research. 
 
Participation and efficacy 
Civic participation is widely considered as an essential attribute of democratic citi-
zenship (Devine, 2002). The importance of civic participation among youth specifi-
cally, as a distinct group, is derived from the ‘formative nature’ of childhood and 
adolescence. In addition, youth can safeguard their interests, it is argued, through 
civic participation (Galston, 1995; Henn, Weinstein & Wring, 2002).  
 Although researchers generally agree that youth’s civic participation is im-
portant in these respects, research has relied on different definitions of what ‘civic’ 
activities are in the first place. In reviewing these definitions, and based on an em-
pirical assessment of youth’s participation in the Netherlands, Hirzalla and Van 
Zoonen (2009) identified four ‘participation modes’ that comprise a wide range of 
online and offline civic activities. The first mode, Politics, is confined to activities in 
the realm of formal politics, such as voting and being a member of a political party. 
Activism forms a second mode, composed of social movement and community ac-
tivities such as volunteering. Consumption is identified as a distinct third mode that 
includes the consumption of goods with social or political significance, such as 
products with recycled packaging. Sharing, the fourth mode, comprises a range of 
communicative activities, varying from relatively simple activities such as for-
warding e-mails to more elaborate investments such as writing blogs.52  
 Research generally indicates that, in the last few decades, youth have been 
less active in Politics than in the other three modes (Coleman, 2007b; Coleman & 
Row, 2005; Delli Carpini, 2000; Hirzalla & Van Zoonen, 2008, 2009; Livingstone et 
al., 2007; Pattie, Seyd & Whitely, 2003; Whiting & Harper, 2003). Scholars have fo-
cussed on different material and attitudinal resources to explain this trend. One of 
these resources is efficacy, which is generally studied as two more specific cur-
rents. On the one hand, external efficacy is defined in terms of people’s feelings of 
empowerment in light of the perceived responsiveness of institutions and other 
people. On the other hand, internal efficacy refers to people’s beliefs about their 
competence to understand and conduct activities (Kenski & Stroud, 2006; Morrell, 
2003). Extant research about external and internal efficacy has not, however, 
yielded uniform results. Although analyses generally conclude that external effica-
cy promotes participation (Kaid, 2004), there are also studies that arrive at the op-
posite conclusion (Kahne & Westheimer, 2002). Studies about the role of internal 
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efficacy have also yielded mixed results. These inconsistencies might be ascribed to 
the use of different measures, and to measures of external and internal efficacy 
mixed together (Morrell, 2003).  
 Aside from these ambiguities, there are a number of other, mostly interre-
lated issues that render the question of efficacy in youth’s civic participation unre-
solved. Two of these issues are primarily manifested on an operational level. First, 
research about efficacy has focussed on a narrow selection of offline activities, par-
ticularly activities within formal politics (still more in particular: voting). Second, 
research has focused on the role of efficacy among people in general, and not on its 
role among youth (Catt, 2005; ICR, 2006; Kaid, 2004). Both of these issues might be 
problematic in view of youth’s specific agenda: one that is expressed in youth’s 
‘own’ world and in their ‘own’ terms (in regard to language, values, aspirations, 
and lifestyle) that can be misunderstood in research and policies (Coleman & 
Rowe, 2005; Henn et al., 2002; Inglehart, 1997; Norris, 2003a; O’Toole, Marsh & 
Jones, 2003). 
 There are also four more fundamental issues on a methodological and theo-
retical level that potentially limit the scope of knowledge produced in mainstream 
research about the role of efficacy in civic participation. First, efficacy theory typi-
cally relates efficacy to people’s political goals (Coleman, Morrison & Svennevig, 
2008; Kaid, 2004). Hence the term ‘political efficacy’, referring to ‘the feeling that 
political and social change is possible, and that the individual citizen can play a 
part in bringing about this change’, as the classic definition (of external and inter-
nal political efficacy) of Campbell, Gurin and Miller (1954, p. 187) reads. However, 
people may participate in activities for a variety of goals aside from distinct politi-
cal goals, such as making new friends or developing social skills. In these cases, 
feeling empowered to pursue a political goal is bound to be less relevant to people 
than feeling empowered to make new friends or to develop social skills through 
participation in a certain activity called ‘civic’ or ‘political’ in the literature. Conse-
quently, potential variations in people’s goals problematize a theoretical focus on 
political efficacy only; the kind of efficacy most relevant to people may take differ-
ent directions, depending on their goals. 
 Second, and related, scholars have not focused on depicting the conditions 
under which efficacy might not be important for civic participation. For instance, 
what does external efficacy mean to a person who does not aspire to achieve an 
‘external’ goal?; and, what does internal civic efficacy mean to someone who em-
barks upon a challenge? Although such questions, however basic, are not posed at 
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the forefront of the literature, they may further complicate any relationship be-
tween efficacy and civic participation.  
 Third, efficacy theory is generally based on survey-based research. While 
evidently informative in their own right, questionnaires with closed questions are 
inherently unable to elicit people’s full experiences (Benedicto & Luz Morán, 2007; 
Haste, 2004; Sloam, 2007). More particularly, survey-based measurements do not 
establish how people conceptualize efficacy-related issues specifically, nor do they 
cover the possibility that people conceptualize their feelings of efficacy in a variety 
of terms other than the ones used in survey questions. Hence, what efficacy means 
more specifically to people – that is, the issues to which feelings of empowerment 
are specifically related – is rarely addressed in mainstream research about the role 
of efficacy in civic participation. 
 Fourth, prevailing ambiguities about the role of efficacy in participation ten-
tatively suggest that feelings of efficacy can depend on specific contextual factors 
that remain unheeded in mainstream research. Typical political behaviour research 
on efficacy is, as discussed above, focussed on political efficacy in regard to par-
ticipation in formal politics. ‘The consensus is’, as Valentino, Gregorowicz and 
Groenendyk (2007, p. 4) remark about this research, that: 
 

external and internal efficacy are (…) stable throughout the lifespan. (…) Political 
science has long presumed efficacy a trait established early in life that exerts a stable 
influence on participation throughout adulthood. As defined, political efficacy is not 
vulnerable to short term forces, partisan fluctuations, or particular election out-
comes. In each election, the environment makes salient to the respondent how com-
petent she perceived herself to be in the political sphere, as well as the degree to 
which the system seems responsive to her interests and actions. (…) After the elec-
tion, political efficacy presumably recedes as a relevant personal dimension only to 
be recalled again in the next cycle. 
 

Thus, in political behaviour research, (political) efficacy is generally considered a 
stable and personal ‘trait’, as Valentino et al. (2007) say – a resource relatively in-
dependent of people’s short-term experiences of (the outcome of) their activities. 
How efficacy might also function in more situated ways – that is, as an unstable 
‘state’ continuously in flux, rather than as a stable ‘trait’ – remains undertheorized 
(Valentino et al., 2007).53 
 From the above, I argue that more understanding of how efficacy works can 
be gained if its scope is not reduced to the realization of political goals only; if its 
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significance is evaluated in relation to people’s goals; if its meaning is conceptualized 
more specifically in people’s own terms; and, if its potential situatedness is viewed 
in accordance with people’s experiences.  
 I will attempt to do so in this chapter. In the context of the debate about 
youth’s civic participation, I will focus on a wide range of offline and online activi-
ties deemed ‘civic’ in the literature among youth specifically. My main aim is not to 
challenge the prevailing consensus that more political efficacy can generally be as-
sociated with more participation, or to yield conclusions about ‘how much’ efficacy 
feelings people have. Rather, I aspire to assess how efficacy, as a theoretical con-
struct, can be conceptualized in a more nuanced manner in view of how active 
youth themselves articulate their experiences of empowerment and lack of confi-
dence in regard to their participation in civic activities.  
 
Method 
In order to realize my research goal, I used an interpretative research design based 
on focus group interviews. Such a research design allows selected young people to 
speak on their own terms about efficacy and their activities (Bryman, 2008). The 
methodological specifics of my research design are discussed below: my sample, 
the procedure of the focus group interviews and subsequent analyses thereof, and 
the reporting of the findings respectively. 
 
Sample 
In the previous section, I mentioned that extant research on efficacy has not focus-
sed on youth specifically, and that it has focussed on offline activities in formal 
politics. I aim to go beyond these limitations in empirical focus by a study based on 
interviews with 52 Dutch young people in 10 focus group sessions conducted in 
the period from December 2008 till February 2009.54 The focus group participants 
were selected on the basis of two main criteria: age and participation. All intervie-
wees were aged between 15 and 25 years, including the ages that are often consid-
ered ‘young’ among policy makers and academics (cf. CivicWeb, 2007; IARD, 
2001); and, they were involved in at least one of the four participation modes called 
‘civic’ by Hirzalla and Van Zoonen (2009), that is, Politics, Activism, Consumption, 
and Sharing.55 The sample, therefore, enables an analysis of efficacy’s role among 
active youth, and not inactive youth. The role of efficacy among the former group 
is, as discussed, specifically relevant in view of how efficacy has been generally 
theorized to date: as a (political) resource of active people. 
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 In addition, an attempt was made to balance the number of males and fe-
males within each focus group session; in the sample as a whole, genders were 
about equally represented (53% is female). Education level also varied within each 
focus group, although highly educated young people were overrepresented in 
some focus groups.56 Further, with the exception of three participants,57 all of the 
interviewees participated voluntarily in initiatives within the Politics, Activism, 
Consumption, and/or Sharing modes. That is, they were not paid for their activi-
ties, nor was their involvement in activities part of a formal educational curricu-
lum. A more specific overview of the focus groups and interviewees can be found 
in appendix 7.1. 
 
Procedure 
The moderator of the focus group sessions used an open interview schedule that 
‘permitted’ the discussions to follow their natural dynamic. Participants were 
mainly asked questions about their views on what they can achieve and what they 
want to achieve with their activities. Participants were thus free to construe feelings 
of efficacy in relation to the goals they pursue. This setup allowed for a broad in-
terpretation of the discussions, and aided in generating insights into the issues that, 
as discussed above, remain neglected in extant research on the role of efficacy in 
civic participation among youth: the relative significance of efficacy, what efficacy 
means more specifically, and its potential situatedness regardless of the political-
ness or civicness of the goals pursued. 
 Each of the focus group sessions lasted one hour or longer, and they were 
audio and video taped and transcribed. Transcriptions were investigated through 
an open coding of transcripts. The variations within different topics of conversa-
tion were analyzed by using a constant comparative method (Boeije, 2002; Seale, 
1999). After an initial coding scheme was set up, transcripts were systematically 
coded with the CAQDAS program MaxQDA, which aided the systematisation of 
the process of constant comparison. Subsequently, discussions about external and 
internal efficacy were singled out for axial coding procedures that focused on cate-
gorization of their internal diversity (Seale, 1999).  
 
Findings 
In what follows, I present ‘thick descriptions’ (Geertz, 1973) of how the intervie-
wees articulated feelings of external and internal efficacy in regard to Politics, Ac-
tivism, Consumption and Sharing respectively. The reported findings primarily 
concern interviewees’ articulations in regard to the participation mode in which 
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they were active, but – for completeness’ sake – I also report findings about the in-
stances and ways the interviewees spoke about modes in which they were not ac-
tive. 
 
Politics 
The topic of electoral politics evoked many critical reactions in the focus groups. 
Most interviewees expressed doubts about the trustworthiness of politicians. In the 
excerpt below, for example, two bloggers expressed such doubts in relation to 
Barack Obama’s popularity during and shortly after the US 2008 election cam-
paign.58 
 
Jan:   It scares me a lot to see that Obama is so popular. It’s all based on empty 

words like yes we can and hope. (...) It looks like everybody thinks that this 
man is going to change everything.  

Susan:  Yeah, but this is how it works, they always say things in their election cam-
paigns, but whether they will do it or not... That’s the question. (...) Elections 
are not about contents, but about loose howls. 

Jan:  That’s what scares me, (...) it’s all based on air. 
 
Discussions about politicians’ untrustworthiness indicated a lack of external effi-
cacy among the interviewees towards formal politics. These discussions served oc-
casionally as the discursive frameworks of utterances about voting in particular as 
a futile activity. That is, distrust about politicians’ capacities and ambitions ap-
peared to hamper their feeling that their vote has desired effects. ‘For whom are 
we voting anyway?’, one participant asked rhetorically; ‘they’, another interviewee 
alleged, ‘don’t open the book’; ‘they don’t say what they really think anyway’, dif-
ferent participants said; and many interviewees spoke of a ‘divide’ between politi-
cians and common citizens.  
 Some of this wording is reminiscent of the present discourse of Dutch op-
positional parties and news media that problematizes the integrity of established 
parties and government (cf. Brants & Van Praag, 2005). At first sight, it might thus 
appear that the interviewees who used terms such as ‘divide’ simply copied politi-
cal and media discourse to express a view on formal politics. However, some in-
terviewees seemed to borrow such terms to underscore their own critical thoughts. 
For example, at one point, referring to a decision by the former George W. Bush 
administration, Jan asked how it is possible that ‘they talk about peace and send a 
ship with guns to Israel.’  
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 The external inefficacy and distrust that he expressed was thus articulated via 
a rejection of the policies of Obama’s predecessors. He made it seem irrelevant 
who was in ultimate political charge. Like many others in the focus groups, he ex-
pressed external inefficacy in regard to formal politics as a system that is inherently 
run by untrustworthy people. 
 Exceptions came from the focus groups with youth that were actually active 
in initiatives within the Politics mode, thus the group with youth who participated 
in Obama’s campaign and the group with the Young Socialists. In the former 
group, interviewees said that Obama is ‘special’ and that campaigning for him is 
effective. ‘I had the feeling that something special is going on, and I just wanted to 
be a witness of that’, one of the campaigners said. ‘You know, I know somebody in 
Iraq; I just hope that Obama will stop the suffering there’, another participant said. 
Alternatively, the members of the Young Socialists generally accepted that to ‘not 
open the book’ is, in the words of one of them, ‘part of the game’. With such re-
marks, they articulated approval and understanding of ‘how politics works’.  
 In addition, some of the Young Socialists allied themselves with ‘the politi-
cians’ who were rendered an outgroup (‘they’) in other discussions by speaking 
about Labour politicians in terms of ‘we’. As such, they were keen to stress their of-
ficial position within the Young Socialists, to mention their achievements, and to 
demonstrate their knowledge of ‘their’ Labour Party. Marleen, for example, spoke 
on several occasions explicitly ‘as the secretary of the integration taskforce’; and, 
during the discussion, Dick repeatedly drew party documents out of his briefcase 
to underscore his opinion with official statistics. At the end of the discussion, Mar-
leen and Dick exchanged cards.  
 These discussions thus suggest that these youth gathered self-esteem from 
their involvement in the Young Socialists. How they assumed the cloak of an in-
sider corresponded with their enthusiastic responses to the moderator’s question 
about what ‘they can achieve’. Articulations indicating feelings of external efficacy 
were, however, limited to and entrenched in memories of personal experiences 
with ‘successful’ campaigning activities aimed at the recruitment of new members. 
For example, Dick recalled a ‘pro-Tibet campaign’ that ‘attracted so many new 
members’; and, Stef was eager to note his success in recruiting members by doing 
small talk ‘with everybody, even with low educated people’.  
 In this way, external efficacy was manifested as something that emerged 
from firsthand experience. It was not articulated as a resource that inspired them to 
become politically active. When asked about why they ‘got involved’, the inter-
viewees talked about a ‘feeling’ that urged them ‘to do something’ and an interest 
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in ‘talking about politics’. More than anything, they articulated their motivation as 
a desire for social interaction in which politics is ‘talked’ or ‘done’ as a goal in itself 
– without clear ‘external’ pretentions to change society via politics. This is illus-
trated by the following excerpt, which shows a discussion between two interview-
ees about their initial motivation to join the Young Socialists. 
 
Bill:  It just seemed nice to talk with people about politics, like we are doing now, 

instead of talking about the weather or football. 
Marleen:  Well, that’s true, but I just had a spontaneous feeling, you know, a feeling that 

I want to do this. I wanted to see how it is in real life. 
 
Many interviewees in other groups, however, said about themselves that they are 
not interested in formal politics. They often attributed such lack of interest explic-
itly to how politicians communicate, namely, ‘unclear’, ‘difficult’, ‘boring’, ‘slow’, 
and ‘tedious’. The use of such terms can indicate internal inefficacy in regard to 
understanding political communication.  
 Yet there are some nuances to make in regard to how interviewees used such 
terms. Some of them referred to specific politicians and political developments, 
and thus demonstrated basic knowledge and understanding of political current af-
fairs. Related, particularly the discussions among participants in Youth Environ-
ment Active, Amnesty International, and the Young Socialists were less about the 
difficulty of politicians’ communication (‘unclear’, ‘difficult’), and more about their 
communication style (‘boring’, ‘slow’, ‘tedious’). Clearly, disapproval of communi-
cation style does not necessarily reflect internal inefficacy.  
 Yet, nevertheless, across most groups, being active for a political party was 
generally considered a difficult task. ‘Working hard’, ‘going deep’, and being ‘very 
informed’ and ‘assertive’ were terms used to articulate presumptions about ‘doing 
politics’. Similar terms were used by some political activists. For example, Willem, 
an older member of the Young Socialists who finished a study in Management Sci-
ence, revealed that he ‘doubted for two years’ before he became a member, and 
that he ‘still finds it hard to come forward and speak up’. These expressions indi-
cate that feelings of internal inefficacy (in regard to ‘speaking up’) did obstruct his 
decision to become a member, and that he still experienced this internal inefficacy 
as a problem. In fact, his words were reflected quite precisely by how he partici-
pated in the focus group. Most of the time, he literally leaned backward in his 
chair, and he was among those whose voices were regularly drowned by some 
younger participants who spoke in a peremptory tone as insider experts.  
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 Among the latter group too, however, there were interviewees who, in in-
formal tête-à-têtes after the focus group, said to the moderator that they often feel 
‘dumb’ or ‘uncertain’ in group activities, which were experienced as ‘competitive’. 
Competitiveness also characterized some parts of the focus group with the Young 
Socialists, in which the interviewees regularly confronted each other with ques-
tions about facts and polemical statements. A phrase like ‘I totally disagree with 
that’ was typical for this group. That they performed as experts in the focus group 
does, then, not necessarily indicate that they had no uncertainty feelings whatso-
ever. All in all, it seemed that feelings of internal inefficacy troubled most of them 
from time to time, but that they accepted these feelings in view of their goals or the 
self-esteem they associated with their activities. 
 
Activism 
Participants in the Activism mode generally expressed self-confidence in regard to 
their activities. Internal efficacy was articulated in relation to how they experienced 
their activities (simple) and the context in which these activities were carried out 
(safe). Consider, for instance, how the members of the Foundation for Marken 
Youth discussed their activities. Their activities were oriented towards the Marken 
community, and so were their lives at large. Born and raised in this tiny village, 
one of them said that she is ‘first a Markener, and only after that Dutch’. When an-
other interviewee said that he ‘cannot imagine ever living in another town’, all the 
others nodded their head in consent. Their discussion breathed comfort with the 
experience that, in the words of a third interviewee, ‘everybody knows every-
body’, and that ‘everybody talks with everybody in a free way’. Their discussion 
also indicates that they experienced and valued the Foundation in a similar way. 
Several interviewees said to find their tasks ‘simple’, and all interviewees empha-
sized that the Foundation is a ‘cosy’ place.59 Whatever duty they had, they always 
felt unevaluated, at home, and free. Being active for a political party, they imag-
ined, is a whole other story: ‘going deep’ and being ‘fully informed’ were some of 
the terms used to envisage party activism as something uninviting. 
 
Ruben:  I don’t like politics because it is so deep, and you will need to be fully in-

formed about everything. It is much nicer to work in our initiative. 
Jan:   Yeah, it’s so easy here, we don’t have really hard tasks to do. 
Klaas:  Well, look, there is always something to do, of course, (...) but nobody really 

interferes with your life, you could just walk around. 
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Carla:  People expect so much from you in politics. Here, you could do anything you 
want, and politics is focussed on a specific subject matter, and you will need to 
give your opinion. 

 
Next to feeling at ease at the Foundation for Marken Youth, the participants also 
expressed a clear presence of external efficacy feelings in regard to ‘what they 
mean’ for the Marken community. Ruben, for example, commemorated events that 
made ‘all those people so happy’, and that it made him ‘so happy too’ to realise 
that he had a share in ‘making it happening’. When asked if ‘voting and working 
for a political party is also meaningful’, they, like most other social activists in my 
sample, were outright sceptical. Ruben said that he ‘really can make a difference’ 
in his work for the Foundation; ‘here, you can really see your contribution.’ Maria, 
also a participant in the Foundation, suggested that participation in formal politics 
might only be influential during elections (‘maybe each four years’); the remainder 
of the time, Maria said, politics ‘seems to get out of your hands.’  
 While members of the Foundation for Marken Youth mainly articulated ex-
ternal efficacy in regard to organizing events that were valued by the local com-
munity, Amnesty International members mainly articulated feelings of external ef-
ficacy in regard to writing letters for the release of prisoners they deemed innocent. 
In the excerpt below, Sharelle said that ‘you can’t imagine’ the impact of letter writ-
ing as a conviction one is disposed to have without firsthand experience; later in 
the excerpt, she refers to this impact as something that she has actually witnessed 
(‘we see (…)’). 
 
Sharelle:  You can’t imagine it, but it really does have influence. 
Saïda:  Yeah, if you write a letter with a thousand signatures, then people think that 

there is really something going on. 
Sam:  If the guard of a jail receives our letter, well, that just scares him. 
Sharelle:  And even though he will not be released, we see that he suddenly is allowed 

to speak with his lawyer, to receive family, to see a doctor, those kinds of 
things, so it really helps. 

 
Further, discussions across all focus groups also indicate that feelings of external 
efficacy were curtailed by experiences of disappointment. When asked what they 
‘cannot achieve’, the social activists generally expressed themselves in terms of 
campaigns failed due to lack of interest among the wider public. Some of the Am-
nesty International interviewees, for example, described how people reacted dis-
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missively towards signature campaigns. One of them said that ‘on 10 December, 
the International Day of Human Rights, I was standing there on Nieuwmarkt 
[which is a square in Amsterdam] in the rain, in the cold (…), but everybody really 
dissed me. I had collected only four signatures.’ 
 Lastly, experiences of collectivity were also articulated as contextually rele-
vant to external efficacy. This was specifically the case in the discussions among 
social activists. For example, Lara (participating in Youth Environment Active) 
talked about an experience of a demonstration in Amsterdam against Israel’s ‘Cast 
Lead’ operation in December 2008 and January 2009. Lara expressed her feeling of 
empowerment consistently in terms of ‘everybody’, ‘us’, and ‘we’. That she was 
among others thus seemed to entrench the impact that she attributed to the dem-
onstration. Empowered as such, she claimed a position on the moral high ground – 
above ‘the politicians’ and other people. 
 
Lara:   It was very cold, and I felt numb (…), but I really liked the feeling I had during 

that demonstration. Everybody was shouting so hard, and everybody was just 
standing there, and I thought: fuck, you know, nobody will mess with us, we 
are the citizens, we can determine what the politicians must do. People think 
so often that they can’t do anything, but that’s not true. That’s what I really 
disliked, because we were walking and we saw these people just doing some 
lazy shopping and thinking oh Jesus look at those idiots. 

 
Collectivity was also appreciated for its ‘coziness’.60 To ‘hang out with the others’, 
one Amnesty International member said, ‘to go to a bar or something, just for the 
coziness, of course, that’s just part of the deal.’ Taken literarily, such a comment 
suggests that achieving political or societal goals may be ‘just another part of the 
deal’, perhaps evenly or even less important than the coziness part. In fact, going 
to a bar after a meeting was standard routine for most interviewees. In addition, 
some of the interviewees were quite explicit about the limitedness of their goals. 
For example, Hanna, who was active for Amnesty International, said that her fa-
ther is ‘quite skeptical’ about the ‘effects’ of her activities, but that effects were ‘not 
a big deal’ to her in the first place.   
 
Consumption 
I did not recruit youth from institutionalized initiatives aimed at political con-
sumption, but most interviewees were familiar with the nature and goals of fair 
trade products, products with recycled packaging, and environment-friendly 
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products, and some of them regularly bought such products. Most of the intervie-
wees described buying such products as the right thing to do when their budget al-
lows it and when the goods are readily available, as illustrated in the next fragment 
of a discussion among Amnesty International members. 
 
Sander:  In the supermarket, you do have fair trade rice and mie and stuff, and I try to 

buy that, but I won’t go on my bike and take a detour of ten kilometres just to 
buy something fair trade if I could just buy the same thing at another super-
market, if you know what I mean. 

Brenda:  And it is simply very expensive. You could borrow money from the IB-Groep 
just to buy fair trade products [laughter]. Well, if that’s possible. The other day 
there was a fair trade week, and at that time all the fair trade products were 
sold at a discount, and then you buy everything, but normally it costs so much 
money. Perhaps, if you have a salary, then you can buy it more. 

 
With his statement about ‘taking a detour of ten kilometres’, Sander implied that 
fair trade goods are not sufficiently available in supermarkets. In addition, by us-
ing the term ‘same product’, he emphasized the significance of products in terms 
of the purpose they have for him personally; by using the term ‘just’ (‘to buy some-
thing fair trade’), it appeared that he was not impressed by the social or political 
impact of fair trade products. Alternatively, Brenda joked about the possibility of 
borrowing money from the IB-Groep (which is the Dutch agency that supports 
pupils and students financially by a monthly donation and, optionally, an addi-
tional loan) to buy fair trade products, which she said to find ‘very expensive’. 
 The example above illustrates how the perceived costs and availability of fair 
trade and other social or political goods seemed to reduce a sense of internal effi-
cacy among the interviewees. There was little variation in how the interviewees 
talked about these issues. Exceptions came from the discussion among members of 
Youth Environment Active. They were particularly indignant at financial objec-
tions to political consumption. In principal, it is tempting to understand the impor-
tance of financial costs to the interviewees in light of their financial situation. Few 
of them had a full-time job. Most of them were pupils in secondary school or stu-
dents with small jobs on the side and limited budgets available. Yet interviewees of 
Youth Active Environment waved such limitations aside, and suggested that there 
is a more fundamental ‘cultural problem’ underlying the prominence of financial 
considerations for ‘most people’, namely, that ‘most people’ are socialized into 
‘buying the cheapest thing available’. 
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Petra:  Most people are taught that they should buy the cheapest things, because in 
the past we didn’t have any options, nobody had money. So it’s really just in 
our head. 

Lara:   Yeah, the cheapest is the best. As much as possible for as little money as possi-
ble. 

 
Petra and Lara appeared to refer to a supposedly Dutch culture of thrift that is 
generally believed to be rooted in the country’s Calvinist history and the period of 
reconstruction after World War II (cf. Schutte, 2008). At first sight, it might appear 
paradoxal that, of all people, the environmentalists complained about frugality. 
Yet when asked why frugality is a problem, the interviewees shared memories 
about struggles with their parents that partly clarified the ostensible paradox. 
Petra, for instance, called her parents ‘Calvinists’ who insisted on ‘shutting doors’, 
‘washing clothes on low temperatures’, and ‘turning off lights’ ‘just to save 
money’, and not for environmental reasons. She said she refused to do so ‘just to 
spite them’, turning her early adolescent years into ‘a fucking hell’.61  
 Furthermore, their positive attitudes towards political consumption seemed 
to be embedded in beliefs that it helps to save flora and fauna, and to improve so-
cial and economic inequalities. In the discussion, they specifically focused on the 
‘meat industry’, and how people can stop this ‘junk’ by becoming vegetarian 
(which they all were) or by buying ‘biological meat’. Although most other inter-
viewees did not articulate such feelings of external efficacy in regard to political 
consumption, they did say that they find it a just activity, and that doing it gives a 
‘good feeling’, as illustrated by the next excerpt that shows a discussion between 
Obama campaigners. 
 
Jos:   Well, it’s about my own feeling, to be honest. If I buy fair trade rice, then, you 

know, I would know that it really does not help a lot. I think it’s really not a 
big deal, but, well, I really do it for my own feelings, you know. I feel good 
when I buy it.  

Sander:  And at the Albert Heijn they see that so many people buy fair trade goods, so 
that’s why they put it in their shelves. 

Sarah:  Yeah, and then they think, let’s make this and that fair trade too. Look, manag-
ers just want to see money, they really don’t care about what happens in Asia. 

 
Thus, positive attitudes towards political consumption were widespread among 
the interviewees, and they were most often based on emotional and moral reasons, 
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and less often based on a belief that it helps to achieve societal, political, or envi-
ronmental goals.  
 The excerpt above also illustrates how some interviewees did not speak 
about ‘good feelings’, but expressed critical views about the producers and dis-
tributors of fair trade goods (see Sander and Sarah). Here, the sale of fair trade 
products by a large Dutch supermarket chain (Albert Heijn) is depicted as a com-
mercial choice, and not as a social or political one. This suspicion might supple-
ment or underlie a belief that political consumption ‘does not help a lot’. 
 
Sharing 
I assessed the role of efficacy in blogging and consultative chatting as activities 
within the mode of Sharing. Most of the interviewees only used the internet for e-
mailing, chatting with friends on MSN Messenger, news reading, and ‘looking 
things up for school’. None of them expressed internal inefficacy in regard to using 
the internet in these ways. They used terms as ‘quick’ and ‘easy’ to describe their 
internet use. The interviewees who had a more extensive agenda online also felt 
confident about their use of the internet. Those who participated in the consulta-
tion platform Share in Trust used a standardized software programme to do their 
activities; and, the bloggers in my sample were familiar with uploading their writ-
ings via a CMS programme that replaces internet language by a user-friendly inter-
face.  
 In short, ‘internet (self-)efficacy’, as confidence in using the internet is often 
called (e.g., Cheong, 2007), generally appeared to be a matter of course to the inter-
viewees in regard to the online activities they generally conduct. However, beyond 
internet efficacy, most of the participants in Share in Trust described their activities 
in terms of ‘difficult’ and ‘demanding’. These activities consisted of chatting with 
youth who were struggling with problems ranging from pangs of love to rape and 
family break-ups. That these interviewees found it difficult to discuss such issues 
can hardly come as a surprise: they were not professionals in counselling, but ama-
teurs who volunteered to have ‘youth-to-youth’ chat sessions. Thus, here, it was 
the nature of the activities carried out combined with the interviewees’ back-
ground that seemed to reduce their feelings of internal efficacy. 
 The fact that these interviewees also used terms such as ‘interesting’ and 
‘nice’ to describe their activities might, in part at least, be ascribed to how they 
generally experienced the environment in which they met their uncertain chal-
lenges. All of these interviewees described this environment in terms of ‘cosy’, 
‘nice’ and ‘friendly’. In addition, they had a supervisor who guided them through 
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their activities. It thus appeared that feelings of internal inefficacy were bearable to 
these interviewees in a context experienced as safe and comfortable. 
 Internal efficacy was limited for whole other reasons among bloggers. In the 
discussion with interviewees participating in Young in the City, being ‘alert on 
what happens in your life’ was considered a must for any blogger to fulfil his or 
her hardest task: finding a topic to write about. This was the only task that 
emerged as a ‘problem’ in discussions about blogging. As the excerpt below illus-
trates, the difficulty of finding a topic was, on several occasions, ascribed to a lack 
of time. School in particular was suggested to limit the time needed to write and 
find a topic. 
 
Thijs:  For me, it’s becoming a real struggle. (…) I’m really in some kind of a depres-

sion. 
Moderator: What is a struggle?  
Thijs:   To find a new topic again and again. I’ll have to really sit down and think: 

what did I experience this week, and can I write about it? And, well, after half 
a year of writing, it’s just becoming increasingly difficult for me. That scares 
me a lot.  

Linda:  Yeah, I have the same, but that’s also because I was busy with school, and 
normally you will think about it, but you really need time for it. 

 
Apparently, bloggers who found finding a topic difficult were not structurally mo-
tivated by personal, social, or political issues. When asked about why they blog 
and what ‘makes a good blogger’, some of the interviewees suggested that ‘love 
for writing’ is a basic character trait one must possess. In this way, writing was 
constructed as a goal in and of itself. Others saw ‘provocation’ as the major goal of 
blogging, because provocation, it was thought, can make a blog ‘popular’. In re-
gard to what a blog definitely should be about if it is to receive popular attention, 
they agreed that the subject should be sex, and ‘not politics’. Asked whom they 
wanted to provoke, the interviewees talked about how ‘fun’ it was to receive reac-
tions from friends and family. One of the bloggers said that he thinks about his 
mother when he writes, and about ‘two women who look like her’. 
 In view of their goals, the interviewees, without exception, responded sur-
prised, dismissive or not at all when the moderator mentioned terms as ‘civic’ or 
‘political’ in relation to their blogs. ‘I don’t care – at all – about society and politics’, 
one interviewee said most unequivocally. Blogging was often constructed as a lo-
cal exercise with low prominence. ‘Blogging has become a thirteen in a dozen 
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thing’, in the words of one blogger. In the excerpt below, Ben says that his blogging 
is not born out of social interest, and that he feels that his blog is like a ‘needle in a 
huge haystack with many more needles’, indicating that, in his view, the sheer 
number of bloggers minimizes the prominence of an individual blogger. Daan 
‘honestly admits’ that he would never read a blog if he ‘would not be involved in a 
way’ (meaning: personally knowing the blogger). Note that he lambasted ‘other 
bloggers’ for ‘thinking to be so important or smart’. 
 
Ben:  It’s not that I write because I’m so interested in society. I think that you, as a 

blogger, are just a needle in a huge haystack with many more needles. There 
are so many bloggers. You are not so important. 

Daan:  I honestly admit that I would never read blogs if I wouldn’t be involved in a 
way. I simply don’t think it’s so important what others have to say. I ask my-
self about other bloggers, well, do these people really think they are so impor-
tant or smart? 

 
In this way, the interviewees expressed external inefficacy in regard to the social or 
political impact of blogging. However, this was not discussed as a problem. To put 
it bluntly: the discussions suggest that most of them did not care about social or 
political impact. External efficacy seemed irrelevant altogether to those who said to 
blog for the love of writing. With remarks such as ‘I write for myself’, achieving ex-
ternal goals was simply rendered irrelevant.  
 Alternatively, the interviewees of Share in Trust defined their goal in terms of 
‘helping youth’. They not only expressed doubts about their abilities to do their ac-
tivities, but also reservations about the extent to which youth let themselves be 
helped. Expressions as ‘they are not open’, ‘some don’t want to talk once online’, 
and ‘some only want to talk in real life’ were used to describe a lack of responsive-
ness among the youth they tried to help. Although these feelings of external ineffi-
cacy were articulated as a problem (‘it’s so frustrating (…)’; ‘it’s such a pity (…)’), 
different interviewees appeared to find moral reward in the mere effort to help 
people. ‘I could also hang out in the pub drinking beer, but I wanted to do some-
thing like this’, one interviewee said. Also, as discussed above, these interviewees 
conducted activities in a professionally supervised environment generally expe-
rienced as safe and comfortable. In this context, it was apparently possible for them 
to experience that doing their best suffices, and to find it acceptable to have 
troubles with realizing goals acknowledged as difficult. 
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Discussion 
In this chapter, I set out to assess youth’s articulations of feelings of external and 
internal efficacy in regard to a wide range of activities deemed ‘civic’ in current li-
terature. I reported my findings about the instances and ways the interviewees 
spoke about participation modes in which they were not active, but my core find-
ings concern the interviewees’ articulations in regard to the activities with which 
they were actually involved. The latter findings yield insight in two main issues: 
how the interviewees mainly (but not necessarily62) discussed the presence and ab-
sence of efficacy in the context of their experiences, and how they articulated the 
significance of efficacy in the context of their goals. Experiences and goals thus 
served as two dominant contextual frameworks in my interviewees’ discussions 
about efficacy in relation to their activities. 
 The diversity in articulations illustrated in the previous sections leads to a 
number of conclusions about efficacy within the experiences framework. First, inter-
nal inefficacy was mainly articulated in relation to competitiveness (by Young So-
cialists), practical limitations such as financial costs (in regard to Consumption), 
and the difficulty of tasks (by participants in Share in Trust and Young in the City). 
Second, internal efficacy was expressed in terms of the ease of tasks (by partici-
pants in the Foundation for Marken Youth), and in regard to environments that 
were experienced as safe and cozy and in which it was normalized to feel incom-
petent (by participants in the Foundation for Marken Youth and Share in Trust). 
Third, external efficacy and inefficacy were mainly articulated in terms of expe-
riences of campaign successes and disappointments respectively by participants 
active in initiatives within the Politics and Activism modes. Further, participants in 
the Activism mode also used experiences of collectivity to express feelings of ex-
ternal efficacy. 
 The results concerning the goals framework can be summarized in the form of 
the following main conclusions. First, pursuing prestige and esteem, some inter-
viewees (especially Young Socialists) expressed goals that favored perseverance 
over the comfort of feeling internally efficacious. The significance of external effica-
cy to my interviewees was also not always evident. Feelings of external efficacy 
were sometimes articulated in stories about the achievement of external goals, such 
as getting prisoners deemed innocent out of prisons (Amnesty International), 
stopping the meat industry (Youth Environment Active), recruiting new suppor-
ters (Young Socialists and Obama campaigners), and making the local community 
happy (Foundation for Marken Youth). However, these were not the only stories 
that were told by the interviewees. Participants also articulated coziness (especially 
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participants in initiatives within the Activism mode), personal moral and emotion-
al reasons (especially participants active in the Consumption mode), love for writ-
ing (bloggers), and talking politics (Young Socialists) as motivations that were un-
related to bringing about social or political change. Some participants articulated 
such motivations in combination with empowerment feelings in regard to achiev-
ing external goals (particularly participants in the Politics and Activism modes); 
other participants only mentioned goals that were unrelated to bringing about so-
cial or political goals (particularly participants in the Consumption and Sharing 
modes). 
 In all these ways, articulations about efficacy in relation to civic participation 
varied among my participants within and between the different focus groups. 
These differences corresponded to a certain extent with differences between the 
participation modes (more specifically: activities), as participants active in one 
mode were typically involved with other tasks, issues, and challenges than partici-
pants in other modes, as discussed extensively in the previous sections. Yet on a 
more general and fundamental level, participants’ experiences and goals func-
tioned quite uniformly in regard to efficacy’s articulated presence and significance: 
participants often expressed their feelings of empowerment in relation to their ex-
periences, and they articulated the significance of efficacy in the context of their 
goals. The variations in these articulations, as discussed above, yield three interre-
lated implications in particular for research on the role of efficacy in civic participa-
tion.  
 The first implication concerns the stability of efficacy. In the previous sec-
tions, I demonstrated how some of the participants discussed what they could 
achieve with their activities in reference to personal experiences with successful 
and disappointing activities. External and internal efficacy, therefore, appeared to 
function as relatively pliable ‘states’ of mind that depend at least partly63 on a va-
riety of firsthand experiences.64 Efficacy is usually approached as a pliable state (ra-
ther than a stable ‘trait’) in psychological research (e.g., Bandura, 1977, 1986, 1993), 
but this has not resulted in theoretical frameworks that are used in research about 
efficacy as a pliable state in political behavior (Valentino et al., 2007). I hope that 
the experiences framework introduced in this chapter can help fill this gap. This 
framework can be used and developed further to assess efficacy more specifically 
in relation to which efficacy-related circumstances are important to people, and 
how people evaluate these circumstances. How efficacy feelings are influenced by 
such experiences in relation to other, more deeply rooted factors, is also a question 
for future research. 
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 A second implication concerns the extent to which internal and external polit-
ical efficacy can ‘predict’ civic participation. Among the interviewees, feelings of 
internal and external political efficacy were not necessarily articulated as a reason 
for or condition of their participation. Furthermore, different interviewees in the 
focus groups expressed no interest in achieving external political goals. Hence, a 
political kind of efficacy, one that aids the achievement of political goals, seemed 
rather irrelevant to some of my interviewees. Yet how efficacy relates to the diver-
sities in the goals that youth pursue is hardly scrutinized in the literature. Much 
political science research is designed within a democratic paradigm in which the 
nature of certain activities (‘civic’ or ‘political’) is implicitly or explicitly conflated 
with the nature of people’s goals (also ‘civic’ or ‘political’). To achieve a more 
nuanced and specific understanding of efficacy, I suggest that it will be helpful to 
think outside this democratic box in which people are assumed to be ‘good’ or 
even ‘heroic’ citizens (Murphy, 2003; Schudson, 1998, 2006). That is, analyses must 
be based more on how people themselves conceptualize which specific kinds of ef-
ficacy they need and do not need for the specific goals they pursue with the activi-
ties they conduct. Analyzing efficacy with ‘added contextual specificity’, in the 
words of McFarland and Hamilton (2006), in relation to which activity conducted 
and which goal pursued provides input, I argue, potentially useful for a more 
specific and naunced understanding of how efficacy works in (young) people’s 
civic participation. 
 A third issue concerns the question as to whether differential efficacy senses 
can explain youth’s orientation at non-electoral activities. Sloam (2007, p. 553) sug-
gests that ‘one could even argue that better-educated and more politically compe-
tent cohorts of young people have increasingly turned their attention to a wide 
range of activities seen as more effective than merely expressing one’s view in the 
ballot box.’ My findings indicate, as discussed above, that efficacy is indeed hard to 
generalize towards different kinds of activities. Yet Sloam’s remark about youth’s 
changing orientation due to differential external efficacy feelings might be prompt-
ed too much by democratic box thinking, and based too little on the goals that are 
actually pursued by youth. As said, my interviewees, particularly those who were 
active in blogging and political consumption, did not always articulate desires to 
achieve societal or political goals. My results, therefore, suggest caution when con-
sidering external efficacy as an explanation for youth’s interest in activities outside 
the realm of formal politics. However, although I focused on a wide range of activ-
ities, my analyses did not cover all possible activities, such as uninstitutionalized 
activities in the Activism mode. Again, more studies are needed before more spe-
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cific and comprehensive conclusions can be drawn about the difference that effica-
cy can make. 
 
Notes 
                                                           
52  These modes were based on a theoretical discussion of differences between activities in 

terms of repertoire (oriented at one issue or a political party), agency (located within or 
outside traditional forms of organizations) and costs (in regard to adjustments and na-
ture of required investments), and they were validated empirically through confirmato-
ry factor analysis (Hirzalla & Van Zoonen, 2009; see also: Norris, 2003a). 

53  Assessing efficacy as a pliable ‘state’ is common in psychological research. See for a dis-
cussion: Valentino et al. (2007). See also the discussion section of this chapter. 

54  The focus groups were carried out in the framework of a larger, EU-funded research 
project called CivicWeb on youth’s civic participation throughout Europe. See 
http://www.civicweb.eu (25 March 2009). 

55   Most of the modes distinguished by Hirzalla and Van Zoonen (2009) are composed of 
online and offline activities. Following Hirzalla and Van Zoonen, my analyses here are 
not guided by a rigid distinction between online and offline participation. Instead, my 
open interview method enabled participants to conceptualize means of online and of-
fline participation in their own way (see below). 

56  These were the groups with participants in the Dutch youth department of Amnesty In-
ternational, Young Socialists, and Youth Environment Active (see appendix 7.1). 

57  These participants were active in the youth platform called Share in Trust (see appendix 
7.1). 

58  My interviewees used two (at the time) topical issues in particular to illustrate and un-
derscore their views: Obama’s election in November 2008, and Israel’s operation ‘Cast 
Lead’ in December 2008 and January 2009. 

59  The more specific term the interviewees used was ‘gezellig’. This Dutch term has no 
proper English equivalent. It identifies a combination of closeness, comfort, fun and 
sharing, which can apply to all kinds of social situations. 

60  See footnote 59.  
61  Petra used these exact English words. The language spoken in the focus groups was 

Dutch, but certain English terms and expressions (such as ‘fucking hell’, ‘relaxed’, ‘chill’ 
and ‘no way’) are popularized and have become neologisms among Dutch youth in 
particular. 

62  For instance, as discussed in the previous sections, many interviewees expressed feel-
ings of external inefficacy in regard to formal politics (voting in particular) and political 
consumption. These expressions were generally not produced in relation to personal 
experiences. 

63  See footnote 62. 
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64  Note that this conclusion is not established through longitudinal measures (which is 

typical for survey-based studies), but based on how the interviewees conceptualized 
their views and experiences. 
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CHAPTER 8 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
In this final chapter, I will first briefly summarize the key empirical and theoretical 
conclusions arrived at in chapters 2 to 7. I will subsequently discuss the more gen-
eral, overall picture drawn by the previous chapters, and some of the limitations of 
this dissertation in relation to persisting reflection and knowledge gaps in the state-
of-the-art literature in general. 
 
Summary of conclusions 
 
Chapter 2: The internet’s civic potential 
Chapter 2 reviewed five books about the internet’s civic potential. The goal of this 
essay was to evaluate the further research questions that the books call attention to. 
Aside from numerous specific descriptions of the reviewed books, this essay con-
cluded that, in order to further extant research, more studies ought to ask: 
- how websites generally address civic activities and issues, which production 

processes influence how websites address civic activities and issues, and 
what the implications for the web’s civic potential are of how production 
processes influence content online;  

 [these issues were taken up in chapters 3 and 4] 
-  whether and why online civic participation and offline civic participation 

should not be distinguished as two forms of civic participation, and what the 
theoretical and analytical consequences are of syntheses of online and offline 
civic activities;  

 [this was analyzed in chapter 5] 
- how it is ontologically, epistemologically, methodologically, theoretically and 

empirically possible that the literature about the internet’s civic potential is 
strongly divided between cyber-optimists and -pessimists;  

 [further discussed in chapter 6] 
- how citizens conceptualize their attitudes towards and goals in activities 

called ‘civic’ or ‘political’ by academics or politicians, and what the theoreti-
cal and analytical implications are of variations in how citizens conceptualize 
these issues;  
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 [investigated in chapter 7] 
- how the use of the internet may and may not challenge and contest formal 

political power relations, and what the practical and theoretical consequences 
are of what internet use might not effectuate in regard to formal political 
power relations. 

 
Chapter 3: When ideals meet practices 
Chapter 3 aimed to develop an empirical understanding of specific and divergent 
ways in which Dutch websites target civic issues and activities at young people. A 
first study of the characteristics of 50 websites and a second study of in-depth in-
terviews with the producers of 15 websites yielded the following conclusions 
about how producers’ perspectives and working routines may and may not trans-
late into content online with an apparent civic potential: 
- Institutional circumstances may limit producers’ influence on their website. 

These limitations are bound to complicate any relationship between how 
producers conceptualize young people and their goals on the one hand, and 
the characteristics of their website on the other. 

- Producers’ goals concerning the tone (‘positive’) and form (‘digestible’) of 
their website might translate into minimal texts online about issue impor-
tance, and websites that exhibit low potentials to engage young people with 
issues that are not already meaningful to them. 

- The same goals might translate into minimal information about the goals and 
importance of activities, which might be problematic for young people who 
have no experience with conducting the advertized activities or are not famil-
iar with the topics that activities concern. 

- That issues and activities were hardly explained might be more deeply 
rooted in how producers conceptualized their target group (as actually active 
and engaged, or willing to be so). 

- Limited institutional resources and beliefs that young people prefer to partic-
ipate in elaborate online activities on ‘specialized’ websites might explain 
why elaborate online activities were only enabled on websites that were spe-
cifically designed for that purpose.  

 
Chapter 4: Affective political marketing online 
Chapter 4 demonstrated how appeals engendering anxiety and enthusiasm were 
constructed on the Dutch youth websites of Greenpeace and WWF. The following 
main conclusions were achieved: 
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- Anxiety appeals alluded to empathy with animals and people’s self-interest. 
- Enthusiasm appeals alluded to animals’ coolness or cuddliness, the enter-

tainment of environmentalism, and awe-inspiring capacities of animals. 
- Appeals to emotionality can constitute a salient trait of online attempts to en-

gage young people with civic issues, and this saliency poses a host of new 
questions for research aimed at understanding websites’ textual features, 
usage, and production more comprehensively in regard to young people’s 
civic engagement and participation. 

 
Chapter 5: Beyond the online/offline divide 
Chapter 5 investigated whether and how offline and online civic activities con-
verge in four participation modes: Politics, Activism, Consumption and Sharing. 
The following main conclusion were achieved: 
- Online and offline activities were combined in the Politics, Activism and 

Sharing modes, and these modes correlated significantly with each other.  
- The Consumption mode could only be validated as a separate offline partici-

pation mode, and this mode did not correlate significantly with the other 
three modes. 

- That young people’s offline and online activities correlate in Politics, Activism 
and Sharing suggests that online participation, as a theoretical construct, can 
be too ‘narrow’ when considered as an action repertoire isolated from offline 
activities (the same goes, mutatis mutandis, for offline participation). 

- How young people’s offline and online activities correlate suggests that on-
line participation is a too ‘broad’ construct when it lumps together online ac-
tivities that have different functions and forms (the same goes, mutatis mutan-
dis, for offline participation). 

 
Chapter 6: Reflections on the mobilization/normalization controversy 
Chapter 6 aimed to reflect on the discrepancies between conclusions that internet 
use can mobilize political participation (the mobilization thesis), and conclusions 
that political internet use normalizes political participation (the normalization the-
sis). It did so based on a study of age differences in VAA use in relation to differ-
ences in political interest and knowledge. This study yielded the following main 
conclusions: 
- The use of VAAs fitted the mobilization thesis among young people, and the 

normalization thesis among older people. VAAs seemed to mobilize young 
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women in particular, because young women used VAAs significantly more 
than young men, although the former had significantly less political interest. 

- While political internet use in general seems to be determined by people’s 
material, social and political resourcefulness, specific forms of political inter-
net use might also be influenced by the moments and peculiarities of specific 
applications.  

- The moment of internet usage is specifically relevant when politics is consid-
ered as something heterogeneous. People might distinguish between ‘politics 
as usual’ and ‘special politics’, the latter being salient, important or shocking 
events that might spark political internet use in unexpected parts of society. 

- The peculiarities of web applications might be specifically relevant when tak-
ing into account that simpler applications might be deemed more effective 
and efficient than energy- and time-consuming applications by resource-poor 
internet users. 

 
Chapter 7: Views from outside the democratic box 
Chapter 7 aimed to qualitatively investigate young people’s feelings of internal 
and external efficacy in regard to the four participation modes discussed in chapter 
5: Politics, Activism, Consumption, and Sharing. Based on 10 focus group sessions, 
this investigation yielded the following main conclusions: 
- The experiences and goals of interviewees functioned quite uniformly in re-

gard to efficacy’s presence and significance: interviewees often expressed 
their feelings of empowerment in relation to their experiences, and they arti-
culated the significance of efficacy in the context of their goals.  

- Interviewees discussed what they could achieve with activities in reference to 
personal experiences with successful and disappointing activities. Efficacy, 
therefore, appeared to function as a relatively pliable ‘state’ of mind that de-
pends at least partly on a variety of firsthand experiences. 

- Interviewees did not always articulate desires to achieve political goals; 
therefore, a political kind of efficacy, one that assists in the achievement of 
political goals, seemed rather irrelevant to some of the interviewees. 

- That interviewees did not always articulate desires to achieve political goals 
suggests caution when considering external political efficacy as an explana-
tion for youth’s interest in activities outside the realm of formal politics. 
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Discussion of conclusions  
 
Potentials 
While the attention of new media researchers is fixed on the internet’s civic poten-
tial, that of policy makers and NGOs might not. Websites can form a relatively mi-
nor element in organizations of various kinds. Although it seems to be in vogue to 
have ‘a’ website, leading figures of organizations do not necessarily regard the web 
as an effective tool to mobilize young people. Neither are they necessarily willing 
or capable to invest large amounts of resources in the development and mainten-
ance of their website. Even if webmasters have strong strategic ideals in regard to 
promoting the civic engagement and/or participation of young people, they may 
lack the tools to achieve such goals; and to the extent that they are capable of run-
ning a website with continuity and certainty, then their beliefs about ‘what works’ 
for young people do not necessarily translate into content online that may help, fa-
cilitate or influence young people who are not already active or engaged.  

However, although these trends dominated in the results of the two studies 
combined in chapter 3, these studies were not designed to yield conclusions that 
are ‘representative’ for the Dutch webscape or the internet more generally. In fact, 
chapter 3 demonstrated some significant variations in how websites are produced 
and how they target civic issues and actions at young people. Chapter 4 indicated 
that the Dutch youth websites of Greenpeace and WWF were developed to such an 
extent that it is hardly conceivable that they were not run on the basis of a certain 
policy and an ‘affective political marketing’ strategy. The Dutch VAAs, which were 
studied in chapter 6, are websites that are managed on the basis of relatively large 
budgets. 

Chapter 1 also illustrated how some policy makers can have a seemingly 
strong interest in young people’s use of the internet and other media. Note that 
this very dissertation is partly based on data that was acquired for the EU-funded 
international research project CivicWeb (2006-2009; http://www.civicweb.eu; see 
chapter 1). Although instigated by academics, the EU has subsidized this project as 
well as various other international projects that have addressed similar research 
questions about the internet’s role in young people’s civic life, such as EUYOU-
PART (2003-2005; http://www.sora.at) and EUKidsOnline (2006-2009, 2009-2011; 
http://www.lse.ac.uk). 

What is the potential of the many online initiatives launched by political and 
public organizations? Only from a technologically deterministic perspective one 
might expect that the mere existence of civic web applications can influence young 
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people’s civic life in a ‘democratically desirable’ direction (whatever direction that 
may be). How many forum websites did policy makers introduce to ‘re-engage’ 
young people? Nobody knows precisely, but probably just a little bit less than 
there are unused, ‘dead’ forum websites introduced by policy makers (cf. Chad-
wick, 2006). 

Nonetheless, web applications can have the potential to convey certain in-
formation or facilitate activities in ways that are useful to people. Chapter 3 of this 
dissertation and many other studies have indicated that such web applications are 
present in different forms, varying from ‘social media’ and forum websites to file 
sharing platforms and more ‘1.0-ish’ informational initiatives (e.g., Montgomery, 
Gottlieb-Robles & Larson, 2004; Wright & Street, 2007).  

Scholars will undoubtedly continue to investigate how colorful the civic na-
ture and potentials are of content online, and which communicative challenges are 
related to the realization of such potentials. In regard to the realization of the inter-
net’s civic potential, other relevant (and perhaps more critical) questions are about 
who among young people more specifically actually use the internet in civic ways, 
which will be discussed next. 
 
Exploitation 
The findings of this dissertation and those of some previous studies give rise to the 
suggestion that the web has neither provoked radical change nor led to strict con-
tinuation (‘normalization’) of offline civic participation patterns. Civic usage of the 
internet seems to be very dispersed, diffused and hard to describe through deter-
ministic conclusions about who is doing what; most young people seem to use the 
internet in different civic ways, and – depending on their preferences, circums-
tances and experiences – some young people do that much more than others. Some 
of the general tendencies in the ways in which the web’s civic potential is exploited 
by young people were discussed in chapters 5 and 6 in particular. 

Chapter 5 suggested that young people structurally (or, continuously) exploit 
some of the civic potentials of the internet in conjunction with different forms of of-
fline civic participation (except political consumerism). That is, especially young 
people who often participate in civic activities offline might find the internet, either 
as a platform for opinion exchange or as an information hub, a useful extension of 
their action repertoire. Although this chapter did not investigate attitudinal indica-
tors of civic internet use, some previous studies have suggested that the internet’s 
civic potential on a structural level is most exploited by relatively resource-rich 
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people (e.g., those with high education or high political interest; Gibson, Lusoli & 
Ward, 2005; Banaji, Buckingham, Van Zoonen & Hirzalla, 2009).  

Chapter 6 added that the internet’s civic (more specifically: political) potential 
on the user side might be particularly (not solely) realized incidentally among rela-
tively resource-poor groups as well. It was argued that such incidents come about 
at specific moments and in specific cases of internet use. In the case of VAAs, it 
seemed that the context (elections) and the websites’ peculiarities (experimental, 
easy to use) effectuated forms of political internet use among resource-poor young 
people. However, whether this is the case in many other instances as well remains, 
as discussed in chapter 6, an open question; case- and moment-specific studies 
about who generally participates in civic or political activities online are rather 
scarce. 
 Underspecified measurements of behaviors and attitudes appear to be an 
epistemological or theoretical disposition of survey-based studies more generally. 
Respondents are generally not asked, as discussed in chapter 6, how often they 
participate in online activity X or Y at a specific moment, but how often they partic-
ipate in general. Although such inquiries might feed theories about what people 
generally do, can and want, they inform much less about more contextually specif-
ic issues.  
 This limitation seems to be incrementally acknowledged, as some scholars 
have begun using more specified measures of online participation (see chapter 6) 
as well as attitudinal factors. Social trust, for instance, has been traditionally ana-
lyzed as one’s views on how much people can be generally trusted. This ‘genera-
lized trust’ was later diversified in forms of ‘particularized trust’ (Nannestad, 
2008). Similarly, in a study about ‘technology acceptance’, McFarland and Hamil-
ton (2006, p. 431) advocate ‘adding contextual specificity’ to measures of efficacy 
on the basis of the following analogy: ‘Consider a general efficacy measure for 
sports. If one considers him- or herself to be a talented golfer and a terrible kick-
boxer, it is problematic to define a single measure of “sports efficacy” or to assume 
that in playing one sport well, an individual possesses the propensity to play all 
sports well.’  
 
Meanings 
Such contextual specificity was further scrutinized in chapter 7, which investigated 
how efficacy functions in youth’s participation online and offline. Based on focus 
group interviews, this chapter suggested that political efficacy is not always rele-
vant for participation: not all people participate to accomplish social or political 
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change; neither do people necessarily deem feelings of internal inefficacy a decisive 
problem for their participation. Variations in how efficacy functions in young 
people’s participation are, however, hardly discussed in the literature.  
 The underlying, more general issue discussed in chapter 7 is that research 
about young people’s civic participation has been conducted within a ‘democratic’ 
paradigm (see also chapter 1), focused on ‘solving democratic problems’ by asking 
which ingredients (actions, attitudes, circumstances) make people be ‘good’ citi-
zens, or in which ways people are ‘good’ or ‘bad’ citizens. The potential conse-
quence addressed in chapter 7 is a narrowing-down of scholars’ attention: especial-
ly survey-based studies have been so preoccupied with relating attitudes and goals 
they call ‘civic’ to activities they call ‘civic’, that the potential role of alternative 
(‘un-civic’) attitudes and goals has remained relatively neglected.  
 Yet such ‘un-civic’ attitudes and goals might be important as well. For in-
stance, a blogger might blog to exercise or demonstrate writing skills (see chapter 
7); a ‘political consumer’ might consume an ‘ethical product’ to make a fashion 
statement or to get a good feeling (see chapter 7); and doing a VAA test might 
mean more ‘fun’ than ‘politics’ to a user, and it might be largely unrelated to 
people’s actual voting behavior and attitudes (cf. Walgrave, Van Aelst & Nuyte-
mans, 2008a).  
 What is so ‘civic’ about the activities of such bloggers, consumers, and VAA 
users is a critical question that has been often circumvented in the literature in gen-
eral as well as in chapters 5 and 6 of this dissertation in particular. However, chap-
ter 5 of this dissertation was not aimed at advocating the civicness of particular ac-
tivities, but at asking how offline and online activities deemed civic in the literature 
are related to each other. Chapter 6 closed with the following critical remark: ‘The 
low costs of VAA use appeal to more normative questions about what VAA use 
fundamentally means for democracy and political participation, especially if 
cheapness of use is a necessary condition of VAAs’ popularity or political partici-
pation in general among the resource-poor. Is the use of VAAs just another ma-
nifestation of “thin citizenship”, or is it a substantial form of political participa-
tion?’ 
 Indeed, what the relatively low commitments of activities like VAA use and 
political consumerism implicate for the ‘thickness’ or ‘thinness’ of citizenship has 
been critically debated in the margins of current academic literature. Policy advis-
ing studies in particular have invented some flattering and comical oxymorons to 
maximize the sense of civicness of such activities, such as ‘low-threshold engage-
ment’ (‘laagdrempelige betrokkenheid’ in Dutch; cf. Wijnberg, 2007). Moreover, 
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youth’s relative lack of interest and participation in formal politics has been rather 
easily excused by researchers who uncritically celebrate youth’s relative civic inter-
ests and participation outside the formal political arena (cf. Buckingham, 2000a).  
 
Figure 8.1: Low-threshold engagement? 

 
Youngster is about to sign an online petition. Cartoon was drawn by Rashad el-Fallaha. 
 
What would young people themselves think of such trends? Based on chapter 7, it 
is possible to speculate that activities like blogging, VAA use and political consu-
merism do not predominantly have ‘civic’ meanings among and according to a 
minority or majority of young people who actually participate in such activities. 
Young people might have views on such activities that are much more critical, 
skeptical or modest than those expressed in academic studies.  
 Consider, for instance, what has become an accepted definition of political 
consumerism (quoted in chapter 5): the ‘consumer choice of producers and prod-
ucts based on a variety of ethical and political considerations; political consumers 
choose particular producers or products because they want to change objectionable 
institutional or market practices’ (Micheletti, Follesdal & Stolle, 2003, p. xiv). The 
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definition itself is quite clear, but raises some basic questions: according to whom is 
buying a fair trade product an attempt to ‘change objectionable institutional or 
market practices’?; according to Micheletti et al. (2003), or according to the young 
people I spoke in the focus group sessions of chapter 7?; who makes which ‘ethical 
and political considerations’ in regard to buying ‘political’ products?; if a ‘political’ 
product buying youngster does not make such considerations or aim to contest 
certain ‘institutional or market practices’, is s/he then still a ‘real’ political consum-
er? Relatively little effort has been invested to date in asking such critical questions 
and contemplating the implications of their answers in regard to political consu-
merism and other modern activities online and offline considered civic in much of 
current literature. 
 The point I want to make here is that, due to possible variations in how 
young people themselves conceptualize such activities (see chapter 7), acknowl-
edging ‘un-civic’ aspects of ‘civic’ participation is not ‘cynical’, as some might ar-
gue, but respectful of people’s perspectives and factually relevant in some or many 
instances. Such variations do not necessarily implicate that youth ‘are not seriously 
civic’ when they blog, use VAAs or consume a Fair Trade product, but that it is a 
real problem when these activities are too generalizing assumed to be predomi-
nantly conceptualized in civic terms among young people themselves. 
 Obviously, how young people conceptualize such activities is of utmost im-
portance. Analytically, it indicates which relevant aspects of an issue (behavior or 
attitude) ought be investigated to yield a full description or comprehensive expla-
nation of that issue (see chapter 7). Theoretically, it indicates how such full descrip-
tions and comprehensive explanations can translate into sensible conclusions and 
reasonable normative evaluations. All of this might be at stake if and when activities 
that are conceptualized in civic terms by scholars are not conceptualized in civic 
terms by young people.  
 
Power 
A related issue signaled in the review essay in chapter 2 (but not further studied in 
this dissertation) is that young people’s civic engagement and participation have 
been generally discussed and analyzed as if they were unconditional democratic vir-
tues. It might be considered as undramatic to argue that civic engagement and par-
ticipation are democratic virtues, but such an argument necessarily legitimizes po-
litical authority, some rightfully argue, when it functions as an unquestioned and 
uncomplicated axiom. ‘Too often’, Coleman (2007a, p. 21) argues, ‘“engagement” is 
discussed and promoted in an uncritically normative fashion, as if to engage is an 
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inherently good thing’; and participation equates ‘a grotesque orgy of repressed 
sado-masochistic urges’ (p. 23) in a society ruled by rulers similar to George Or-
well’s (1949) Big Brother. 
 Indeed, most studies about the web’s role in young people’s civic life are not 
preoccupied with the question as to whether – or, under which circumstances – 
young people should be civic. Instead, most studies assume, at least rhetorically, 
that they should be civic, and focus on related descriptive or explanatory ques-
tions: are young people civic?; in which ways are young people civic?; does the 
web help young people with being civic?; why are some young people civic, and 
others not? While such questions are certainly relevant, it is peculiar and disap-
pointing that few critical analyses have related young people´s civic uses of the 
web or offline forms of civic participation to power structures occupied by political 
authorities and commercial companies (cf. Banaji & Buckingham, 2009; Coleman, 
2007a).  
 The underlying problem here is that civic participation and engagement are 
often discursively constructed as goals in and of themselves: democracy ‘flourish-
es’ when youth (or others) are active and engaged, and it is in ‘crisis’ when they are 
not. The fundamental question is, however, whether civic engagement and partici-
pation are end goals or rather means to achieve socio-political end goals. 
 If civic engagement and participation are means, then what are the limita-
tions of the civic potential of the internet in regard to institutionalized power struc-
tures? How often has online participation – blogging, hacktivism, e-democracy, e-
petitioning, et cetera – by young people and others stopped governments from 
waging wars or oppressing people, or successfully urged national or local go-
vernmental authorities to adopt alternative socio-economic policies? How often 
has such online activism stopped commercial companies from polluting the envi-
ronment or exploiting natural and human resources, or made these companies 
adopt alternative employment terms?  
 Infrequently have studies asked such basic questions about what people 
might or do not achieve through civic internet use. Such questions have simply not 
formed an important part of the research agenda, although they seem relevant for 
a research field so dedicated to solving socio-political problems in the name of de-
mocracy. Conversely, some young people might have asked themselves critical 
questions like the ones posed above. Particularly when their answers are not posi-
tive, they might conceptualize their participation in activities like blogging as ‘un-
civic’ or ‘un-political’. This, on its turn, has potential consequences for the meaning 
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of citizenship via activities like blogging, and implications for how such activities 
can be effectively analyzed, as discussed above and in chapter 7. 
 
Policy 
The relative level of youth’s civic participation and engagement is generally eva-
luated in two ways: historically (compared to previous generations of youth) and 
inter-generationally (compared to present groups of adults). In regard to the 
second comparison, it seems to be true that, in some ways, adults are more active 
than young people, but it should be bourne in mind that they are only gradually so 
(examples in Dutch context shown in table 8.1 below).  
 
Table 8.1: Participation of Dutch citizens in 2006 (in percentages) 
 

  
 
 
 

Voting 

 
 

Active via 
political  

party 

Active in 
public 

event of  
govern-

ment 

Contacting 
politician 
or govern-
ment offi-

cial 

 
Participa-

tion in  
action 
group 

 
 

Active in 
demon-
stration 

All  80 4 10 10 3 7 
18-25  71 2 6 2 1 8 
25-35  68 2 7 7 2 9 
35-45  79 3 9 10 3 8 
45-55  87 8 14 16 5 10 
55-65  86 7 12 12 4 6 
65-75  90 4 11 8 4 4 

(Source: CBS, 2009) 
 
While people generally do become somewhat more active and engaged when they 
get older, most adults accomplish only partially what has been regarded as their 
duties or responsibilities in democratic theory. In fact, it seems that most adults 
participate in one activity only that is not even available to a significant segment of 
young people: voting (Quintelier, 2007). 
 Nonetheless, the public debate among policy makers and NGOs in the Neth-
erlands and other Western contexts has been partially focused on the civic life of 
young people specifically, as discussed in chapter 1 and elsewhere, and some of 
them have tried to use the internet to boost young people’s civic life. Chapters 3, 
however, suggested that policy makers and NGOs can lack the resources to devel-
op, maintain and promote a website. But even if they have full recourses available, 
who among youth will they be able to reach, help or influence?  
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 Chapter 5 (and previous studies) indicated that websites of policy makers 
and NGOs are most often used by the ‘usual suspects’: those young people who 
are already active offline. No matter how ‘flashy’, ‘2.0’ and ‘cool’, their website is 
less likely to be visited by ‘unusual suspects’. This is, however, only a relative prob-
lem; facilitating and communicating with active and engaged young people can be 
considered as a valuable civic potential of the internet. 
 However, on other places online, policy makers and NGOs might have more 
opportunities to connect with youth who are not already active and engaged. 
These alternative places are not necessarily aimed at promoting youth’s civic life, 
but can be accessed for social and entertaining activities as well. When young 
people visit such places, they might stumble over and pick up (read, watch, listen 
to, discuss, fill in, forward, download) civic elements present there within stories, 
discussions, movies, and other online applications. YouTube and Facebook are in-
ternationally familiar examples of places where such serendipitous civic uses of the 
web can take place. It ought be noted, however, that extant research on the use of 
such websites specifically has been mainly qualitative by nature (interview- or 
web-based; e.g., Bakardjieva, 2010; Van Zoonen et al., 2007; Van Zoonen, Hirzalla 
& Müller, 2009), and thus unable to yield conclusions about who generally uses 
such websites in civic ways (see chapter 6). 
 Nevertheless, the internet’s civic potential seems to be dispersed, and not 
specifically localized on websites of organizations with distinct civic goals. There-
fore, the realization of the internet’s civic potential on the user side does not have 
to be exclusively instrumental by nature; people – unusual suspects in particular – 
do not naturally or necessarily go to a website of a distinct civic organization to 
‘become civic’ or ‘do civic things’.  
 Based on a case study of VAAs, however, chapter 6 discussed that websites 
produced by organizations with distinct civic goals can be extremely popular 
among unusual suspects as well, specifically when such websites have contents 
that are highly usable and contextually broadly relevant. Web producers might 
have the resources to work on the first condition of usability, but – evidently – the 
second condition of contextual relevance is relatively uncontrollable; that is, it is 
not easy to ‘make’ an issue important to someone. What people find important is 
bound to depend for a significant part on complex and protracted socializing expe-
riences in formal education, up-bringing and other dimensions of everyday life.  
 Three general policy suggestions ensue from these considerations. First, on 
popular websites that are not specifically designed to promote young people’s civ-
ic life, policy makers and NGOs might have an opportunity to get in touch with 
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unusual suspects. Second, websites of policy makers and NGOs with distinct civic 
goals will be mostly used by usual suspects. Third, such websites of policy makers 
and NGOs can be used among a broader public if they address issues that are 
highly relevant to a broad public, and when they do so in ways that are usable for 
a broad public. 
 These suggestions are specifically relevant to sociopolitical contexts compa-
rable to the Netherlands, where almost all young people use the internet intensive-
ly, and where political leaders, policy makers and NGOs might have an interest in 
reviving and facilitating youth’s engagement and participation via both online and 
offline channels (see chapter 1). Further, more opportunities can be found when 
online and offline promotional strategies are combined. For instance, an organiza-
tion can cooperate with schools or universities to ‘push’ young people to their 
website through civic assignments. 
 The relevance of offline strategies becomes specifically apparent when realiz-
ing that ‘making’ un-civic youth civic is a dream that appears to infrequently come 
true online. While youth from all corners of society use the internet in civic ways, 
engaged and active young people seem to do so the most. Further, whether struc-
tural online civic participation might ‘cause’ offline civic participation is still an 
academically controversial question (see chapter 5). Nevertheless, as mentioned, 
being engaged and active is a relatively special condition, and trying to foster it on-
ly online is seemingly not the most effective strategy.  
 
More specific policy implications are beyond the scope and aim of this dissertation 
(for a more extensive discussion see: Banaji, Buckingham, Van Zoonen & Hirzalla, 
2009), but the suggestions discussed above might just as well provide some coun-
terweight to the usual hype surrounding ICTs. In regard to the academic goals of 
this dissertation, the findings about website production (chapter 3), content online 
(chapters 3 and 4), internet use (chapters 5 and 6), and civic attitudes (chapters 6 
and 7) must be followed-up with new research. Many specific suggestions for fol-
low-up studies were already discussed in chapters 2 to 7. More general and fun-
damentally critical questions, discussed further above, require particularly more 
reflection on how young people’s civic participation and engagement function in 
context, the meaning of these ‘democratic duties’, and how these duties relate to 
structures and holders of political or economic power. 
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APPENDICES 
 
 
Chapter 3, appendix 3.1: Websites and interviews 

 
This appendix shows a list with the sites and interviews on which my analyses for 
chapter 3 are based. The URL of each site is mentioned behind the name of the site 
or organization in question. The 15 websites of which the producer was 
interviewed are indicated with asterisks (*) after the URLs. 
 
1. Websites of youth departments of political parties (political party activism) 
1. Jongerensite PvdA   http://www.js.nl* 
2. Jongerensite CDA    http://www.cdja.nl 
3. Jongerensite SP    http://rood.sp.nl 
4. Jongerensite GroenLinks    http://www.dwars.org 
5. Jongerensite SGP    http://www.sgpj.nl 
6. Jongerensite Christenunie   http://www.perspectief.nu 
 

2. Websites of NGOs that organize activities about political issues 
1. (7) Coolpolitics    http://www.coolpolitics.nl* 
2. (8) Nationale Jeugdraad   http://www.jeugdraad.nl* 
3. (9) Stichting PJP    http://www.pjp.nl 
4. (10) Groninger PJK   http://www.gpjk.nl 
5. (11) JNL     http://www.jnl.org 
6. (12) Haags Debat    http://www.haagsdebat.nl 
7. (13) Jongeren & Politiek   http://www.sjep.nl 
8. (14) StemWijzer (VoteMatch)  http://www.stemwijzer.nl* 
 

3. Websites with platforms for self-expression 
1. (15) Debatteer.nl    http://www.debatteer.nl  
2. (16) In-Spe     http://www.in-spe.org 
3. (17) Maroc.nl    http://www.maroc.nl* 
4. (18) Hyves     http://www.hyves.nl 
5. (19) Funky Babes    http://www.funkybabes.nl 
6. (20) CU2     http://www.cu2.nl 
7. (21) Islamwijzer    http://www.islamwijzer.nl*
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4. Websites about social activism 
1. (22) Young Amnesty   http://www.youngamnesty.nl* 
2. (23) Voetafdruk    http://www.voetafdruk.nl  
3. (24) LHUMP    http://www.lhump.nl 
4. (25) CIDI Jongeren   http://www.cijo.nl  
5. (26) Greenpeace Kids   http://www.greenpeacekids.nl* 
6. (27) JvJ     http://jongerenvoorjongeren.nl 
 

5. Websites for specific communities 
1. (28) Students Only    http://www.studentsonly.nl 
2. (29) HGJB     http://www.hgjb.nl 
3. (30) Jeugdbond N&M   http://www.jnm.nl 
4. (31) El Tawheed    http://www.eltawheed.nl  
5. (32) Mix-ML    http://www.mix-ml.nl  
6. (33) IO     http://www.irakesejongeren.nl 
 

6. Websites about norms and values 
1. (34) En-campagne    http://www.en.nl* 
2. (35) Wat voor eikel ben jij?  http://www.watvooreikelbenjij.nl 
3. (36) Ik ben geweldig   http://www.ikbengeweldig.nl* 
4. (37) Vet Verkeerd    http://www.vetverkeerd.nl  
5. (38) LTZG     http://limburgtegenzinloosgeweld.nl  
6. (39) United Smile    http://www.unitedsmile.nl* 
 

7. News websites for youth 
1. (40) Fok     http://www.fok.nl 
2. (41) Deadline    http://www.deadline.nl* 
3. (42) Spunk     http://www.spunk.nl* 
4. (43) Extra fris    http://www.extrafris.nl 
 

8. Websites that have a portal function 
1. (44) Youknow    http://www.youknow.nl* 
2. (45) Startpagina    http://jongeren.startpagina.nl  
3. (46) Go Europe    http://www.go-europe.nl 
4. (47) Your Amsterdam   http://www.youramsterdam.nl* 
5. (48) Overheid.nl    http://www.overheid.nl 
6. (49) Openstart    http://jeugd.openstart.nl 
7. (50) 123Jongeren    http://www.123jongeren.nl 
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Chapter 3, appendix 3.2: Coding template 
 
This appendix shows the originial online coding template used for the coding of 
560 websites in six European countries and Turkey. These analyses were part of 
the CivicWeb research project about the role of the internet in young people’s civic 
participation and engagement (see: http://www.civicweb.eu). Obviously, only the 
data about 50 websites in the Netherlands were used for the analyses in chapter 3. 
 
1. Country of origin of the website: 

- Hungary 
- Netherlands 
- Slovenia 
- Spain 
- Sweden 
- Turkey 
- UK 

 
2. The coder: 

[This question refers to the person that actually fills in the coding sheet, 
namely the researcher; as you can only fill four letters in the online version, 
for instance Eva would be EB and Fadi would FH.] 

 
3. URL of the website. Please, copy the URL of the website here:  

 
4. Name of the organisation:  

 
5. Please copy the subheading or mission statement of the website here:  

[The statement does not have to be taken from the ‘about us’ section, but 
wherever it is quoted from, the name of that page or section needs to be 
noted. In countries where the native language is not English, please include 
the original text as well as a translation of it.] 
 

6. Name and/or contact information of the producer of the website:  
[The producer of the website refers to the web administrators and/or 
moderators. You might find it hard to reach any contact information 
regarding the producer. In this case, the design company or organization 
could also be ample information for your records since we will be conducting 
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interviews with this specific target group in WP7. If you think a site meets 
most of our criteria and that you decide to recommend it for further analysis, 
the response to this question becomes more obligatory.] 
 

7. Which category does the website fall under? 
[You may select all that apply.] 
- Activist group’s website 
- Charity’s website 
- EU website 
- Governmental website 
- International network’s website 
- NGO’s website 
- Political party’s website 
- Religious group’s website 
- Other, please specify:  

 
8. Does the website address young people? 

[You may select all that apply.] 
- No, not specifically 
- Yes, it is about youth  
- Yes, it is addressed directly to youth  

 
9. How would you describe the overall feel and the mode of address of the 

website? (Please include comments on language, design features, quality of 
images, ease of use etc., examples are welcome.)  
 

10. What topic(s) does the website address? Choose the three most important 
topics. 
[You may select all that apply, but try to choose the three most important 
topics.] 
- Arts  
- Capitalism, consumerism  
- Drugs  
- Economy 
- Education  
- Environmental issues  
- Family 
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- Gender  
- Globalisation 
- Health  
- Human rights  
- Lifestyle  
- Minorities, migration  
- Party politics 
- Patriotism, nationalism  
- Peace  
- Promotion of civic participation in general (i.e. voting)  
- Protection of animals  
- Religion 
- Sexual orientation 
- Social inequalities  
- Sports  
- Terrorism, military conflict  
- Unemployment 
- Other, please specify:  

 
11. Please, comment on the topics the website addresses:  

 
12. You will see applications and functions below. Please select the ones that you 

find on the website.  
[You may select all that apply.] 
- Articles, papers by users 
- Audio content  
- Blog  
- Buying  
- Chatroom 
- E-mail  
- E-voting  
- FAQ 
- Forum  
- Games, tests  
- Message board  
- News section  
- Petition to sign  
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- Pictures, photos 
- Possibility to comment specific content  
- Promotion of events to attend  
- Promotion of other organisations, websites  
- Register, become a member 
- ‘Share it/e-mail it to a friend’ function  
- Sponsoring, donation  
- Subscription to newsletters or e-mail lists  
- Video content  
- Wiki 
- Other, please specify: 

 
13. What kind of civic participation might the website promote? 

[You may select all that apply, but try to choose the three most important.] 
- Certain lifestyle  
- Contacting officials and authorities  
- Demonstration, protest  
- Discussion 
- Donation, sponsoring  
- Events (other than demonstrations and protests) (attending them)  
- Joining organisation 
- Organising events  
- Signing petition  
- Volunteering 
- Voting 
- Other, please specify: 

 
14. Please comment on the ways the website attempts to promote civic 

participation. Please comment on the offline activity as well:  
 

15. Please comment on the ‘civicness’ of the website:  
[As stated in the general guide sheet, we take civic engagement to refer to a 
subjective state of interest, investment or personal commitment, while civic 
participation is a matter of objective actions of various kinds (including 
‘speech’). Since the website inventory should be grounded on a broad 
conception of civic, while commenting on civicness of a website, it would be 
advisable to mention whether the site includes instances of civic engagement 
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(more subjective) and/or civic participation (more objective). If possible, also 
give examples.] 

 
16. Please select the ‘network’ features the website contains.  

[You may select all that apply.] 
- Connection with NGOs  
- Endorsement of a political party, political organisation, politician  
- Language option (website available in more than one language)  
- Links to European sites  
- Links to International sites  
- Links to National sites  
- Sponsorship of a commercial organisation  
- Sponsorship of a non-profit organisation  
- Other, please specify: 
[We have listed network features such as links, sponsorship, endorsement, 
formal-informal connections and language options. However, alternatives 
may come to mind as you surf further. Especially in the case of youth-
oriented sites, peer-to-peer support, partnership of several organizations, 
surveys, e-voting mechanisms and petitions on current / social issues may be 
available to enhance networking. Thus, question 17 also gives you the 
opportunity to explain these features in detail with examples or technical 
terminology like polls, discussion platforms etc. You may also point out if the 
site has an easy-to-navigate style and is easily accessible for networking.]  
 

17. Please, comment on the network features the website has:  
 

18. General comments about the website and/or producer:  
 
19. Do you recommend this website for further in-depth analysis? 

- Yes 
- No 

 
20. Date (yy/mm/dd):  
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Chapter 7, appendix 7.1: Focus groups participants 
 
Politics 
- Members of Jonge Socialisten (Young Socialists), which is the youth 

department of the left-wing Dutch Labour Party (PvdA). They participated in 
internal and public debates about social and political issues, and they 
organized campaigns aimed at focusing young people’s attention on civic 
issues in general and on their own agenda in particular. 

 Number of interviewees: 7 / Date: 16 January 2009 / Place: Amsterdam 
-  Youth who travelled to the United States to support Barack Obama’s 

presidential campaign in October and November 2008, and to witness his 
inauguration on January 20th 2009. They did typical campaigning activities, 
such as door-to-door visits and giving out leaflets. 

 Number of interviewees: 7 / Date: 5 February 2009 / Place: Amsterdam 
 
Activism 
- Members of Jongeren Milieu Actief (Youth Environment Active), which is the 

youth department of the Dutch environmental movement called 
Milieudefensie. They participated in internal debates about environmental 
campaigns and were active in conducting campaigns in different forms, such 
as giving out leaflets and giving presentations about the environment at 
schools. 

 Number of interviewees: 5 / Date: 12 January 2009 / Place: Amsterdam 
- Members of the Dutch youth department of Amnesty International. These 

youth had internal debates about the development of human rights 
campaigns, and they were active in waging campaigns in different forms, 
such as writing letters to governments about the imprisonment of people 
deemed innocent. 

 Number of interviewees: 7 / Date: 22 January 2009 / Place: Amsterdam 
- Members of Stichting Markse Jongeren (Foundation for Marken Youth), which 

is a local initiative in the town of Marken aimed at organizing leisure and 
voluntary activities for the Marken community in general and youth in 
particular. 

 Number of interviewees: 7 / Date: 22 January 2009 / Place: Marken 
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Sharing 
- Youth who actively blogged. Some of these youth were active in the blogging 

collective called Jong in the City (Young in the City). These bloggers were free 
to write about whatever subjects they wanted. Most of the bloggers did not 
know each other before the focus group session was held. 

 Number of interviewees: 12 (2 groups) / Date: 23 December 2008; 5 February 
2009 / Place: Leiden; Amsterdam 

- Participants in a youth-for-youth online consultation centre called Share in 
Trust. These participants had online chat sessions with local youth who are 
looking for someone to discuss personal predicaments with, ranging from 
being in love with a teacher to drug addiction. The participants met each 
other on a weekly basis. 

 Number of interviewees: 7 / Date: 3 February 2009 / Place: Utrecht 
 
Consumption 
- Some of the interviewees who were involved in the initiatives mentioned 

above were also active in buying fair trade products and other products with 
a social or political ‘trademark’. 
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING (DUTCH SUMMARY) 
 
 
Veel politici, beleidsmakers, journalisten en ouders lijken de neiging te hebben zich 
zorgen te maken over jongeren. Terwijl die zorgen traditioneel betrekking hebben 
op de gezondheid van jongeren en hun prestaties op school, hebben ze tegen-
woordig ook betrekking op ‘burgerschap’ – een containerbegrip dat aan tal van po-
litieke en maatschappelijke vormen van actie en engagement refereert, zoals 
stemmen, kranten lezen, meedoen aan demonstraties, en de buren helpen. En om-
dat jongeren zo van het internet lijken te houden – volgens een recente peiling van 
het STIR gebruikt 99 procent van de Nederlandse jeugd het internet gemiddeld 
tien uur per week of langer – doemt de vraag op of het internet een positieve rol 
kan vervullen in het promoten van hun burgerschap offline of nieuwe vormen van 
burgerschap online kan faciliteren. 

Die vraag hebben wetenschappers wereldwijd opgepakt. In ‘optimistische’ 
studies wordt geconcludeerd dat het internet veel potentie heeft om jongeren en 
andere leeftijdsgroepen te helpen met het bedrijven van goed burgerschap. Dit po-
tentieel wordt onder meer gevonden op online plekken waar men moderne vor-
men van activisme kan bedrijven (zoals het ondertekenen van een online petitie), 
met anderen in debat kan gaan (op webfora), sociale netwerken kan onderhouden 
(via profielwebsites zoals Hyves.nl), of nieuws kan consumeren (via websites als 
Nu.nl). In diverse studies wordt tevens duidelijk gemaakt hoe dit potentieel 
daadwerkelijk wordt geëxploiteerd. De meer ‘sceptische’ onderzoekers stellen ech-
ter dat het internet door een selecte groep mensen wordt gebruikt voor maat-
schappelijke of politieke doeleinden, namelijk door personen die reeds actief en be-
trokken zijn. 

Hoewel deze wetenschappelijke literatuur zeer snel is gegroeid, blijft er een 
reeks belangrijke vragen onderbelicht over de rol van het internet in het burger-
schap van jongeren. In dit proefschrift wordt op een selectie van die vragen inge-
gaan door middel van een aantal empirische studies in de Nederlandse context. 
Nadat in hoofdstuk 1 de contouren van het maatschappelijke en wetenschappelijke 
debat over het online en offline burgerschap van jongeren worden geschetst, wordt 
op basis van een ‘review essay’ in hoofdstuk 2 de onderzoeksagenda van dit proef-
schrift nader afgebakend binnen vier thema’s: (1) hoe het web wordt geprodu-
ceerd; (2) wat de inhoudelijke kenmerken zijn van het web; (3) hoe het internet 
wordt gebruikt; (4) en wat mogelijke attitudes zijn die maatschappelijke of politie-
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ke vormen van internetgebruik beïnvloeden. Binnen deze thema’s wordt een aan-
tal issues nader uitgewerkt en onderzocht in hoofdstuk 3 t/m 7. 

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt aandacht besteed aan de manieren waarop de doelstel-
lingen, routines, perspectieven en mogelijkheden van bepaalde webproducenten 
(overheden en NGOs) zich wel en niet zouden kunnen vertalen in online inhoud 
met een potentieel om het burgerschap onder jongeren te promoten. Dit onderzoek 
is gebaseerd op een kwalitatieve inhoudsanalyse van 50 websites en semi-
gestructureerde diepte-interviews met de producenten van 15 websites. Eén van 
de centrale conclusies van dit onderzoek is dat het maatschappelijke of politieke 
potentieel van online teksten en activiteiten gelimiteerd kan worden als webpro-
ducenten zich voornemen om hun websites ‘positief’ en ‘verteerbaar’ (kort en 
krachtig) te maken, of als webproducenten het idee hebben dat jongeren – als een 
homogene groep – reeds bereid zijn om actief en betrokken te zijn. 

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt nader ingegaan op emotionaliteit als een meer specifiek 
onderdeel van online teksten en beelden die NGOs inzetten om jongeren te berei-
ken en te mobiliseren. Op basis van een casestudie van de Nederlandse jongeren-
websites van Greenpeace en het Wereld Natuur Fonds, wordt door middel van 
een kwalitatieve inhoudsanalyse gedemonstreerd hoe de genoemde websites ge-
bruik maken van materiaal dat aan angst en enthousiasme appelleert. Op basis van 
dit onderzoek wordt vervolgens besproken hoe de saillantie van online teksten en 
beelden met emotionele consequenties noopt tot een uitbreiding van de gangbare 
onderzoeksfocus van wetenschappers. Kort gezegd: als meer aandacht wordt be-
steed aan eventuele emotionaliteit in webinhoud, dan kunnen de politieke en 
maatschappelijke functies en potenties van het internet in het leven van jongeren 
op een meer precieze en alomvattende wijze worden geëvalueerd. 

Hoofdstuk 5 gaat over de manieren waarop online en offline maatschappelij-
ke of politieke activiteiten van jongeren met elkaar samenhangen en zich verbin-
den in zogenoemde ‘participatiemodi’. Op basis van een enquête (N=808) en door 
middel van confirmatieve factoranalyse, wordt in dit hoofdstuk aangetoond dat 
online en offline activiteiten onder jongeren in vier participatiemodi kunnen sa-
menkomen: Politiek, Activisme, Consumptie (‘buycotten’) en Discussie. Hiermee 
levert dit hoofdstuk een fundamentele kritiek op de grote aandacht die in de litera-
tuur wordt gegeven aan het concept ‘online participatie’, als een participatievorm 
die op zichzelf staat en onafhankelijk van offline activiteiten wordt bedreven.  
 In hoofdstuk 6 wordt op basis van een enquête (N=819) en door middel van 
structural equation modeling onderzocht of politieke interesse en politieke kennis een 
bepalende rol speelden in het door jongeren gebruiken van Kieskompas.nl en 
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Stemwijzer.nl voor aanvang van de Nederlandse parlementsverkiezingen van no-
vember 2006. De resultaten van dit onderzoek wijzen onder andere uit dat de be-
treffende websites niet alleen door jongeren met een hoge politieke interesse en 
kennis werden gebruikt, maar door een bredere groep. Dat resultaat staat haaks op 
de bevindingen van andere studies waarin wordt geconcludeerd dat het internet 
vooral door de meer actieve, betrokken en geïnformeerde mensen voor maat-
schappelijke of politieke doeleinden wordt gebruikt. Het afwijkende gebruik van 
Kieskompas en Stemwijzer wordt in hoofdstuk 6 gerelateerd aan de context waar-
in de genoemde websites worden gebruikt en aan het gebruikskarakter van die 
websites, en besproken in relatie tot de gangbare theoretische en methodologische 
veronderstellingen die ten grondslag liggen aan mainstream wetenschappelijk on-
derzoek naar de maatschappelijke en politieke exploitatie van het internet. 
 Hoofdstuk 7 bevat een kwalitatieve analyse van de rol van politiek zelfver-
trouwen in de online en offline participatie van jongeren. Gebaseerd op 10 focus-
groepsdiscussies met 52 jongeren, laat deze studie onder meer zien hoe jongeren 
hun politiek zelfvertrouwen en het belang daarvan articuleren in relatie tot hun al-
ledaagse ervaringen en doelstellingen met bepaalde activiteiten. Deze en andere 
bevindingen worden gerelateerd aan de wijze waarop politiek zelfvertrouwen 
doorgaans wordt geanalyseerd in kwantitatieve analyses (op basis van surveys), 
namelijk als een voorziening die qua aanwezigheid relatief stabiel is en bovendien 
intrinsiek relevant is voor maatschappelijke of politieke activiteiten. Het onderzoek 
dat in hoofdstuk 7 wordt gepresenteerd impliceert dat de betekenissen en functies 
van politiek zelfvertrouwen meer complex, divers en veranderlijk zijn dan vaak 
wordt aangenomen. 
 Hoofdstuk 3 t/m 7 hebben dus elk specifieke onderzoeksdoelen binnen de 
genoemde 4 onderzoeksthema’s. Hoofdstuk 3 en 4 zijn georiënteerd op webin-
houd, terwijl hoofdstuk 3 ook aandacht besteed aan webproductie. Hoofdstuk 6 is 
gericht op zowel het gebruik van het internet als attitudes die internetgebruik 
kunnen verklaren, terwijl hoofdstuk 5 zich beperkt tot het gebruik van het internet, 
en hoofdstuk 7 tot politiek zelfvertrouwen als een verklarende attitude. Tezamen 
bieden deze hoofdstukken een breed scala aan inzichten die gebruikt kunnen wor-
den om de mogelijke rol van het internet in het burgerschap van jongeren nader te 
begrijpen. In hoofdstuk 8 worden deze inzichten bij wijze van afsluiting eerst 
puntsgewijs geresumeerd en aansluitend kritisch besproken in relatie tot elkaar en 
tot enkele aanhoudende hiaten in kennis en reflectie in de thans beschikbare litera-
tuur. 
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